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The Geonium Chip Penning trap is a unique scalable Penning trap technology with

applications in quantum technology, with a particular focus on the detection of single

microwave photons. The trap has not yet demonstrated the trapping of electrons, but

this thesis includes work towards this goal. A comprehensive photoelectric characterisa-

tion of the cryogenic trapping chamber has been undertaken, with applications in leak

detection and the validation of the electrostatic model of the trap, among others. The cali-

bration of a novel planar magnetic field source has been undertaken, which has been ver-

ified by the measurement of homogeneous magnetic fields of up to 500 mT. This scalable

magnetic field source has other potential engineering applications. A control program for

the magnetic field source has been implemented, which provides active quench protec-

tion and controls the magnetic field distribution. A new trap loading procedure has been

programmed, which implements an electron impact ionisation technique. An ionisation

curve has been obtained which is in good agreement with that of helium, which suggests

that secondary electrons are being produced in the trap. Resistive wall destabilisation

has been investigated which has resulted in new electronic filters.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The motivation for the Geonium Chip Penning trap

1.1.1 A selected history of the Penning trap

The Penning trap was initially developed by multiple groups [1] and named by Hans

Dehmelt [2, 3], who designed the trap with influence from the work of Frans Penning

[1] ([4]). Dehmelt developed a now-widely-employed general electronic detection tech-

nique; the bolometric technique [5] and Dehmelt also developed a method to continuously

(and non-destructively) determine the electron spin state; the Continuous Stern-Gerlach

Effect [6]. Dehmelt was the first to trap a single electron [7] and Dehmelt later denoted

a single trapped electron within a Penning trap as geonium [8]. Dehmelt was awarded a

share of the 1989 Nobel prize [9] for their work, alongside Wolfgang Paul and Norman

Ramsey.

1.1.2 Comparing the Geonium Chip Penning trap to alternative planar Pen-

ning trap technologies

In 2005, the first planar Penning trap was proposed [10] at Mainz with circular electrode

geometry, which later successfully trapped (100 - 1000 [11]) electrons [11, 12], while at

room temperature. This trap moved to Ulm and shortly afterwards it was modified and

successfully trapped electrons again [13, 14], while at cryogenic temperature using a di-

lution refrigerator [13]. This trap [13] managed to trap a small cloud of electrons ("such
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peaks can be associated with few electrons excitation or even perhaps with excitation of

a single electron" [13]) and it was considered for integration in quantum systems [15].

It was suggested that "the strong anharmonicity of the axial potential in the planar trap

prevented us from observing a single electron" [13].

Planar Penning traps with circular electrode geometry were further optimised at Har-

vard with the intent to trap a single electron [16–18], eventually trapping a small cloud

of two electrons after apparatus improvements [19], while at cryogenic temperature us-

ing a dilution refrigerator [16, 19]. Before the improvements [16, 18] it was suggested

that "the trap stability and detection sensitivity remain to be improved" [18] and after

the improvements it was suggested that "all efforts to measure a smaller linewidth were

not successful and were limited by axial frequency instabilities" [19]. This optimisation

proposed a much smaller (several orders of magnitude) degree of axial frequency broad-

ening at 5 K than was observed in Mainz and Ulm [16]. Despite the use of dilution

refrigerators, these traps [13, 16] both had axial amplifier temperatures of approximately

5 K without feedback cooling, a temperature which is in principle achievable in the Geo-

nium Chip Penning trap experiment without a dilution refrigerator. This optimisation

[16] determined that in order to minimise the undesired axial frequency shifts (thermal

broadening) (§2.1.2), the amplitude coefficients ak (most significantly a2) had to be min-

imised, by optimising the expansion coefficients Cki of the axial potential (§2.1.1). It was

determined that [16] the Mainz [11] and Ulm [13, 14] traps were not sufficiently opti-

mised, but one harmonic optimisation achieved C1 = C3 = C4 = C6 = 0; C2 = 1 and

a2 = a3 = a4 = a5 = 0 [16, Eqn. 50 and Table 1] by optimising the electrode voltages

and the electrode geometry. It was also discussed that [16] naturally for cylindrical traps

with reflection symmetry along ûz, that odd-k the coefficients Ck and low-order ak van-

ish, but this isn’t true [16] for the planar Penning traps with circular electrode geometry

[10–19]. However [16], a mirror-image [16] trap may be formed from electrodes mirrored

in two parallel opposing (separated in z) planes ûx = ûy, which creates a symmetric axial

potential along ûz. Also, the mirror-image trap can be orthogonalized (where the axial

frequency is independent of the tuning of the electrode voltages [16, 20]).
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One fundamental benefit of the Geonium Chip Penning trap [21] is that the axial po-

tential (§3.2) is symmetric along ûz (and ûx) and so there should naturally be vanishing

odd-order anharmonicities along ûz (and ûx) [21]. The Geonium Chip Penning trap was

conceptualised [21] by projecting the conventional cylindrical trap [20] onto a chip, as

depicted in Figure 1.1. However, the Geonium Chip Penning trap [21] differs from the

other planar Penning traps [10–19] in that the electrodes are in the ûx − ûz plane (rather

than in the ûx − ûy plane) and so symmetry along ûz is maintained. This also means that

the magnetic field axis ûz is parallel to the surface of the Geonium Chip Penning trap

(§3.3), whereas ûz runs perpendicular from the surface of the chip in the other traps [10–

19]. The Geonium Chip Penning trap is still a planar trap and so there is a fundamental

asymmetry, but the asymmetry is along ûy where the most troublesome anharmonicity is

C012 [21] (§3.2), rather than along ûz [10–19]. However [21], rather than try to eliminate

anharmonicities [16, Eqn. 50] as described above, the electrode voltages in the Geonium

Chip Penning trap are optimised by finding an optimal tuning ratio Topt
c (y) which can-

cels the frequency shift - but the anharmonicites themselves may be non-zero (§2.1.2).

Furthermore, the ultra elliptical regime [22] (§3.2) may be used to limit the vertical mo-

tion along ûy and so the trapped particle would sample less of the asymmetric potential

along ûy.

The traps with circular electrode geometry [10–19] are compared to the Geonium Chip

Penning trap in Figure 1.2. The electrodes of a trap with circular electrode geometry [13]

are depicted in Figure 1.2a, assuming that the 100 µm gaps are centred around the ideal

electrode boundaries of 1 mm, 3 mm and 5 mm. It can be seen in Figure 1.2a that there

are three concentric electrodes with voltages V1, V2 and V3 [10], which are bounded by

gaps with radii ρ1 ≤ ρ ≤ ρ2, ρ3 ≤ ρ ≤ ρ4 and ρ5 ≤ ρ ≤ ρ6 [13]. The electrodes of the

Geonium Chip Penning trap are depicted in Figure 1.2b. Also depicted are some example

axial potentials produced by both types of trap. The axial potential Φ(z) (Figure 1.2c) of

the trap (depicted in Figure 1.2a) was calculated using the model [10, eq. 8] (equivalent to

[16, eq. 11]) for the trap in [13], with electrode voltages V1 = 0.0 V, V2 = −5.2 V and V3 =

−14.0 V [13]. The axial potential Φ(z) (Figure 1.2d) of the Geonium Chip Penning trap
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(A) Conception of the
Geonium Chip Penning
trap, where the electrodes
of a conventional cylindrical
Penning trap are projected
onto the ûx − ûz plane [21].

Reproduced from [21].

(B) A sketch of the electrodes
of the Geonium Chip Pen-
ning trap, where a trapped
particle is represented with
a red circle in the equilib-
rium trapping position~r0 =
(0, y0, 0) [21] (§2.1.1), above
the centre of the ring elec-
trode [21]. Reproduced from

[21].

FIGURE 1.1: The conception of the Geonium Chip Penning trap [21].

(depicted in Figure 1.2b) was calculated using Mathematica functions provided by Dr José

Verdú-Galiana, to compute (3.1) using formulae in [22, App. A], with electrode voltages

VR = −3.5875 V, VC = −5.0255 V and VE = −20.4488 V. The voltages chosen to make

Φ(z) in Figure 1.2d were those which make the same axial frequency (ωz = 2π · 67.97

MHz for trapped electrons) as the potential Φ(z) (Figure 1.2c) for the Penning trap with

circular electrode geometry.
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There also exist other similar traps with alternative designs and/or aims. For exam-

ple, two-dimensional arrays of planar Penning traps have also been developed, with the

Pixel trap "for ions or electrons" having been fabricated [23] (Ulm) and another scalable 2D

array for ions having been proposed [24] (Zürich). Another alternative planar Penning

trap using wires was proposed at Imperial College (London) [25], which later success-

fully trapped Ca+ ions [26]. Another alternative Penning trap (similar to the mirror-image

trap [16, 17] at Harvard) was proposed and tested with Ca+ ions by Imperial College

(London) [27]. Furthermore, a Paul trap at room temperature which was fabricated using

printed circuit boards has successfully trapped electrons [28]. Also, a portable Penning

trap was used to transport electrons more than 5000 km [29].

Although it has been speculated that planar Penning traps may have successfully

trapped just a single electron, it has not been conclusive [13, 19]. The Geonium Chip

Penning trap aims to be the first planar Penning trap to conclusively trap a single electron.
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(A) A sketch of a planar Pen-
ning trap with circular elec-
trode geometry, using the
trap dimensions from [13].
The magnetic field axis z is
perpendicular to both the x
and y axes [10] and the parti-
cles are trapped at (x, y, z) =

(0, 0, z0 6= 0) [10].

(B) A sketch of the Geonium
Chip Penning trap, where
a trapped electron is repre-
sented as a red circle (at~r0 =
(0, y0, 0) [21] (§2.1.1)). Re-

produced from [21].
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(C) An example plot of an
axial potential Φ(z) pro-
duced by the trap depicted
in Figure 1.2a, using volt-
ages which were discussed
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(D) An example plot of
an axial potential Φ(z) pro-
duced by the Geonium Chip
Penning trap depicted in

Figure 1.2b.

FIGURE 1.2: A comparison between the existing planar Penning traps
(with circular electrode geometry) and the Geonium Chip (planar) Pen-
ning trap. The traps are depicted in Figures 1.2a and 1.2b (respectively)
and some example potentials Φ(z) (with opposite sign) are depicted in
Figures 1.2c and 1.2d (respectively). It can be seen that Φ(z) is less sym-
metric in Figure 1.2c than in Figure 1.2d, which results from the topology
of the traps. It is important to consider that the trap/potential in Figure
1.2a/1.2c is not for an optimised geometry nor optimised set of voltages

like the traps discussed in [16, Eqn. 50 and Table 1].
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1.1.3 The prospective impact of the Geonium Chip Penning trap

The Geonium Chip Penning trap can in principle trap any charged particle (including

ions and electrons), provided that the electric field, magnetic field and detection cir-

cuit are optimised for the particle to be trapped (while taking into account trap stability

(§7.2.3)). The polarity of the electric field means that only charged particles of one charge-

polarity may be trapped indefinitely at any one time in a Penning trap. However, there

are variations of the Penning trap which contain both charge-polarities simultaneously:

i) an electron-beam ion source [30] and an electron-beam ion trap [31]. At present it is

aimed to only trap electrons in the Geonium Chip Penning trap.

With a name derived from Dehmelt’s geonium atom [8, 22], the Geonium Chip Penning

trap was primarily conceptualised as a scalable Penning trap technology, with the aim

to implement an electric field source (electrodes) and a magnetic field source within a

scalable chip (the Geonium Chip [22]) [22]. Eventually, the axial detection circuit and the

(differential) preamplifier will also be incorporated into the Geonium Chip itself [32, 33].

The Geonium Chip is scalable [22] because of its modular nature (eventually containing

the electric field source, the magnetic field source and the detection circuitry). Also, the

magnetic field axis ûz of the Geonium Chip Penning trap is in the same plane as the

electrodes (ûx − ûz) and so trapped particles can be shuttled between different sites (as

routinely achieved in cylindrical traps e.g. [34]), which is a requirement for scalability.

Furthermore, the Geonium Chip Penning trap is made more deployable than con-

ventional Penning traps by the use of a closed-system cryocooler rather than the use of

liquid cryogens (e.g. [35]). This means that the Geonium Chip Penning trap could be

implemented into commercial devices, for example in the sector of mass spectrometry

where the Geonium Chip Penning trap offers a cheaper technology for a similar degree

of precision as existing mass spectrometers [36], where the magnetic field source of the

Geonium Chip Penning trap should be cheaper than typical solenoids. The Geonium

Chip Penning trap is currently being developed primarily as a technology for single mi-

crowave photon detection [37] (§2.4). At present (§3), the Geonium Chip just contains the

electric field source (electrodes), while the magnetic field source is separate but bolted to
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the Geonium Chip and the detection circuit uses an axial resonator which is also separate

from the Geonium Chip.

However, the Geonium Chip Penning trap also provides an opportunity to try to im-

prove fundamental physics measurements [36], which are discussed in (§1.2). Firstly,

the electric and magnetic field sources are bolted together (Figure 3.6b) (or incorporated

into the Geonium Chip in the future) and so they have very little relative motion and

so the trap is fundamentally relatively impervious to vibration [36], unlike some cylin-

drical traps (e.g. [35]). Vibration would mean that the trapped particle would sample

a wider volume of magnetic field (which might have a higher degree of inhomogene-

ity), or experience a time-varying magnetic field, which might broaden the motional fre-

quencies (§2.1.2)). Similarly, the closed-system cryocooler has good temperature stability,

which should also reduce the broadening of motional frequencies (§2.1.2). Furthermore,

the trapped particle can be trapped at different heights y0 (§2.1.1) above the chip and

so systematic effects relating to electrostatic and magnetic fields may be investigated and

subsequently corrected for during high-precision measurements, for example when mea-

suring a g-factor (§1.2.1). Also, the Geonium Chip Penning trap is an elliptical Penning

trap (§2.1.1) and the ellipticity may be advantageous, however the ellipticity can also

be eradicated by choosing suitable electrode voltages. For example, the ultra elliptical

regime (§3.2) could be advantageous when forming crystals (§1.2.4) by reducing the am-

plitude of the magnetron motion [38], or a "quasi two-dimensional electron gas in free

space" [22]. Also, when a particle is put into the ultra elliptical regime [22], the electron

should sample less of the magnetic field in one direction and more of the magnetic field

in another, so motional frequencies might have less broadening (§2.1.2).
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1.2 Applications of Penning traps

1.2.1 Tests of fundamental physics: the g-factor; quantum electrodynamics

and charge-parity-time invariance

"The g factor of a charged particle is defined as the proportionality constant between its

angular momentum ~J and the corresponding induced magnetic moment ~µ" [39]. High

precision measurements of the g-factors of trapped free and bound electrons in Penning

traps allow QED to be verified to a high extent and also allow for the determination of

the electron mass and the fine structure constant α [40]. One advantage to determining

the g-factor with a Penning trap is the ability to use the Continuous Stern-Gerlach Effect [6].

The g-factor of a single trapped electron "is the most precisely determined property

of an elementary particle" [41], which is in reference to the determination of g/2 for the

so-called "one-electron quantum cyclotron" in a Penning trap (determined to 0.28 ppt)

[35, 42]. The g-factor can be written as a series expansion of the fine structure constant α

with the expansion coefficients being calculable from QED [35] and therefore, this [35, 42]

determination of the g-factor gave rise to at least two significant outcomes [35]. Firstly,

by using theoretical (calculated) expansion coefficients, this [35, 42] determination of the

g-factor lead to an improvement of the determination of the (fundamental) fine structure

constant α [42], which was determined "12 times more accurately than the next-most-

precise method" [35]. Secondly, by using an independent (of g) determination of α, this

[35, 42] determination of the g-factor has to a good extent verified models of quantum

electrodynamics (by verifying the aforementioned expansion coefficients) [35]. As men-

tioned in [35], [43, 44] contain information about how the g-factor is related to α.

As reviewed in [40], the g-factors of bound electrons in hydrogen-like ions have been

determined for 12C5+ [34], 16O7+ [39] and 28Si13+ [45]. These three determinations of the

g-factors of bound electrons have allowed verification of bound-state quantum electro-

dynamics [34, 39, 45]. Similarly to a free electron as described above, the g-factor for a

bound electron may also be expressed as a series expansion, however for a bound elec-

tron the expansion is an expansion of both α and the atomic number Z [40]. The most
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recent of these determinations [45] is an improvement to the uncertainty of the bound-

state g-factor from its predecessor [46]. The determination from the predecessor [46] was

"the most precise value of the g factor of a bound electron" [46] where "the excellent

agreement between experimental and theoretical value represents to date the most accu-

rate test of bound-state QED calculations in strong fields" [46]. One benefit of verifying

QED using a bound electron is that the extreme conditions might be better at showing a

limit to existing QED theory [47].

Penning traps have also been used to verify CPT invariance by determining and com-

paring the g-factors of singly-trapped matter particles and their antimatter counterparts,

for example i) the electron and positron [48] and ii) the proton and antiproton [49, 50].

1.2.2 Tests of fundamental physics: antimatter and the weak equivalence prin-

ciple

Antihydrogen has been made using antimatter plasmas which have been stored in Penning-

Malberg traps [51]. Some examples located at CERN [52, 53] aim to measure the gravita-

tion of antihydrogen: ALPHA-2 [54] and ALPHA-g [55], GBAR [56, 57] and AEḡIS [58].

Measurements of the gravitation of antihydrogen can be used to test the weak equiv-

alence principle, of high importance to the theory of General relativity [58]. Another

Penning-Ioffe trap experiment (ATRAP) for trapping antihydrogen is also underway [59].

1.2.3 Mass spectrometry and nuclear and particle physics

Penning traps have also been used as precise mass spectrometers [60]. For example, the

most precise determinations of i) the atomic mass of the proton and also ii) the proton

to electron mass ratio have been determined [61] using a ratio of motional frequencies

and the Invariance Theorem [62]. Also, the atomic mass of the electron has been deter-

mined most precisely [63] using the Continuous Stern-Gerlach Effect [6]. Furthermore,

the antiproton-to-proton charge-to-mass ratio has been precisely determined which also

helps to verify the weak equivalence principle [64].
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Penning trap mass spectrometry also has uses in nuclear and particle physics, for ex-

ample in neutrino physics as described in the review article [65]. One such application is

in the KATRIN Collaboration which uses two Penning trap mass spectrometers [66] with

the intent to reduce the upper limit for the neutrino mass [67]. Also, the determination

[46] of the g-factor described above also allowed for an estimation of the nuclear charge

radius of 28Si [46]. Penning traps can also have applications in the measurements of nu-

clear magnetic moments [68]. The high charge-to-mass ratio of electrons allows trapped

single electrons to be used as highly sensitive impulse sensors to detect charged particles

[69].

1.2.4 Quantum computing

The DiVincenzo criteria [70] are a set of requirements for quantum computing. A single

trapped electron in a Penning Trap has been proposed for use in quantum computing [71]

and for example may perform the Deutsch algorithm [71, 72]. Up to three qubits may be

encoded into a single trapped electron [71]. There exists "a universal set of quantum

gates on every single electron" [73] which can also be formed between all single trapped

electrons in a Penning Trap array [73, 74]. The experimental implementation of "quantum

information processing with trapped electrons" [75] has also been discussed.

There has also been an alternative similar proposal for a two-dimensional array of

Penning traps (but not for electrons), with applications in quantum computation and

quantum simulation [24]. Quantum simulation has been theorised with a Coulomb ion

crystal in a Penning trap [76–79] and there has begun experimental progress [80, 81].

Penning traps can facilitate electron-electron entanglement which can make a universal

quantum gate or have uses in quantum metrology [82]. A Penning trap based quantum

metrology experiment is being undertaken with applications in quantum logic and spec-

troscopy [83] and quantum enhanced sensing has been demonstrated in a Paul trap with

potential applications in measuring g-factors in Penning traps [84]. Furthermore, hybrid

quantum systems might be better with a single trapped electron rather than with a single

trapped ion [85].
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A room temperature Paul trap has trapped electrons with potential applications for

trapped electron qubits [28]. To help realise qubit operations in a cryogenic planar Paul

trap, a modified Stern-Gerlach effect may be used [86] which fulfils the DiVincenzo cri-

teria [70, 86], similar to the use of the Continuous Stern-Gerlach Effect [6] in a Penning

trap.
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Chapter 2

Theory of the Geonium Chip

Penning trap

2.1 The motion of a trapped particle in an elliptical Penning trap

2.1.1 The ideal motion

The electrostatic quadrupole potential

An ideal Penning trap is comprised of an electrostatic quadrupole potential and an homo-

geneous magnetic field [87]. The dynamics of a trapped particle in an ideal hyperbolic

Penning trap (with circular/cylindrical [88], non-elliptical symmetry in the x-y plane)

have been determined analytically [87, 89, 90]. These equations of motion are also valid

for cylindrical Penning traps [20], which also exhibit this circular symmetry. However,

if the quadrupole field gains an additional term proportional to (x2 − y2) and thus no

longer exhibits circular symmetry, the trap becomes an elliptical trap [88].

The ideal elliptical quadrupole potential φquad as a function of the three cartesian

spatial coordinates x, y and z may be defined using [21]

φquad(x, y, z) = C002 ·
(

z2 − x2 + (y− y0)
2

2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

φconventional

+
1
2

C002ε · (x2 − (y− y0)
2)︸ ︷︷ ︸

φelliptical

. (2.1)
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The (dimensionless) ellipticity ε is a function of the curvatures of the ideal elliptical

quadrupole potential in each of the three spatial dimensions [21]

ε =
C200 − C020

C002
, (2.2)

where the curvatures may be defined using [21]

C002 =
1
2
·

∂2φquad

∂z2 |~r0 (2.3) C020 =
1
2
·

∂2φquad

∂y2 |~r0 (2.4)

C200 =
1
2
·

∂2φquad

∂x2 |~r0 . (2.5)

All three curvatures are evaluated at the equilibrium trapping position ~r0 = (0, y0, 0),

around which the particle is trapped [21], where the quadrupole field exhibits no force

on the trapped particle [91]. The equilibrium position y0 may be defined using the rela-

tion [21]
∂φquad(0, y0, 0)

∂y
|y=y0 = 0. (2.6)

The ideal elliptical quadrupole potential φquad (2.1) has two terms φconventional and

φelliptical. The first term φconventional is the ideal quadrupole field for a conventional Pen-

ning trap with circular symmetry (e.g. of similar form to the potential defined in [89])

and φelliptical is an additional electrostatic field which introduces an ellipticity.

Two electrostatic quadrupole potentials, both defined by φquad(x, y, z) (2.1), are plot-

ted in Figures 2.1a and 2.1b. Both potentials are identical except for the ellipticity ε, where

in Figure 2.1a the ellipticity ε is non-zero at positive five (which would form an elliptical

Penning trap), whereas in Figure 2.1b the ellipticity is zero (which would form a conven-

tional trap with circular symmetry). In Figure 2.1a the ellipticity is set arbitrarily high

to ε = 5 to exaggerate the ellipticity of an elliptical potential, but note that for |ε| ≥ 1,

particles would not be trapped [88]. The curvature C002 (2.3) in both Figures 2.1a and 2.1b

is that implied in [21] for a trapped electron with an axial frequency of 2π · 28 MHz (thus

C002 ≈ 88 kV/m2).
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(A) Plotting an elliptical electrostatic potential

φ
(A)
quad(x, y, z, y0 = 10 mm, ε = +5).

(B) Plotting a non-elliptical electrostatic potential

φ
(B)
quad(x, y, z, y0 = 10 mm, ε = 0).

FIGURE 2.1: Plots of two different electrostatic potentials φquad(x, y, z) (2.1)
in the plane x = 0, both with equilibrium height y0 = 10 mm. Figure 2.1a
shows an elliptical Penning trap with ε = +5 (dimensionless) and Figure
2.1b shows a non-elliptical Penning trap with ε = 0 (dimensionless). The
thicker, multi-coloured lines represent equipotential lines in the electro-
static potentials while the thinner, black arrows represent the electrostatic
field lines, which always run perpendicular to the equipotential lines. The

equilibrium positions ~r0 are marked with filled red circles.
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The dynamics of a trapped particle

The classical dynamics of a trapped particle in an ideal elliptical Penning trap have been

determined [88] and verified [92]. A particle in an ideal elliptical Penning trap undergoes

two decoupled motions: a (simple harmonic) axial motion in ûz and an elliptical epicycli-

cal radial motion in ûx and ûy composed of a modified cyclotron motion and a magnetron

drift [87, 88]. The modified cyclotron motion is sometimes denoted the reduced cyclotron

motion [21]. A particle with a mass m and an electric charge q in an ideal elliptical Pen-

ning trap (a superposition of an homogeneous magnetic field ~B = B0ûz with an elliptical

electrostatic quadrupole potential φquad(x, y, z)) is acted upon by the Lorentz force [93]

~F = −q~∇φquad + q(~̇r× ~B). (2.7)

After applying the Lorentz force to Newton’s Second Law, for the case of an elliptical

electrostatic potential (2.1), the equations of motion may be written

∂2

∂t2

 x

y− y0

 =
qB0

m

M1︷ ︸︸ ︷ 0 1

−1 0

 ∂

∂t

 x

y− y0

+
qC002

m

M2︷ ︸︸ ︷(1− ε) 0

0 (1 + ε)


 x

y− y0

(2.8a)

m
∂2z
∂t2 = −2qC002z, (2.8b)

where it can be seen that the ûx and ûy (radial) motion (2.8a) is decoupled from the ẑ

(axial) motion (2.8b). The axial motion (2.8b) is an ideal simple harmonic motion with the

solution [22]

z(t) = Az cos(ωzt) (2.9a)

Az =

√
2Ez

mω2
z

(2.9b)

ωz =

√
2C002

q
m

, (2.9c)
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where Ez is the energy of the axial motion [22]. The equation of motion for the radial

motion (2.8a) is not as simple to solve, because the equations of motion for x and y are

coupled, because the matrix M1 which results from the magnetic field ~B has off-diagonal

terms.

Kretzschmar solved for the dynamics of the radial motion [88]. Kretzschmar shows

how alternative equations of motion may be obtained by performing a canonical trans-

formation to the Hamiltonian, which may be solved as an eigenvalue problem to give the

motional frequencies [88]

ωp =

√
1
2
(ω2

c −ω2
z) +

1
2

√
ω2

c ω2
1 + ε2ω4

z (2.10a)

ωm =

√
1
2
(ω2

c −ω2
z)−

1
2

√
ω2

c ω2
1 + ε2ω4

z , (2.10b)

with

ωc =
qB0

m
(2.11a)

ω1 =
√

ω2
c − 2ω2

z . (2.11b)

The frequencies ωp and ωm may be denoted the modified cyclotron frequency and the

magnetron frequency respectively [88]. The modified cyclotron frequency is sometimes de-

noted the reduced cyclotron frequency [21]. The frequencies ωp and ωm are functions of

the true cyclotron frequency ωc and the frequency ω1 [88]. The frequency ω1 is without a

colloquial name because it has no obvious physical interpretation, however it gives rise

to the stability condition 2ω2
z < ω2

c [23]. These frequencies may also be written [88]

ωp =
1
2
(ωc + ω1) (2.12) ωm =

1
2
(ωc −ω1) (2.13)

and thus (which is also true for an ideal Penning trap with circular symmetry [87])

ωc = ωp + ωm. (2.14)
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These frequencies form parts of the motional solutions which were first identified by

Kretzchmar [88] and are written here with the notation of Verdú [21]

x(t) = Apξp cos(ωpt) + Amξm cos(ωmt) (2.15a)

y(t)− y0 = Apηp sin(ωpt) + Amηm sin(ωmt). (2.15b)

The amplitudes Apξp and Apηp are the semi-axes of the elliptical modifed cyclotron

motion and the amplitudes Amξm and Amηm are the semi-axes of the elliptical magnetron

drift motion [88]. The scaling factors Ap and Am have dimensions of length [22] whereas

the dimensionless scaling factors ξp, ξm, ηp and ηm represent semi-axes of unit ellipses

[88]. The radial amplitudes may be defined using [22]

Ap =
1

ωp

√
2Ep

γpm
(2.16a)

γp = 1− ω2
z

2ω2
p
' 1 (2.16b)

Am =

√
2Em

(ω2
m −

ω2
z

2 )m
, (2.16c)

where Ep and Em are the energies of the modified cyclotron and magnetron motions [22].

The equations (2.16) for the amplitudes may be derived by considering the potential and

kinetic energies of the trapped particle (e.g. as stated in [94]). The dimensionless semi-

axes were also derived by Kretzschmar [88] and in the notation of Verdú may be written

[22]

ξp,m =

√√√√√ω2
c + εω2

z ±
√

ω2
c ω2

1 + ε2ω4
z

(2ωp/ω1) ·
√

ω2
c ω2

1 + ε2ω4
z

(2.17a)

ηp,m =

√√√√√ω2
c − εω2

z ±
√

ω2
c ω2

1 + ε2ω4
z

(2ωp/ω1) ·
√

ω2
c ω2

1 + ε2ω4
z

, (2.17b)

where the modified cyclotron (denoted p) / magnetron (denoted m) motions correspond

to addition/subtraction respectively within the numerators in (2.17a) and (2.17b).
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Figure 2.2 below shows a saddle potential (Figure 2.2a) and the ideal motion of a

trapped particle (Figure 2.2b). Both plots have a curvature C002 (2.3) of ≈ 88 kV/m2,

however the ellipticity was arbitrarily chosen to be ε = +5 in Figure 2.2a and ε = +0.95

in Figure 2.2b. Also, while both plots share the same equilibrium positions x0 = 0 and

z0 = 0, the equilibrium heights were arbitrarily chosen to be y0 = 10 mm in Figure 2.2a

and y0 = 0 mm in Figure 2.2b. The saddle potential (Figure 2.2a) is the electrostatic

potential φquad(x, y, z) from Figure 2.1a, but with φquad also plotted on the vertical axis

- this is not a plot with three spatial dimensions. This saddle potential gives rise to a

phenomenological explanation of the magnetron motion which orbits a potential hill,

when also considering the equivalent saddle potential when plotting as a function of x

instead of as a function of y.

Finally, the dynamics of a trapped particle may be summarised visually, using a plot

of an example particle motion. A trapped electron in a Penning trap with an ellipticity

ε = 0.95 (2.2), a curvature C002 ≈ 88 kV/m2 (2.3) and a magnetic field strength B0 = 0.5

T has a reduced/modified cyclotron frequency ωp = 2π · 14 GHz, an axial frequency

ωz = 2π · 28 MHz and a magnetron frequency ωm = 2π · 9 kHz. When the real motion of

such a particle is plotted, the three eigenmotions are not clearly distinguishable and so for

Figure 2.2b, the frequencies have been arbitrarily set such that all three eigenmotions are

distinguishable; the frequencies are (ωp, ωm, ωz) = 2π· (4000, 10, 100) Hz. In principle, the

particle motion (Figure 2.2b) could be representative of a trapped particle in a Penning

trap, however no solution has been numerically determined yet for the ellipticity ε nor

the magnetic field strength B0 for a trapped electron with these frequencies. In the ûx-

ûy plane, the one single complete elliptical orbit with a high amplitude is the magnetron

drift motion, while the higher frequency elliptical motion with a much smaller amplitude

is the modified/reduced cyclotron motion. The oscillation along ûz is the axial motion.
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(A) A plot of the same electrostatic potential that was

plotted φ
(A)
quad(x, y, z, y0 = 10 mm, ε = +5) (2.1) in Fig-

ure 2.1a, again in the plane x = 0. To help the interpreta-
tion of the plot, the numerical coordinate of the vertical
axis φquad is also used to colour the plot as shown in the

colour-bar.

(B) Plotting the motion of a trapped particle in an ideal

elliptical Penning trap with potential φ
(C)
quad(x, y, z, y0 =

0 mm,ε = +0.95) (2.1). The time t ranges from t = 0
to the time period t = Tm of the magnetron motion and
as can be seen in the associated colour-bar, the colour

smoothly changes as a function of the time t.

FIGURE 2.2: A plot of the saddle potential and an ideal motion of a trapped
particle. Note that the electrostatic potentials are different in Figures 2.2a

and 2.2b, so as to make each plot as clear as possible to interpret.
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2.1.2 The effects of imperfections in a real trap

A real Penning trap deviates from the ideal case discussed in §2.1.1. Electric anharmonic-

ities [21] and magnetic inhomogeneities [22] (imperfections [95]) are deviations from the

ideal case and introduce energy/temperature dependent shifts to the motional eigen-

frequencies [21, 22]. In a real (imperfect) trap, the energies Ep, Ez and Em of the mod-

ified cyclotron motion, axial motion and magnetron drift motions respectively are to a

good extent independent from one another and each energy fluctuates, which may be

described by Boltzmann distributions [95]. Therefore, fluctuating energies cause fluctu-

ating frequencies, which when time-averaged reduce the visibility of trapped particles

[21].

Electric anharmonicities

The curvatures defined in (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) form part of a set of expansion coefficients

Cijk which may be used to define any potential φquad(x, y, z) as an infinite polynomial

expansion in space [21]

φquad(x, y, z) =
i,j,k=∞

∑
i,j,k=0

1
i!j!k!

·
∂i+j+kφquad(x, y, z)

∂xi∂yj∂zk |(0,y0,0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cijk

xiyjzk. (2.18)

The ideal quadrupole potential is only a function of the above-mentioned curvatures

C002, C020 and C002, with all other terms (excluding C000) denoted anharmonicities which

act as perturbations to the ideal potential [21]. Considering terms up to and including

the fourth order in (2.18), there are linear relationships between the frequency shifts and

energies and so the frequency shifts may be defined using an (electric) frequency-shifts

matrix M(φ) defined by [21]


∆νp

∆νz

∆νm

 =


M(φ)

1,1 M(φ)
1,2 M(φ)

1,3

M(φ)
2,1 M(φ)

2,2 M(φ)
2,3

M(φ)
3,1 M(φ)

3,2 M(φ)
3,3


︸ ︷︷ ︸

M(φ)


∆Ep

∆Ez

∆Em

 , (2.19)
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where the resulting frequency shifts for the modified cyclotron, axial and magnetron mo-

tions are defined as ∆νp = ∆ωp/2π, ∆νz = ωz/2π and ∆νm = ωm/2π respectively. The

matrix M(φ) is the sum of nine other 3× 3 matrices M(ijk), where the matrix M(ijk) results

from a perturbation Hamiltonian due to the term Cijk (2.18) [21]. For example, while in

a selected electrostatic potential and also while in a magnetic field B0 = 0.5 T, a trapped

single electron may exhibit frequency shifts defined by [22]

M(φ) =


1.7× 10−16 6.3× 10−16 −1.7× 10−10

6.3× 10−16 −8.1× 10−12 1.1× 10−5

−1.7× 10−10 1.1× 10−5 1.2× 10−4

 ·


νp

νz

νm

 (kB K)−1, (2.20)

which is written such that the numerical 3 × 3 matrix represents the fractional shifts

∆νi/νi [22]. The Boltzmann constant is denoted kB.

It is most important to eliminate the element M(φ)
2,2 = ∆νz

∆Ez
|∆Ep=∆Em=0, because all three

motional eigenfrequencies may be measured through ωz [21]. Of the nine elements M(ijk)
2,2

which sum to make M(φ)
2,2 , all are equal to zero other than M(004)

2,2 and M(012)
2,2 [21]. An elec-

tronic compensation, the optimal tuning ratio T(opt)
C , may be applied to fulfil the condition

M(004)
2,2 = −M(012)

2,2 and thus eliminate any dependence of the axial frequency ωz on the ax-

ial energy ∆Ez [21]. Note that the anharmonicities C004 and C012 may not be zero - it is just

the matrix element which is compensated [21]. As described in [21], the compensation of

electrical anharmonicities has also been discussed for hyperbolic [96] and cylindrical [20]

Penning traps.

Magnetic inhomogeneities

Analogously to the electric frequency shifts matrix M(φ) resulting from the electric anhar-

monicities, there are magnetic frequency shifts matrices which result from magnetic inhomo-

geneities [22]. Analogous to the series expansion of the quadrupole potential (2.18), the

ûz component of the magnetic field Bz may also be expressed as an infinite polynomial
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expansion in space [97]

Bz(x, y, z) =
i,j,k=∞

∑
i,j,k=0

1
i!j!k!

· ∂i+j+kBz(x, y, z)
∂xi∂yj∂zk

∣∣∣∣
(0,y0,0)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Bz,ijk

xi(y− y0)
jzk; i, j, k ∈N, (2.21)

where all terms other than Bz,000 = B0 are denoted magnetic inhomogeneities.

Penning traps commonly require homogeneous magnetic fields (where only the ho-

mogeneous term Bz,000 = B0 is non-zero) or magnetic bottle fields (Bz,000 = B0 6= 0,

Bz,020 6= 0) [97] and so the most important magnetic inhomogeneities occur within Bz

rather than within Bx nor By. Furthermore, with concern to the topology of the Geo-

nium Chip Penning trap, the most significant inhomogeneities Bz,ijk are those with j 6= 0

(i.e. those along ûy) and in particular (of lowest order) the gradient Bz,010 and curva-

ture Bz,020 [22]. The inhomogeneities Bz,010 and Bz,020 cause linear shifts to the motional

eigenfrequencies which are dependant on the particle’s energies [22], with the inhomo-

geneities introducing magnetic frequency shift matrices M(B010) and M(B020) respectively

[22]. Similarly to the net electric frequency shift matrix (2.19), these magnetic frequency

shift matrices may be defined by [22]


∆νp

∆νz

∆νm

 =


M(B0n0)

1,1 M(B0n0)
1,2 M(B0n0)

1,3

M(B0n0)
2,1 M(B0n0)

2,2 M(B0n0)
2,3

M(B0n0)
3,1 M(B0n0)

3,2 M(B0n0)
3,3


︸ ︷︷ ︸

M(B0n0)


∆Ep

∆Ez

∆Em

 . (2.22)

The matrices M(B010) and M(B020) may be calculated using perturbative Hamiltonians

[22], where for example a magnetic field with B0 = Bz,000 = 0.5 T at y0 = 1.45 mm pro-

duced by a single current flowing along ûx at z = 0 and immediately below the surface
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of the chip, has matrices [22]

M(B010) =


5.6× 10−9 2.3× 10−7 6.9× 10−9

2.3× 10−7 −6.5× 10−2 5.6× 10−10

6.9× 10−9 5.6× 10−10 −9.5× 10−6

 ·


νp

νz

νm

 (kB K)−1 (2.23a)

M(B020) =


−1.9× 10−11 7.1× 10−6 8.6× 10−8

7.1× 10−6 0 −7.7× 10−8

8.6× 10−8 −7.7× 10−8 −9.3× 10−10

 ·


νp

νz

νm

 (kB K)−1. (2.23b)

The largest element in both magnetic frequency shifts matrices (2.23a) and (2.23b) is the

central element M(010)
2,2 , which affects ωz and if uncompensated could make a trapped

particle undetectable [22].

Similar investigations of electric and magnetic frequency shifts have been undertaken

for cylindrical Penning traps [93].

2.1.3 The Gabrielse-Brown invariance theorem

The Gabrielse-Brown invariance theorem [62, 87] states that the free cyclotron frequency

ωc (2.11a) may be calculated only from the three measurable motional eigenfrequencies

ωp (2.10a), ωz (2.9c) and ωm (2.10b)

ω2
c = ω2

p + ω2
z + ω2

m. (2.24)

To derive [62, 87] this relation, Brown and Gabrielse solved the equations of motion for

an imperfect trap, while using the assumptions that i) the magnetic field axis has a mis-

alignment with the trap ûz axis and that ii) the electrostatic field has ellipticity and that

iii) the electrodes (electric field source) are not geometrically ideal [62, 87]. The invari-

ance theorem (2.24) requires the assumption that high order anharmonicities are either

negligible or compensated for [62]. This theorem is extremely significant, because even

in an imperfect (and elliptical) Penning trap, ωc may be obtained (which does not exist

for a trapped particle in a Penning trap because of the electrodes) [62, 87]. This theorem
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has an important application in mass spectrometry, which compares the free cyclotron

frequencies for different particles [98].

2.2 The electronic detection technique

As stated in (§2.1), a trapped electron in an elliptical Penning trap with a magnetic field

Bz,000 = B0 = 0.5 T can have the following measurable motional eigenfrequencies: a re-

duced cyclotron frequency ωp = 2π · 14 GHz, an axial frequency ωz = 2π · 28 MHz and

a magnetron frequency ωm = 2π · 9 kHz. The axial and magnetron frequencies are typ-

ically in the radiofrequency domain, the reduced cyclotron frequency is typically in the

microwave domain and there are no internal transitions nor other transitions in the opti-

cal domain. Therefore, there are no optical transitions in the system of a trapped electron

in a Penning trap. Assuming that ωc ≈ ωp (by considering (2.12) with ω1 ≈ 0 (2.11b)),

in order to reach an optical ωp with wavelength 750 nm, a magnetic field strength of ap-

proximately 14.3 kT would be required, which is not currently achievable experimentally.

However, a radiofrequency electronic detection technique, the bolometric technique

first employed by Dehmelt [5] and later modelled [91, 99, 100], may be applied to measure

the axial frequency [37]. This bolometric technique [5] is non-destructive (the trapped

particle is not lost) [37]. The detection method involves connecting a tank (parallel RLC)

circuit to an electrode and measuring the impedance as a function of frequency [5, 91, 99,

100]. The tank circuit may consist of a real inductor with an inductance Lc, a resonance

resistance Rc and a parasitic capacitance Cp [99]. The trapped electron induces oscillat-

ing image charges on the trap electrodes, which flow in the tank circuit and modify the

impedance [99]. The trapped electrons may be modelled as a series LC circuit which is

in parallel to the components of the tank circuit [91], as shown in Figure 2.3. If there are

N electrons trapped, the equivalent inductance of the electrons is Li = L(1)
i /Ne and the

equivalent capacitance is Ci = Ne ·C(1)
i , where L(1)

i and C(1)
i are the equivalent inductance

and capacitance for one trapped electron [99].
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FIGURE 2.3: Equivalent electrical circuit schematics for a single trapped
electron interacting with a detection coil (parallel tank circuit [91]), based
upon a figure available in [91]. The voltage across the coil is amplified

with a gain G and then measured using a spectrum analyser [91].

The impedance Z(ω) of the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2.3 for one trapped

electron may be defined by ([100] while neglecting the electron equivalent resistance rn)

Z(ω) =

(
1

iωLi +
1

iωCi

+
1

Rp
+

1
iωLc

+ iωCp

)−1

. (2.25)

A formula for the modulus |Z(ω)| of Z(ω) defined in (2.25) was determined using Python

in-build symbolic maths functions from the module SymPy and some simulated measur-

able resonances |Z(ω)| are shown below in Figure 2.4. The analytic solution for |Z(ω)|

(with rn 6= 0) is written in [100]. When no electrons are trapped the lineshape (2.25) is a

Lorentzian function [99].

The simulated measurable resonances were based upon measurements (conducted

by other members of the research group) of a loaded axial frequency detection coil which

formed a real tank circuit in the Geonium Chip Penning trap laboratory. These mea-

surements determined a coil resonance resistance Rc = 58 kΩ, an inductance Lc = 1.1

µH and a resonant frequency ωLC = 2π · 24.816 MHz, giving a parasitic capacitance

Cp = 1/(Lc · ωLC
2) ≈ 37.4 pF. A theoretical calculation (conducted by Dr José Verdú)

of the effective coupling distance (2.28) through a correction electrode gave D(z)
eff = 2.83

mm and thus the electron’s equivalent inductance was Li ≈ 284 H, which meant that at

resonance (ωz = ωcoil) the equivalent capacitance was Ci ≈ 1.45× 10−19 F.

The simulated measurable resonances |Z(ω)| in Figure 2.4 show the effects on the

axial resonance of different numbers Ne of electrons (Figures 2.4a and 2.4b) and different
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electron axial frequencies νz,n = ωz,n/2π (Figure 2.4b), with n being a counter to distin-

guish the particular value of ωz,n. Both figures (Figures 2.4a and 2.4b) are in agreement

with [99, Fig. 4]. Figure 2.4a shows that when the trapped electrons are in resonance with

the detection circuit (ωz = ωcoil), the width ∆ωz of the axial dip is larger for larger num-

bers of electrons Ne, which is in agreement with the theory [99, 100] and experimental

investigation [18, 19]. Figure 2.4b shows that when the trapped electrons are off-resonant

with the axial detection circuit (ωz 6= ωcoil), the dip is replaced with an asymptotic func-

tion (by comparison of the plot for νz,2 to the plots for νz,1 and νz,3), which again is wider

for larger numbers Ne of trapped electrons (by comparison of the plots for νz,1 and νz,3).

In the Geonium Chip Penning trap experiment, rather than measure |Z(ω)| explicitly,

a Rohde and Schwarz FSV30 spectrum analyser is used to display the amplified voltage

(Johnson noise [101]) spectrum V(ω), as discussed in (§3.5).
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(A) Four simulated resonances of trapped electrons, with dif-
ferent numbers Ne of trapped electrons and the same axial

frequency νz = ωz,n/2π = 24.816 MHz.

(B) Three simulated resonances of trapped electrons with dif-
ferent numbers Ne of trapped electrons and also with differ-

ent axial frequencies νz,n = ωz,n/2π.

FIGURE 2.4: Plotting simulated resonances of the axial detection circuit
while electrons are trapped.
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2.3 Temperature and cooling

2.3.1 An introduction to temperature and cooling

Although typically a quantity used to characterise an ensemble [95], temperature may

be defined for a single trapped particle because the motional energy is governed by a

Boltzmann distribution with a fixed temperature [95]. In the case of an ideal Penning trap

(§2.1.1), each of the three eigenmotions of a trapped particle have a temperature which

is independent from the other two [95]. In the case of a real (imperfect (§2.1.2)) trap [95],

the motions may be coupled to some extent [95], however these couplings might not

overcome external excitations [95] and so each motion may still reach a different thermal

equilibrium [95]. Temperature is also discussed in [102].

A trapped particle may be cooled (have its velocity slowed [103]) using a variety

of techniques [103], but the two most relevant for the trapping of electrons in the Geo-

nium Chip Penning trap (in the near future) are resistive cooling [91, 103] (§2.3.2) and rf

[radiofrequency/RF] side-band cooling [103] (developed [104] as mentioned in [103]). An

example of resistive cooling is the cooling of the axial motion (§2.2) and an example of RF

sideband cooling is magnetron cooling (§6.1.2). For example, thermal equilibrium while

undergoing resistive cooling would be achieved once the trapped particle has dissipated

enough energy into the coupled electronic circuit (§2.3.2) such that the temperature of the

trapped particle has reached the temperature of the coupled electronic circuit [103].

2.3.2 Resistive cooling

The oscillating charge qind
(
~r(t)

)
induced by the trapped particle on an electrode forms a

current Iind(t), which flows through the external tank circuit and which may be written

[91]

qind
(
~r(t)

)
= −qΛΣ(~r) (2.26a)

Iind(t) = ∇qind(~r) ·~̇r(t), (2.26b)
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where ΛΣ(~r) is a dimensionless quantity which depends on the topology of that electrode

[91]. This induced current Iind(t) makes an induced voltage Vind(t) over the impedance

Z(ω) of the external tank circuit, which makes a self-induced potential [91] φind [91]. This

potential φind corresponds to an electric field which produces a force ~Find which acts back

on the trapped particle [91]. The combination of Ohm’s Law with (2.26a) and (2.26b) may

give φind [91], which maybe propagated to ~Find [91]

φind = −Vind ·ΛΣ(~r) = qZ(ω)ΛΣ(~r)∇ΛΣ(~r) ·~̇r (2.27a)

~Find = −q · ∇φind = −q2Z(ω)
(
∇ΛΣ(∇ΛΣ ·~̇r) + ΛΣ(~̇r · ∇)∇ΛΣ

)
. (2.27b)

This force ~Find is proportional to ~̇r and so the force is dissipative and causes resistive

cooling [91], where the energy of the particle motion is dissipated through ohmic heating

of the impedance Z(ω) [91].

To simplify the expression (2.27b) for this force, the effective coupling displacement [91]

~D−1
eff may be defined [91]

~D−1
eff (y0; Σ) = lim

~r(t)→(0,y0,0)
∇ΛΣ

(
~r(t)

)
=

(
1

D(x)
eff

,
1

D(y)
eff

,
1

D(z)
eff

)
. (2.28)

The magnitude of each Cartesian component of ~D−1
eff may be denoted an effective cou-

pling distance [91] (dimensions of distance [91]). By normalising φind (2.27a) by choos-

ing Vind = 1 V and then by considering the definition (2.28) [91], it can be reasoned

that ~D−1
eff represents the normalised electric field [91] at the equilibrium trapping position

~r0 = (0, y0, 0) [91], produced by the induced charge qind
(
~r(t)

)
at that electrode [91]. The

expression (2.27b) for the force ~Find may be simplified by using the definition ~D−1
eff (2.28)

[91] and then by also applying (2.27a) and (2.27b), culminating in the induced voltage

Vind [91]

~Find(ω) = −q2Z(ω)~D−1
eff ·

(
~D−1

eff ·~̇r
)

(2.29a)

Vind(ω) = −qZ(ω)~D−1
eff ·~̇r. (2.29b)
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By applying Newton’s Second Law to the force ~Find(ω) (2.29a) and by assuming that

each of the ith components of the Cartesian motion are decoupled from the others [91],

the resulting differential equation for the ith Cartesian component may be solved for the

time constant τ(i) of the resistive cooling [91]

τ(i)(ω) =
m
q2 ·

1
Z(ω)

· (D(i)
eff)

2
. (2.30)

In the case of the Geonium Chip Penning trap it is possible for the ûx and ûy motions to

be cooled simultaneously and so the overall [91] time constant τ(overall) may be written

[91]
1

τ(overall)
=

1
τ(x)

+
1

τ(y)
(2.31)

and if τ(x) > 0 and τ(y) > 0, cooling through both ûx and ûy motions simultaneously is

quicker than if cooling was only to occur through one motion.

The effective coupling distances (2.28) D(x)
eff , D(y)

eff and D(z)
eff for an electrode depend

on the topological constants of the electrode and also the effective coupling distances are

functionally dependent on the equilibrium trapping height y0 [91]. The effective coupling

distances D(i)
eff are not the same for every electrode [91]. The optimal tuning ratio T(opt)

C

discussed in §2.1.2 only exists for a finite range of y0 [21, 91], the useful trapping interval

[91]. In order for a motion to be visible, D(i)
eff must be minimised [91], which may be

reasoned by considering (2.29b). For example, this means that for the Geonium Chip

Penning trap, within this useful trapping interval, the axial motion (with ûz component

only) is readily visible through a correction electrode but not through the ring electrode

[91], whereas the cyclotron motion (with ûx and ûy components only) is readily visible

through the ring electrode but not through a correction electrode [91].

As mentioned in [91], ~D(−1)
eff have also been determined for hyperbolic traps [105]

and cylindrical traps [87]. Resistive cooling of an electron gas has been observed [5] and

studied [99], as mentioned in [103]. The resistive cooling of ion ensembles has also been

experimentally demonstrated [106]. Resistive cooling has also been demonstrated with
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ion clouds [107].

The resistive-wall destabilisation effect

The three measurable eigenmotions with frequencies ωz, ωp and ωm (defined in §2.1.1)

may each be modelled as quantum harmonic oscillators [87] with the Hamiltonian op-

erators Ĥz, Ĥp and Ĥm respectively. The axial Ĥz and radial Ĥrho Hamiltonians may be

written [87] (with a change of notation from "ρ" to "rho")

Ĥz = h̄ωz

(
â†

z âz +
1
2

)
(2.32a)

Ĥrho = h̄ωp

(
â†

p âp +
1
2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ĥp

+−h̄ωm

(
â†

m âm +
1
2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ĥm

, (2.32b)

where the â† operators are creation operators and the â operators are annihilation oper-

ators [87]. These Hamiltonians give rise to the energy eigenvalues [87] (with a change of

notions from "k" to "nz", "n" to "np" and "l" to "nm")

Ez = Ek = h̄ωz

(
nz +

1
2

)
(2.33a)

Erho = h̄ωp

(
np +

1
2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ep

+−h̄ωm

(
nm +

1
2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Em

(2.33b)

of energy eigenstates defined by [87]

Ĥz |nz〉 = Ez |nz〉 (2.34a)

Ĥrho |np, nm〉 = Erho |np, nm〉 = Erho |np〉 ⊗ |nm〉 (2.34b)

with [87] nz = 0, 1, 2..., np = 0, 1, 2... and nm = 0, 1, 2....

From the radial eigenvalue equation (2.33b), it can be seen that the magnetron en-

ergy Em is negative in polarity. When kinetic energy is removed from the magnetron
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motion its radius increases [87], because the the trapped particle moves down the "re-

pulsive radial potential hill" (electrostatic) [87]. One way in which kinetic energy may

be removed from the magnetron motion is by resistive cooling. If the magnetron radius

becomes large enough, the trapped particles collide with the trap electrodes and thus are

no longer trapped [87]. This effect was investigated experimentally where it was denoted

resistive-wall destabilisation [108] and this work was later expanded upon [109]. For exam-

ple [108] (in particular using a crude interpolation of [108, Figure 3]), for an experimental

setup with a resistive-wall RC circuit with R ≈ 104 Ω and C = 194 pF, the radius of the

magnetron motion exponentially grew by exp(δωi t) with a time constant δωi ≈ 100 s−1.

These investigations [108, 109] were undertaken in the field of plasma physics, where

the magnetron mode in a Penning trap is analogous to the l = 1 diocotron mode of a

plasma [103]. Electron plasma phenomena should also be considered, including for ex-

ample the density distribution during electron loading [110], plasma turbulence [111],

the interaction with background gas [109] and effects of a magnetic field [112]. Further-

more, of particular relevance to elliptical Penning traps [92] is bifurcation, which may

occur where the plasma centre-of-charge is displaced [113]. Such bifurcation has been

experimentally verified [113] and there have been theoretical investigations undertaken

about their stability [114] and equilibria [115].

Drags exerted on a rotating plasma can also cause radial (magnetron) expansion

which may be counteracted by torque produced by rotating wall electric fields [116]. The

strength of the torque produced with the rotating wall technique may achieve steady-

state confinement, plasma compression or plasma expansion [116]. As described in [116],

the first implementations of the rotating wall technique for ions (Mg+) and electrons were

[117, 118] (respectively).

A discussion in (§7.2.5) underestimates that when using the typical photocathode

bias voltage Vcath = −70 V (§6.1.3), 30,000 secondary electrons should be trapped in

the (1 mm)3 trapping volume every second. However, each secondary electron is inde-

pendently affected by resistive wall destabilisation effect. Numerical simulations of the

motion of trapped electrons performed by Dr José Verdú-Galiana showed that unless the
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resistive wall effect were to be mitigated, typically the magnetron radius of the trapped

electrons would grow such that the electrons would likely be grounded (collide with the

trap electrodes) after less than approximately 1 µs. The axial frequencies for the load-

ing (Figure 6.3) and detection (Figure 6.2) potentials should be ωz = 2π · 61.4 MHz and

ωz = 2π · 25.8 MHz (respectively). These axial frequencies correspond to axial time peri-

ods of 16.3 ns and 38.8 ns (respectively) and so is it possible that an axial motion would

have still existed prior to the loss of electrons as a result of resistive-wall loss (i.e. 38.8 ns

< 1 µs). Therefore, it is possible that an axial signal (§2.2) would still have been observ-

able if the trap were to be continuously loaded with electrons. However, any trapped

electrons would undergo a large-amplitude magnetron motion and so if the trap was not

harmonic enough (§2.1.2) for enough time, any trapped electrons might not have been

observable. Nonetheless, for stable trapping, the resistive-wall effect needed to be miti-

gated and some of the attempted mitigations of the resistive-wall effect in the Geonium

Chip Penning trap experiment are discussed in (§6.1.2).

2.4 Selected application: single microwave photon detection

2.4.1 The Continuous Stern-Gerlach Effect

A single electron trapped in the the Geonium Chip Penning trap may be used to detect

single microwave photons [37]. At high magnetic field strengths (denoted B0 (2.11a)

and Bz,000 (2.21)), the measurable frequency ωp is very similar to ωc (2.11a) [37] - for

example see (2.14) where ωm � ωp. Therefore, trapped electrons in magnetic fields

ranging between 0.1 T and 2.0 T would have a range of ωp between approximately 2π · 2.8

GHz and 2π · 56 GHz which is in the microwave domain [37]. If the frequency ωγ of a

single microwave photon matches ωp, the photon may induce an electric dipole transition

in the trapped electron, in other words causing a jump in the modified cyclotron quantum

harmonic oscillator number np (2.33b) [37]. Therefore, a measurement of an increase in

np would be the detection of a microwave photon.
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In order to measure np, the Continuous Stern-Gerlach Effect [6, 119] (CSGE) may be

used. The Continuous Stern-Gerlach Effect requires the use of a magnetic bottle [6], which

may be defined ∆~Bcirc for a trap with circular symmetry (i.e. centred around (x, y, z) =

(0, 0, 0) mm) [6, 120]

∆~Bcirc = B2

{[
z2 − x2 + y2

2

]
ûz − z(xûx + yûy)

}
, (2.35)

where B2 is the curvature of the magnetic field with the same dimensions as T/m2 [6].

This can be modified such that the bottle is centred around ~r0 (§2.1.1) (analogous to

φconventional (2.1))

∆~B = B2

{[
z2 − x2 + (y− y0)

2

2

]
ûz − z[xûx + (y− y0)ûy]

}
(2.36)

and an example of such a bottle field (along with an homogeneous term B0) is shown in

Figure 2.5.

The magnetic moment ~µ = |~µ|ûz of the trapped electron aligns with the axial com-

ponent Bzûz (2.21) of the magnetic field [121] and so the energy E = ~µ · ∆~B [121] only

depends on the ûz component of the bottle. The trapping volume implies x = y = 0 (in a

cylindrical trap) [121] (or x = y− y0 = 0 for the Geonium Chip Penning trap) and so the

Hamiltonian for the interaction of the trapped electron with the bottle ∆~B only has a z

component which is harmonic [120, 121]. This perturbs the equation of motion (2.8b) for

the axial motion, which perturbs the axial frequency from ωz,0 to ωz,0 + ∆ωz [121], where

[121]

∆ωz ' ωz,0 +
B2µB

mωz,0
(2np + 1 + gns)︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆ωz

, (2.37)

which is an approximation using a Taylor expansion [121]. This derivation also wrote

the magnetic moment |~µ| of the electron as the sum of the magnetic moments for the cy-

clotron and spin magnetic moments [121], which are functions of the cyclotron and spin

quantum numbers np and ns (respectively) and also of the Bohr magneton µB [121]. The

shift ∆ωz (2.37) is thus dependent on the cyclotron quantum number np (2.33b) and so the
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FIGURE 2.5: A plot of a magnetic bottle field ~B(z, y) = B0ûz + ∆~B using
(2.36), in the plane x = 0 and with y0 = 1.45 mm. The field has an ho-
mogenous term B0 = 5 mT and a curvature B2 = 1.5 mT/mm2 [37]. The
arrow tails represent the magnetic field lines and their colours represent

the magnitude of the magnetic field
√

B2
z + B2

y. The equilibrium trapping
position (§2.1.1) is depicted with a red circle.

FIGURE 2.6: A graphic [37] to depict the Continuous Stern-Gerlach Effect
[37] (2.37). A microwave photon with energy h̄ωMW is absorbed by the
trapped electron which causes the axial frequency to shift from ω0

z to (ω0
z +

∆ωz) [37]. The frequency ω0
z [37] is a different notation for the frequency

ωz,0 (2.37). The photon is spontaneously emitted, once the spontaneous
radiative decay lifetime τs of the cyclotron oscillator (§2.4.2) has elapsed

[37]. Adapted from [37].
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detection of a single microwave photon may be achieved by measuring a change in ωz

[37], which is shown in Figure 2.6. This concept may be interpreted phenomenologically

that a change in the cyclotron quantum number np causes a change in the magnetic mo-

ment µ which causes a change in the effective electrostatic trapping potential [37]. One

important consequence is that [37] the shift ∆ωz (2.37) depends on np and so if Nγ pho-

tons are absorbed, the total axial frequency shift ∆ωz,Nγ is a scalar multiple of the shift

∆ωz,1 produced by the absorption of one photon, i.e. ∆ωz,Nγ = Nγ · ∆ωz,1. As stated in

[37], a trapped electron in a magnetic field with B2 = 1.5 mT/mm2 [120] with an unper-

turbed axial frequency ωz,0 = 2π · 30 MHz would experience a shift in the axial frequency

of ∆ωz = 2π · 30 Hz per single jump in the cyclotron oscillator np.

In the case of the planar magnetic field source for the Geonium Chip Penning trap

(§5), the magnetic bottle may be achieved with a non-zero curvature B2 = Bz,020 (2.21)

[97]. This curvature would produce a magnetic field component Bz,020(y− y0)2ûz (2.21)

which explicitly would not modify the axial motion ûz but rather that of ûy. However,

Bz,020 ' −Bz,002 [97], which would produce a magnetic field component Bz,002z2ûz which

would modify the axial motion and couple the axial and modified cyclotron motions as

required.

2.4.2 Single microwave photon detection using the Geonium Chip Penning

trap

Itinerant microwave photons will be detected using the Continuous Stern-Gerlach Effect

(§2.4.1). In order to detect an itinerant microwave photon, the photon will be guided into

a chamber (the boxed CPW-trap [22] (§3.2)), which will act as a microwave cavity [22, 37].

Once inside the cavity, the photon will travel through a transmission line (for example

one formed from the trap electrodes - a coplanar-waveguide transmission line [21, 37]) in

order to reach the trapped electron [37] at the location~r0 = (0, y0, 0) (§2.1.1). The cavity

dimensions will be chosen such that the cavity modes will have different frequencies than

the frequency ωp of the quantum cyclotron oscillator [22, 37]. This means that while in the

trapping region the photon only acts as a propagation mode [37] (to encourage the MW
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photon to be absorbed into the cyclotron oscillator, rather than to become a cavity mode).

This use of the Purcell effect [22, 122] also inhibits spontaneous emission of cyclotron

radiation into the cavity [22, 37] before the measurement of ∆ωz can be completed.

Maximising the internal quantum efficiency

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the principle of single microwave photon de-

tection using a trapped electron in the Geonium Chip Penning trap, it is important to

consider the cross section of the microwave photon absorption. The absorption cross sec-

tion has been discussed in detail [37], in the form of the internal quantum efficiency [37].

The discussion [37] considers the probability of a classical electromagnetic wave (with

the energy of one microwave photon) being absorbed into the trapped electron’s quan-

tum cyclotron oscillator, raising the cyclotron oscillator state from |np〉 = |0〉 to |np〉 = |1〉

(2.33b). The absorption probability rate Γ|0〉→|1〉 is calculated using Fermi’s golden rule

[37], where the perturbation Hamiltonian for the transition is the interaction between

the photon’s electric field ~E and the electric dipole moment operator ~p for the electron’s

quantum cyclotron oscillator [37]

Γ|0〉→|1〉 =
2π

h̄
| 〈0| ~E · ~p |1〉 |2gp(E) (2.38)

where the density of the final available energy states of the cyclotron oscillator is denoted

gp(E) [37].

The internal quantum efficiency ηinternal can be defined as the product of the absorp-

tion probability rate Γ|0〉→|1〉 (2.38) with the rate τMW at which the microwave photons en-

ter the trap [37]. The two typical quasi-TEM propagation modes in a coplanar-waveguide

transmission line are the even and odd modes [37], where the normalised electric fields

(normalised to 1 V - thus equivalent to ~D−1
eff (§2.3.2)) Eeven

CPW and Eodd
CPW of the even and

odd modes (respectively) are orientated along ûx and ûy (respectively) [37]. Therefore,

the expanded perturbation Hamiltonian of (2.38) has one component for each quasi-TEM
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mode [37], but because the trap can be designed to only support one [37], internal quan-

tum efficiencies ηeven
internal and ηodd

internal may be defined for both the even and odd quasi-TEM

modes (respectively) [37]

ηeven,odd
internal (y0) =

Yeven,odd
p (y0)

YCPW
L + Yeven,odd

p (y0)
. (2.39)

Here, Yeven
p (y0) and Yodd

p (y0) are the characteristic admittances of the cyclotron oscillator

for the even and odd modes (respectively) [37] and YCPW
L is the transformed load admit-

tance of the transmission line at the location~r0 = (0, y0, 0) (§2.1.1) of the trapped electron

[37]. The positional dependence (y0) of the cyclotron characteristic admittance Yp results

from the fact that Yp is a function of the cyclotron characteristic inductance Lp [37], which

depends on the electric coupling of the electron to the trap/transmission line [37], via the

effective coupling distance [37, 91] D(i)
eff (§2.3.2) which is dependent on the height y0 [91].

By considering (2.39), it can be seen that in order for the internal quantum efficiency

ηeven,odd
internal (y0) to tend towards one [37], Yp(y0) must be much greater than YCPW

L [37] (i.e.

Yp(y0) must be maximised [37] and YCPW
L must be minimised [37]), because the internal

quantum efficiency (2.39) takes the form of a beam-splitter [37]. Some values for the cy-

clotron characteristic admittances Yeven
p (y0) and Yodd

p (y0) are plotted as functions of the

trapping height y0 in [37], where it can be seen that Yeven
p (y0) and Yodd

p (y0) are typically

higher for a smaller electrode width. The largest plotted cyclotron characteristic admit-

tance Yp(y0) is approximately 40 pS [37] (which is still very low [37]) and so it is necessary

to minimise the transformed load YCPW
L [37] by making the untransformed load YL an

ideal open-circuit [37] or by minimising dielectric substrate losses [37]. The transmission

line admittance was estimated using a model to be YCPW
L ' 900 pS [37] which gives rise

to internal quantum efficiencies ηeven
internal and ηodd

internal (2.39) of approximately 1%-2% [37]

(for 9 pS / Yp(y0) / 18 pS).

The effective internal quantum efficiency ηeven,odd
internal (y0) may be increased by increas-

ing the effective cyclotron characteristic admittance Yp [37]. One method would be to

use multiple trapped electrons rather than just the one [37], where Ne trapped electrons
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would increase the collective characteristic admittance to Ne ·Yp [37]. However, the spon-

taneous radiative decay lifetime τs of the cyclotron oscillator (into the transmission line)

would reduce by a factor of Ne [37] and the photon detection is only be possible when the

measurement time τm is shorter than τs, so this would only be useful for Ne ≤ 1000 [37].

Alternatively, the cyclotron characteristic admittance Yp is higher when the magnitude of

the electric field |ECPW(y0)| of the coplanar waveguide transmission line at the position

~r0 = (0, y0, 0) (§2.1.1) of the trapped electron is stronger [37, 123], which will be reasoned

here-on. The characteristic admittance of the cyclotron oscillator Yeven,odd
p may be defined

as a function of the equivalent inductance Leven,odd
p of the cyclotron oscillator [37], which

may then be defined as a function of the electric field strength of the microwave photon

[37]

Yeven,odd
p =

1

ωpLeven,odd
p

(2.40a)

Leven,odd
p =

m

q2|Eeven,odd
CPW |2

. (2.40b)

Therefore, by considering (2.40b) it can be seen that an increase in the electric field

strength |Eeven,odd
CPW | reduces the equivalent inductance Leven,odd

p , which (by considering

(2.40a)) causes an increase in the characteristic admittance Yp.

It was demonstrated [123] that a previous (micro-fabricated) version of the Geonium

Chip attenuated |ECPW(y0)| by an acceptable ≈ 30 %, however it is intended for the

quantum cyclotron oscillator (that is the trapped electron) to interact with the coplanar

waveguide transmission line via an antenna which will be mounted to the ring electrode

[32], for example like one used in a near field scanning microwave microscope [124].

The antenna should provide a stronger coupling to the quantum cyclotron oscillator than

the coplanar-waveguide transmission line [32] (by increasing the electric field of the mi-

crowave photon at~r0), however the introduction of the antenna would perturb/distort

the electrostatic potential φ(x, y, z) [32] and make it anharmonic [32] (§2.1.2). Therefore,

Dr Alberto Jesús Uribe Jiménez simulated the effect of the introduction of an antenna
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on the electrostatic trapping potential φ(x, y, z) [32], in order to investigate the expan-

sion coefficients Cijk (2.18) (in particular C002, C004, C006 and C012 [32]). It was concluded

[32] from the simulations that both i) the perturbation is not significant and that ii) the

trapping height y0 is acceptable.

Maximising the overall quantum efficiency

Finally, the microwave photon would only be detected if the measurement time duration

τm to measure np is less than the radiative lifetime τs [37]. Therefore, the overall quantum

efficiency [37] for the even and odd modes may be written [37]

ηeven,odd
overall = ηeven,odd

internal θ(τs − τm), (2.41)

where the Heaviside theta function θ(τs − τm) [37] has the value 1 for τm < τs (i.e. when

the photon can be measured prior to its spontaneous emission) or the value 0 for τs ≥ τm

(i.e. when the photon is spontaneously emitted prior to its measurement). The Purcell

effect (discussed above) implies that cyclotron spontaneous emission into the cavity may

be neglected [37] and so only cyclotron spontaneous emission into the coplanar waveg-

uide transmission line is of concern [37]. The time τs has been estimated to be on the

orders of 1 s to 100 s for trapping heights y0 > 1 mm [37].

The measurement of np is actually a measurement of the axial frequency via the Con-

tinuous Stern-Gerlach Effect [37] (§2.4.1) and so τm is actually the time required to deter-

mine the shift in the axial frequency ∆ωz [37]. A direct measurement of ωz is slow [37]

and so only the shift ∆ωz will be measured [37], by instead measuring the phase evolu-

tion of ωz [37] (by using the typical bolometric axial detection circuitry to instead measure

the phase of the axial motion [37] (§2.2)), as first published in [125]. The measurement

time τm may be calculated via [37, 125]

τm =
σ(∆φ)

∆ωz
, (2.42)
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where σ(∆φ) is the smallest phase difference of the axial motion which allows the cy-

clotron state (2.33b) np = 1 to be distinguished from np = 0 [37]. The "worst case" [125]

is the Fourier limit which occurs when σ(∆φ) = 360◦ [125].

It was demonstrated that [125] for σ(∆φ) = 45◦, a shift ∆ωz/2π = 180 mHz re-

quired a measurement time τm = 800 ms. The measurement time τm is inversely pro-

portional to the shift ∆ωz (2.42) and ∆ωz is proportional to the curvature of the magnetic

bottle B2 (2.37) and so a stronger B2 corresponds to a reduced τm [37]. It is possible

that due to the electron being trapped so close to the magnetic field source in the Geo-

nium Chip Penning trap [37], a shift in ∆ωz of at least 1 kHz might be possible [37]

(that a high B2 might be possible). Therefore, by scaling [37] the demonstration [125]

while assuming still that σ(∆φ) = 45◦, this would give rise to a measurement time

τm = (0.8s × 180 mHz)/1 kHz ≈ 150 µs, which would be shorter than τs - which as

stated above is on the orders of 1 s to 100 s [37].

Consideration 1: the limit to the number of stored photons

In practice, the number np (2.33b) of energy quanta which can be stored in the cyclotron

quantum harmonic oscillator with state |np〉 and frequency ωp is limited. For example,

one such limitation is that the equations of motion (§2.1.1) predict that as the number

np of quanta increases, the motional displacements (2.15b) of the electron (along both ûx

and ûy) will increase and eventually the trapped electron would become grounded on the

electrodes at ∆y = |y(t)− y0|). By considering the worst case of the equation of motion

along ûy (2.15b) where the electron is at its lowest y (where sin(ωpt) = sin(ωmt) = 1)

and also by considering that the cyclotron amplitude Ap is dependent on the cyclotron

energy Ep (2.16a), these can be used to estimate the maximum number np,max of cyclotron

quanta before the electron would be lost from the trap. By setting the cyclotron quantum

harmonic oscillator energy equal to Ep = h̄ωp(np,max + 1/2) and rearranging, it can be

written that

np,max =
(∆y− Amηm)2ωpγpm

2h̄η2
p

− 1
2

. (2.43)
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This (2.43) has been numerically evaluated while assuming i) an ellipticity (2.2) ε =

0.41 [21], ii) a curvature C002 (2.3) of≈ 88 kV/m2 [21], iii) a trapping height y0 = 1.45 mm

and thus ∆y = 1.45 mm and finally iv) motional energies (2.33b) of Ep = Ez = kB · 4.2 K

and Em = −kB · 4.2 K (thermalised to a temperature (§2.3.1) of 4.2 K). The values of Am,

ηm, ωp, γp and ηp were calculated using the equations in (§2.1.1). The maximum num-

ber np,max of cyclotron quanta varies quite-linearly (see Figure 2.7) with the magnetic

field strength Bz,000 (2.21), from 1.6× 108 at 0.1 T to 3.2× 109 at 2 T. The maximum cy-

clotron quanta np,max is explicitly linearly dependent on the reduced cyclotron frequency

ωp (2.43), however some other variables are also implicitly functions of ωp.

This would suggest that the trapped electron in an ideal trap (§2.1.1) should absorb

an impressively high number photons, however in a real (imperfect) trap (§2.1.2), per-

haps the cyclotron frequency would become undefined before the electron could absorb

enough photons to be lost from the trap, however many single microwave photons would

absorbed before this loss. Furthermore, an electron with a large number of cyclotron

quanta np might have a very large total axial frequency shift (2.37). For example, a multi-

photon absorption from |np = 0〉 to |np = 108〉might cause the axial frequency to become

off-resonant with the detection circuit (rendering the electron undetectable) (§2.2) and so

the electrostatic trapping potential (2.18) might have to be varied (§6.1.3) in order to bring

ωz (2.9c) back into resonance.

However, to conclude, the calculations in this section suggest that a trapped electron

should be able to detect a significant number of single microwave photons.

Consideration 2: false positives and the maximum trap temperature

Firstly, it is true that a change in the spin state ns would also cause a similar shift ∆ωz

(2.37) to that caused by a change in the cyclotron oscillator state np, so a change in the

spin state ns might be falsely identified as the detection of a single microwave photon,

i.e. a false positive for the detector. However, the g-factor is not exactly 2 [35], which

distinguishes the axial frequency shift due to a change in the spin state ns from a change
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FIGURE 2.7: Plotting the numerical evaluation of (2.43). The maximum
cyclotron quanta np,max prior to electron loss is plotted as functions of the
magnetic field strength Bz,000 and the reduced cyclotron frequency νp (cal-
culated using (2.10a)). The black line is a linear interpolation of (2.43) eval-

uated at 1001 values of Bz,000.

in the cyclotron oscillator state np (2.33b). Furthermore, the spin-photon and cyclotron-

photon interactions are electric dipole and magnetic dipole transitions respectively [37]

and the magnetic dipole transition is much weaker than the electric dipole transition [37],

so a change in the axial frequency most likely results from a change in np.

Secondly, a trapped electron in the Geonium Chip Penning trap would only be useful

as a single microwave photon detector if the signal-to-noise ratio were to exceed unity,

otherwise itinerant thermal (noise) photons would be measured as false positives of itin-

erant signal microwave photons. In other words, the number of itinerant signal photons

during the measurement/interaction time needs to exceed the number of thermal (noise)

photons from the trap, i.e. the trap needs to be cold enough with temperature T. The

number of noise photons at a frequency ωp absorbed during the measurement time may

be estimated by normalising the power of the Johnson-Nyquist voltage noise [101] VJ

to the energy of each photon, where in this context the bandwidth ∆ f of the Johnson-

Nyquist noise is equal to the inverse of the measurement time τm (§2.4.2). Therefore, the
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numbers of signal Nsignal and noise Nnoise photons may be written into the equality

1︸︷︷︸
Nsignal

≥

V2
J︷ ︸︸ ︷

(
√

4kbT∆ f R)
2

/R
h̄ωp

· τm︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nnoise

(2.44)

and then eventually

T ≤ h̄ω

4kB
, (2.45)

which in magnetic fields between 0.1 T and 2.0 T (ωp = 2π · 2.8 GHz and ωp = 2π · 56

GHz respectively) [37] gives T ≤≈ 34 mK and T ≤≈ 672 mK respectively. Equation

(2.45) would predict a minimum temperature of 1.8 K at 150 GHz, which is in good

agreement with the previous demonstration of single microwave photon detection us-

ing a trapped electron in a Penning trap [120], where a dilution refrigerator was required

in order to investigate thermal photons of 150 GHz between temperatures of 4.2 K and

80 mK in run times of ≈ 55 minutes, with just one photon visible at 1.6 K and no photons

visible at 80 mK. This discussion has been formulated using principal ideas from Dr José

Verdú-Galiana.

2.4.3 Alternative single microwave photon detectors

Single microwave photon detectors are also being developed using alternative technolo-

gies to the Geonium Chip Penning trap. The efficient single photon detection of photons

in the microwave domain is more difficult than for photons in the optical domain [126],

because the energies of microwave photons are many orders (4-5) of magnitude lower

than the energies of optical photons [127, 128]. Microwave detectors of high microwave

field powers may be evaluated by comparing their efficiencies with units of pF/
√

Hz.

However, the reduced cyclotron quantum harmonic oscillator mode of a trapped elec-

tron in the Geonium Chip Penning trap (assuming a unity internal quantum efficiency for

photon absorption (2.39)) should absorb all itinerant single microwave photons (§2.4.2)

and so the single microwave photon detector technologies should be compared using
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alternative attributes. Several alternative single microwave photon detection technolo-

gies exist including those based on Josephson Junctions, transmons, quantum dots and

masers.

Many single microwave photon detectors use Λ (lambda) three-level systems [37]

which are unable to measure multiple simultaneous single microwave photons and may

destroy the detected photon [124]. However, a trapped electron in the Geonium Chip

Penning trap acts as a "linear and reversible quantum microwave transducer" [124] which

can detect multiple single microwave photos simultaneously [37, 124] and also non-

destructively [37, 124], as demonstrated in a cylindrical Penning trap [120]. Many single

microwave photon detectors using Λ systems are based on Josephson-Junctions, for ex-

ample [126, 129–133]. However, theoretical work [134] for a Josephson-junction scheme

[126] (which demonstrated a detection efficiency for single photons of (0.66± 0.06) [126]

and a reset time of ∼ 400 ns [126]) proposes that two simultaneously itinerant photons

might be detected. One disadvantage of Josephson-junction based schemes is that a di-

lution refrigerator may be required [126, 135] (∼10 mK) or [136] (30 mK), which can be

expensive. Furthermore, it was initially assumed that for another Josephson-junction ex-

periment, that i) for one single photon absorber (or for "the cluster [of absorbers] size

being smaller than a wavelength" [129]) "the maximal achievable detection efficiency is

50%" [129] and that ii) for multiple well-separated absorbers this could be improved to

detection efficiencies of 80% and 90% for two and three qubits [129]. Another improve-

ment was proposed [130] to reach "100% efficiency with only one absorber" [130] by "em-

bedding the three-level system in a semi-infinite line" [130]. Additionally, the imple-

mentation of multiple Josephson junctions as constituents of a quantum metamaterial [131]

has also been proposed as a non-destructive detector [131] for single microwave photons

[131], with predicted "detection fidelities approaching unity" [131] and "large detection

bandwidths" [131]. This metamaterial [131] is denoted the "Josephson traveling-wave pho-

todetector" [131] and was "inspired by the Josephson traveling-wave parametric amplifier

[136] [citation consistent with this thesis]", with an experimentally-determined 75% quan-

tum efficiency [136]. A ratio which represents one Josephson-junction detector’s ability
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to both i) wait for an itinerant photon and also ii) have a short down-time after detection

[133] (which represents the sensitivity), is calculated to be up to ∼ 107 [133] assuming

junction leads and resonator temperatures of <90 mK and <30 mK respectively [133]

and it is proposed that the ratio might reach ∼ 109 [133]. One motivation for another

Josephson junction scheme is to "reveal the existence of weak signals in a thermal noise

background" [132], where the sensitivity is considered via the Kumar-Caroll index [132],

"which is a good indicator of the signal-to-noise ratio" [132].

Another alternative single microwave photon detection technology uses the trans-

mon qubit, which as referenced in [37] has previously been reviewed (modelled as a Λ

system) in [137]. One benefit with transmon schemes is that they can be used to make

quantum non-demolition measurements [137], with measurements of one such transmon

scheme [138] (involving the coupling of a transmon to two cavities) showing that the de-

tection was 90% quantum non-demolition [138]. This scheme may also be used to detect

multiple single photons [138]. Another quantum non-demolition scheme [139] using a

transmon qubit in a 3D superconducting cavity was experimentally determined to have

a photon survival probability of (0.87± 0.03) and a single photon detection quantum ef-

ficiency of (0.84± 0.02). This scheme may also be used to detect multiple single photons

by measuring parity [139] and after cascading multiple detectors it may be possible to

make a "number-resolved photon counter" [139]. Another scheme [140] used a transmon

coupled to a resonator with a readout fidelity of ∼ 80% [140], however this scheme used

a dilution refrigerator [140]. This technology also allowed for the measurement of the

average photon occupancy number in the resonator for multiple (up to five) single mi-

crowave photons [140]. One final alternative quantum non-demolition scheme [127] uses

a transmon which incoherently interacts with a resonator [127], with both the transmon

and resonator also interacting with a cold bath [127]. The scheme has experimentally

demonstrated a 58% detection efficiency [127]. One application of [127] is [141] which

detects the single microwave photon fluorescence of donor spins in silicon [141], which

exhibited a detection efficiency of (0.53± 0.1) in a 5 µs detection window [141].

Another alternative technology which mimics a photodiode device implements a
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double quantum dot in a nanowire which is itself in a microwave resonator [128] and

allows for the continuous measurement of multiple single microwave photons with a

measured quantum efficiency of 6% [128]. The experiment uses a dilution refrigerator

which helps to achieve an electronic temperature of 40 mK [128]. Also proposed for sin-

gle microwave photon detection is a cascade amplifier based on the one-atom maser [142]

with a quantum efficiency of up to 93% [142].

Single microwave photon detection has applications in quantum communication,

quantum information, microwave spectroscopy [37] and also in quantum networks [124].

2.4.4 A summary and comparison of the benefits of using the Geonium Chip

Penning trap as a single microwave photon detector

The detection of single microwave photons with a trapped electron in the Geonium Chip

Penning trap has some advantages.

• Firstly, the measurement of the cyclotron quantum number np through the axial

frequency ωz (§2.4.1) is a quantum non-demolition measurement [120] (and [143]

cited within). This is because the Hamiltonian Ĥp (2.32b) for the cyclotron oscil-

lator interaction commutes with the interaction ĤCSGE = −~µ · ∆~B of the magnetic

moment with the magnetic bottle [120], i.e. [ĤCSGE, Ĥp] = 0 [120]. This implies that

the state np of the quantum cyclotron oscillator is not affected by the measurement

of np [120] (2.32b). One benefit of this is that the axial frequency can be continu-

ously measured without disturbing the absorption/measurement and so it is not

a prerequisite to know the arrival time of the photon, unlike for example [134].

Another benefit [37] which results is that the axial frequency ωz (2.9c) (through

which the photon is detected) is independent of the cyclotron oscillator frequency

ωp (the mode which absorbs the photon) and so the same electronic detection cir-

cuit (§2.2) for ωz can be used to detect itinerant microwave photons of different

frequencies. Some other technologies (e.g. some Λ systems (§2.4.3)) are not quan-

tum non-demolition and so their incorporation into quantum technologies might

be limited, unlike the Geonium Chip Penning trap.
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• As discussed in [37], a second advantage is that many microwave photons may be

stored as phonons in the cyclotron oscillator (§2.4.2) and so the system may be used

to simultaneously detect multiple itinerant single microwave photons, whereas

other technologies (e.g. some Λ systems (§2.4.3)) may only be able to detect one

single photon before the system requires reinitialising. Furthermore, the Geonium

Chip Penning trap might be able to (§2.4.2) absorb orders of magnitude more sin-

gle microwave photons than those technologies [134, 140] which might be able to

detect multiple single photons.

• A third advantage is the tune-ability of the system [37]. Firstly, the frequency ωp

of the detectable microwave photons may be chosen by selecting an appropriate

magnetic field strength B0 (ωp ' ωc(B0)) [37] (§2.4.1)). Secondly, the curvature B2

finitely broadens the cyclotron resonance to allow a wider bandwidth of frequencies

to be absorbed [37], however the Q-factor is still high at ∆ωp/ωp ' 10−7 [144] as

referenced in [37]. The magnetic field strength B0 (§2.1.1) and the curvature B2 (2.36)

of the bottle field can be arbitrarily set and changed (in-situ) to vary the photon

absorption bandwidth and centre frequency.

• Although single microwave photon detection is yet to be demonstrated using a

trapped electron in the Geonium Chip Penning trap (§2.4.2), this scheme has al-

ready been demonstrated experimentally using a cylindrical Penning trap [120,

121] as discussed above (§2.4.2). The Geonium Chip Penning trap should act as

a deployable (§1.1.3) single microwave photon detector. Although a dilution refrig-

erator will be required for this technology, the apparatus will consist of a closed-

system (§3.1) which will be robust to external environmental changes.
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Chapter 3

The realisation of the Geonium Chip

Penning trap experiment

The Geonium Chip Penning trap experiment has previously been discussed in several

papers [21, 22, 33, 37, 91, 97, 124, 145], in several doctoral theses [32, 36, 102, 123, 146]

and also in two patents [147, 148]. The Geonium Chip Penning trap experiment under-

went many changes during the time permitted for the research discussed in this thesis.

However, the general principles and their implementation remained consistent and so

this chapter introduces these concepts.

3.1 Overview

The particle trapping region is inside a small, electrically grounded, hermetically sealed

cryogenic trapping chamber, which is in thermal contact with the second cooling stage

of a Sumitomo Heavy Industries SRP-062B two-stage cold-head, at a temperature of ≈ 4

K. The first stage cold-head reaches ≈ 60 K. Surrounding this cryogenic chamber are

two concentric cylindrical radiation shields (one for each cooling stage), which are in a

much larger vacuum vessel at room temperature. This setup collectively helps to form

a cryostat and the inside of which (excluding the radiation shields) is depicted in Figure

3.1.

The Geonium Chip (a printed circuit board) containing a planar set of electrodes (in

the ûx-ûz plane) forms a wall of the cryogenic trapping chamber and this board is also
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mounted to a planar set of current-carrying wires (also in the ûx-ûz plane). Both the

Geonium Chip and the magnetic field source are also in good thermal contact with the

second stage coldhead and so they are also at a temperature of≈ 4 K. A superconducting

helical resonator is in electrical connection with the right correction electrode in order to

measure the axial frequency (§2.2). This resonator is also denoted the axial resonator. The

voltage spectrum of the axial resonator is amplified by a ≈ 4 K cryogenic preamplifier

and then again outside the cryostat with a commercial amplifier, before being displayed

on a spectrum analyser. In order to load electrons, an optical fibre introduces UV light

through a vacuum flange into the cryostat, which is collimated and shone through a

window in the cryogenic trapping chamber, towards a target on one of the walls of the

cryogenic trapping chamber. The UV source is a Hamamatsu L10290 deuterium source

which outputs wavelengths as low as 200 nm.

Outside the cryostat exist the power supplies for the electric field source, the mag-

netic field source and the preamplifier, among other control devices including function

generators and two custom-build control computers.
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FIGURE 3.1: The inside of the large vacuum vessel which helps to form
a cryostat. The vacuum flange in the top of the picture forms one of the

hermetic seals. Adapted from a CAD model (Dr Jonathan Pinder).
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FIGURE 3.2: A photograph of the second-stage (≈ 4 K) region, bounded by
the second-stage radiation shield (Figure 3.1). The diameter of the exper-
iment is slightly shorter (± ≈ 5 mm) than the inner diameter of the inner
radiation shield at 124 mm [36]. The transmission line is superconduct-
ing and is also shown in the schematics in Figure 3.8. The voltage screw

connections on the chip are shown in the photographs in Figure 3.3.
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3.2 The electric field source

The Geonium Chip’s electrostatic field source is a planar electrode structure which is an

evolution from conventional cylindrical [20] electrode structures [21]. The chip contains

five flat rectangular electrodes in the ûx − ûz plane, with each symmetrically centred

around x = 0 and together sandwiched between two ground-planes [21]. The chip may

eventually form a coplanar waveguide in the ûx − ûz plane [21, 149]. The five electrodes

are also arranged symmetrically centred around z = 0, with a ring electrode centred on

z = 0, which is sandwiched within two correction electrodes and finally bounded by two

outer endcap electrodes [21]. There are electrically-insulating gaps which surround each

of the five central electrodes [21]. These topological symmetries along both ûx and ûz give

rise to symmetries in the electrostatic potential which imply that odd anharmonicities

(Cijk where i and/or k are odd (2.18)) are eradicated [21]. Throughout this thesis, the

origin of the Cartesian co-ordinate system (x = 0, z = 0) is at any y above the centre of

the ring electrode and in this section the co-ordinate y = 0 is defined as the surface of the

Geonium Chip.

The general electrostatic potential φquad(x, y, z) (2.18) can be defined as an infinite

polynomial expansion in space (§2.1.2). To obtain the electrostatic potential produced

by the trap electrodes, a Green’s Function method to solve The Laplace Equation using

Dirichlet boundary conditions may be used [150]. Using this method, the electrostatic po-

tential produced by the Geonium Chip may also be written as a sum of the contributions

from each of the electrodes [21]

φ(x, y, z) = VR · fR(x, y, z) + VC · fC(x, y, z) + VE · fE(x, y, z) + fgaps(x, y, z|VR, VC, VE),

(3.1)

where VR, VC and VE are the DC voltages applied to the ring electrode, correction elec-

trodes and the endcap electrodes respectively [21]. The functions fC(x, y, z) and fE(x, y, z)

each depend on the pairs of their respective electrodes [21]. The functions fR(x, y, z),

fC(x, y, z) and fE(x, y, z) depend on the trap topology but not on the applied voltages

[21] (the voltage is the same at all x and z for a given electrode), whereas the function
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fgaps does also depend on the electrode voltages (for example an approximation may be

applied where the voltages across any gap changes linearly with z) [21]. The functions

f (x, y, z) are analogous to ΛΣ(~r) when expressing the self-induced potential [91] φind [91]

(2.27a). It is sometimes convenient to refer to the (dimensionless) tuning ratios TC and

TE for the correction electrode and the endcap electrode respectively (for example when

determining y0 [21]) defined by [21]

TC =
VC

VR
(3.2) TE =

VE

VR
. (3.3)

The most recent realisation of the Geonium Chip is of a double-sided printed circuit

board design. The substrate of the board is alumina (Al2O3), which although electrically

insulating does not accumulate charge on its surface [151]. This is beneficial because the

inter-electrode gaps are visible to any trapped ions and any accumulated charge would

perturb the trapping potential (3.1) and would thus introduce electrical anharmonicities

(§2.1.2). The trap electrodes were milled [152] into the top-side copper-pour (and subse-

quently polished and then gold-plated by the research group) and the electrode voltage

bias lines were milled [152] from the bottom-side copper-pour. To provide electrical insu-

lation and structural reinforcement, a second layer of alumina was subsequently fixed to

the bottom-side copper-pour by Dr Jonathan Pinder, using epoxy as an adhesive. The top

and bottom sides of the chip (prior to bottom-side reinforcement and top-side polishing)

are shown below in Figure 3.3. The Geonium Chip’s high frequency properties have been

characterised [32].

In the experimental setup, the Geonium Chip acts as the sixth (bottom) wall in an

electrically grounded cube, denoted the boxed CPW-trap [22], as depicted below in Figure

3.5 (but note that the side electrodes do not exist in the most recent iteration of the Geo-

nium Chip). The introduction of the five extra grounded surfaces modifies the functions

f (x, y, z) in (3.1) [22]. An example electrostatic potential produced by the boxed CPW-

trap is shown below in Figure 3.4, using the voltages VR = −0.5 V, VC = −0.700422 V and

VE = −2.85 V (with the dimensionless tuning ratios TC = 1.400844 and TE = 5.7). This

potential invokes an axial frequency of approximately ωz = 2π · 25.3756 MHz and also a
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FIGURE 3.3: Photographs of the Geonium Chip. The top-side of the chip
(left) is shown prior to polishing and additional gold-plating. The bottom-
side of the chip (right) is shown prior to reinforcement. The chips used at
present also feature curved corners, to reduce the risk of the chip cracking.
Voltages are applied to the electrodes through the buried wires (buried

once reinforced). Adapted from [124].

trapping height y0 = 1.45 mm. This potential was used during some trapping attempts.

This potential was calculated using Mathematica functions which were provided by Dr

José Verdú-Galiana, to compute (3.1) using formula in [22, App. A].
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from the topological symme-
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FIGURE 3.4: Plotting an electrostatic potential (3.1) produced by the Geo-
nium Chip electrodes in a boxed CPW-trap, showing Φ(y) (Figure 3.4a)
and Φ(z) (Figure 3.4b). Initially, y0 was determined by plotting Φ(y) and
then Φ(z) was plotted at this determination of y0. A plot of Φ(x) is less
useful because the boxed CPW-trap is symmetrical along ûx and so the
equilibrium occurs at x = 0. Both potentials (Figures 3.4a and 3.4b) have

been multiplied by (-1) for ease of interpretation.
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Two additional side electrodes [22] may be introduced to the Geonium Chip, both span-

ning the length of the five trap electrodes along z and positioned either side of the five

trap electrodes [22], as depicted in Figure 3.5. The voltage VG on the side electrodes may

be varied to change the trap ellipticity ε (2.2) [22] and increase the trapping height y0 [22]

(§2.1.1). Some choices of VG may even put the trapped particles into the ultra elliptical

regime [22] where ε approaches +1 [22]. In this case (ε → 1), ωm approaches zero and the

trapped ions become trapped in a ûx-ûz plane with y = y0 [22], potentially allowing the

formation of a quasi two-dimensional electron gas in free space [22]. There also exist voltages

VG which set the ellipticity ε to zero, i.e. where the circular symmetry (§2.1.1) of conven-

tional traps is achieved, where φelliptical = 0 (2.1). As can be seen in Figure 3.3, the most

recent Geonium Chips do not at present make use of side electrodes, because they are

not necessary to trap electrons (see (§6.1.3) for the electrostatic potentials which are in

current use). However, it is intended that the ultra elliptical regime will be investigated

in the future, which would require the use of side electrodes.

!"

#"
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= B ! #uzside-electrode !z

! p

FIGURE 3.5: A model showing (reproduced from [22]) the Geonium Chip
with side electrodes, depicted as a component of the boxed CPW-trap [22].
The two endcap electrodes, the two correction electrodes and the ring elec-
trode (also depicted in Figure 3.3) are visible sandwiched in the ûz-ûx plane
between the two side electrodes which run the length of the chip along ûz
[22]. The centre of the 3D Cartesian position system is in the centre of the
ring electrode [22]. The axial and modified cyclotron motions (§2.1.1) are

depicted with frequencies ωz and ωp respectively.
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The high frequency properties of the Geonium Chip are discussed in [32, 33].

3.3 The magnetic field source

The details of the operation of the magnetic field source will be discussed in more detail

in Chapter (§5). As described in [97], superconducting solenoids which produce homo-

geneous magnetostatic fields with strengths on the order of 1 T have many applications,

for example in magnetic resonance imaging [153], nuclear magnetic resonance [154], mass

spectrometry [155] and in precision measurements [156]. Also as described in [97], super-

conducting solenoids can achieve excellent temporal stabilities, for example ∼ 20 ppt/h

[157] which for example employed passive self-shielding coils [158, 159], active helium

cryogen pressure regulation and an actively controlled pair of Helmholtz coils.

Superconducting solenoids can produce magnetic fields ~B = B0ûz which are homo-

geneous to less than a few ppm in a volume of the order of cubic centimetres [97], for

example [160]. However, a trapped electron cooled to a temperature of 4 K in an homo-

geneous 1 T field would only occupy a much smaller volume of approximately 2× 2× 70

µm3 [97]. The temperature and cooling of a trapped particle has been discussed in (§2.3.1)

- in order to cool an electron to 4 K, the axial motion of the electron could be resistively

cooled (§2.3.1) to the 4 K temperature of the axial resonator (§3.5), the magnetron motion

could be cooled via RF sideband cooling (§2.3.1) (coupling to the 4 K axial motion) and

the cyclotron motion could be cooled by emitting synchrotron radiation [103]. Further-

more, heavy ions would still occupy a much smaller volume than a cubic centimetre: for

example an ion with a mass 200 Da (1 Da = 1 a.m.u.) and charge ±e would occupy ap-

proximately 110× 110× 70 µm3 [97]. Therefore, it is typically unnecessary to need such a

large volume (a cubic centimetre) in which the magnetic field is homogeneous [97]. Typ-

ical superconducting solenoid magnetic field sources may be spatially large and require

liquid helium cryogen [157, 160, 161] and thus are not scalable. A smaller, scalable mag-

netic field source may be built if: the trapped particle is trapped closer to the magnetic

field source; the source only has to produce an homogeneous field in a small volume of
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a few mm3 and if liquid cryogens may be avoided by the use of a closed-cycle pulse-tube

cryocooler [97]. To a good extent, the Geonium Chip Penning trap’s magnetic field source

is such a scalable magnetic field source.

The Geonium Chip’s planar magnetic field source has previously been discussed [36,

97, 123, 145–148]. The general model of the planar field source consists of two concentric

sets of four currents in closed rectangular loops, all coplanar in the x-z plane [97]. There

are four currents (I0, I1, I2 and I3), with one loop in each of the two sets carrying one of the

four currents which are independent from one another [97]. The source is symmetrical,

with lines of symmetry i) in the ûz direction around z = 0 and ii) in the ûx direction

around x = 0. The ith current runs with opposite sense in each of the two sets, so that

at equilibrium trapping positions x = z = 0, for all vertical positions y = y0 above

the surface of the source, the magnetic field only has an axial ûz component ~B(0, y0, 0) =

Bz(0, y0, 0)ûz [97]. A sketch of the model and a photograph of the source are shown below

in Figures 3.6a and 3.6b respectively.

The currents (I0, I1, I2 and I3) may be denoted the main, shim 1, shim 2 and shim 3 [36]

currents. The most recent realisation of the magnetic field source was designed and fab-

ricated by Dr Jonathan Pinder. Although the best temporal stability would occur when

driving the currents in persistent mode [36], the currents in the existing source are contin-

uously driven with a Rohde & Schwarz HMP4040 power supply [36]. Each ideal current

loop (denoted a coil [36]) is comprised of many loops of superconducting NbTi copper

stabilised wire rather than just one loop [36], to increase the current density for a given

current [36]. The source currently installed in the experiment was built by Dr Jonathan

Pinder to the design detailed in [36], however to further increase the current density [32],

the diameter of the NbTi wire was reduced from 400 µm to 100 µm [32] to increase the

number of turns to 120, 225, 1995, 1982 in the main, shim 1, shim 2 and shim 3 coils

(respectively) [97].
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(A) Schematics of the model of the field source [97]. The origin of
the Cartesian system is at the centre of the source. Reproduced

from [97].

(B) A photograph of the field source. Each set of four
loops contains two cylindrical holes, through which
the mounting bolts are threaded to secure the chamber
and chip to the magnetic field source (e.g. see Figures

3.1 and 3.2).

FIGURE 3.6: Introducing the planar magnetic field source of the Geonium
Chip Penning trap.
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Although the NbTi coils themselves do not exhibit any ohmic heating while super-

conducting, the non-superconducting wiring between the coils and the room tempera-

ture power supply does exhibit ohmic heating, which is dissipated by the use of air and

water cooling systems [32]. On one occasion, prior to the installation of the air and water

cooling systems, the room temperature electronic filters [146] of the previous magnetic

field source with 400 µm NbTi wire [36] became hot enough to melt some of the solder.

One of the biggest thermal concerns is the risk of a superconductor quench (§5.2), which

may permanently damage the coils. The calibration and the operation of the Geonium

Chip Penning Trap’s planar magnetic field source is discussed in (§5).

3.3.1 Correcting for imperfect coil winding

In order to initially calibrate the magnetic field source (§5.1), least-square fits are con-

ducted to measured magnetic fields using a fit model which is based on the Biot-Savart

law (5.5). This model assumes that for each real coil the current density is i) homoge-

neous throughout that coil and ii) limited to a precisely known finite volume. It is true

that the effective current density and effective cross-section are free fitting parameters

(see Table 5.1), however the calibration would be more reliable if the true current den-

sity distribution and volume (cross-section distribution) were to be known. Therefore, if

a coil is wound imperfectly such that either/both of these conditions are not met, then

the calibration would be unreliable. The coils in the magnetic field source were manu-

factured by Dr Jonathan Pinder from NbTi wire which was held in place by epoxy [36].

Therefore, firstly, the real current density distribution throughout the coils is unknown,

but this could be measured using a non-invasive technique [162]. Secondly, the volume

of the coils could be made more accurate by accurately measuring the physical spatial

dimensions of the coil, however the existing model is already reliable. Thirdly, the cali-

bration only used seven magnetic field strength sensors (Hall probes) (§5.1.1) and so this

also limits the reliability of the initial calibration. Therefore, it would be possible to cor-

rect for imperfect coil winding by improving the initial calibration in these three ways,

but it is unlikely that the calibration would improve significantly.
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However, once electrons have been trapped in the Geonium Chip Penning trap, it

might be possible to fine-tune the calibration and further correct for imperfect coil wind-

ing. The magnetic field can be mapped with improved resolution and improved precision

using the trapped electron as a magnetic field sensor [97]. The position~r0 = (x = 0, y =

y0, z) (§2.1.1) of the trapped electrons can be varied in small steps, which would give

a high spatial resolution. The trapping height y0 may be varied by varying the endcap

tuning ratio TE (3.3) and the axial position z may be varied by introducing asymmetries

(along ûz) into the trapping potential φ(x, y, z) (3.1). Note that the x co-ordinate of ~r0

cannot be easily changed because of the symmetric (in ûx) topologies of the sources of

the trapping potential (§3.2) and the magnetic field. The magnetic field strength Bz(y, z)

along ûz can be determined for each position~r0 = (x = 0, y = y0, z) by determining the

three motional eigenfrequencies ωz, ωp and ωm with high precisions (e.g. through the ax-

ial resonator (§3.5) using a mode-coupling technique [163, 164]) and then [97] using the

invariance theorem (§2.1.3). Using this technique, while varying the magnetic field cur-

rents and evaluating the resulting mapped magnetic fields, the magnetic field currents

may be optimised empirically (in effect this is a fine-tuning of the initial calibration) to

further correct for imperfections in the winding of the coils.
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3.4 The cryogenic trapping chamber

As described above in (§3.2), the Geonium Chip acts as the sixth (bottom) wall in an

electrically grounded cube, denoted the boxed CPW-trap [22]. The other five walls are

provided by a cryogenic trapping chamber and a mesh which were designed prior to this

work by Dr Jonathan Pinder [36]. The internal volume of the chamber is (20 mm)3 [36].

This trapping chamber has many roles: it acts as a DC-ground for the boxed CPW-trap; it

forms a microwave cavity that inhibits spontaneous emission of cyclotron radiation (the

Purcell effect) [22, 122] (§2.4.2); it forms a hermetically sealed volume in which the pres-

sure may be reduced to increase the trapping lifetime of trapped ions [36] (e.g. [165] using

e.g. cryopumping [166]); it has a relatively large thermal mass which to some extent acts

as a heatsink at 4 K and finally it may support a photocathode. In particular, regarding

the relationship between the pressure of the rest gas and the lifetime of trapped elec-

trons, pressures of ∼ 10−8 mBar and ∼ 10−11 mBar gave rise to measured lifetimes (time

constants from exponential fits) of (22± 2) seconds [11] and 3.5 hours [13] respectively.

Furthermore, a rest gas pressure of less than 5× 10−17 torr (≈ 7× 10−17 mBar) allowed

one electron to remain trapped for months [35] and other work [167] reported a single

electron having remained trapped for at least ten months.

The cryogenic trapping chamber which is currently installed in the experiment is built

to the design detailed in [36, Figure 4.8], however it has been machined from oxygen free

copper rather than from the less-desirable [36] aluminium. The chamber has been gold

plated (described in [32]) so that the chamber should remain chemically inert and won’t

accrue an oxide layer which would otherwise perturb the electrostatic trapping potential

[36]. The Geonium Chip is hermetically sealed to the chamber with the use of an indium

wire gasket which is cold pressed [36], as shown in Figure 3.7.

The cryogenic trapping chamber also features a UV-transparent sapphire window (to

allow for the loading of electrons via the photoelectric effect) and so in order to maintain

a DC-grounded boxed CPW-trap, a wide-gap mesh (85 % open [36]) is used to act as one

of the DC-grounded walls of the chamber [36]. Instead of a fused-quartz window [36],
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to reduce the attenuation of UV light, a sapphire window is used now instead. As de-

scribed in [32], the latest method to hermetically seal the window to the chamber involves

firstly, soldering independent layers of indium to both the window and the chamber at

the points of sealing and then secondly, cold pressing the window to the chamber. In or-

der to evacuate gas from the chamber, a pinch-off tube is also installed which allows for

a cold-weld under deformation to produce a hermetic seal [36]. As detailed in [32], the

latest method to hermetically seal the pinch-off tube to the chamber uses an indium sol-

der joint rather than an Alusol 45D solder joint. The most recent iteration of the chamber

also includes a photocathode with a gold-leaf target.

(A) The compression plate
[36] is still attached and is
visible beneath the cham-

ber.

(B) The compression plate
has been removed and
some excess indium wire

gasket is visible.

FIGURE 3.7: Photographs of the Geonium Chip and cryogenic trapping
chamber (note, the photographs were taken during different sealing at-
tempts, hence some excess indium is visible in Figure 3.7b but not in Figure
3.7a). In Figure 3.7b the chip electrodes are visible and in Figure 3.7a the
mesh frame [36] is visible through the window. By considering the roof
of the chamber in Figure 3.7a, it can be seen that the cross section in the
ûx − ûz plane is an irregular trapezium, so the mesh is required to make
the internal volume a cuboid to realise the boxed CPW-trap [22]. Both pho-
tographs show an epoxy seal between the pinch-off tube and the chamber,
which as described above has since been discontinued as a sealing method

[32].
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3.5 The electronic detection system

The physical electronic detection system of the Geonium Chip Penning trap has previ-

ously been discussed [32, 36, 146]. The theory of the electronic detection system is dis-

cussed in (§2.2) of this thesis, which describes how trapped ions modify the impedance of

a real superconducting coil (a tank circuit) connected between an electrode and ground,

causing a dip in the frequency response. As discussed in (§2.3.2), either correction elec-

trode may be used to measure the axial motion. Rather than measure all three measurable

eigenfrequencies ωz, ωp and ωm directly using independent detection systems, as de-

scribed in [37], all three measurable eigenfrequencies may be measured through the axial

detection system with ωp and ωm being measured using a mode-coupling technique [163,

164].

The most significant components of the axial detection circuit are shown in Figure 3.8.

The screw connector for the right correction electrode is connected via a superconduct-

ing transmission line [146] to the real superconducting coil (axial resonator), which as

described in [36, 146], is a helical resonator made from niobium, which has a critical tem-

perature of 9.3 K [36]. The axial resonator has a large volume, with an inner diameter of

47.3 mm and a length of 71 mm [36]. The axial resonator is also connected to the input of

a cryogenic preamplifier [36, 146] which is in good thermal contact with the second stage

coldhead at ≈4 K, to help improve the signal-to-noise ratio while the Johnson voltage

noise [101] is low [36].

The preamplifier was designed [146] very similarly to the preamplifier used by Ulmer

[168], because the axial frequency ωz of trapped electrons in the Geonium Chip Penning

trap (approximately 2π · 28 MHz (§2.1)) is close to the cyclotron frequency of a trapped

proton (ωp = 2π · 28.9 MHz [168]) as measured by Ulmer [168]. At the heart of the

preamplifier there are two transistors - there is a dual-gate NEC NE25139 transistor close

to the input of the preamplifier which provides a greater than unity voltage gain. There is

also a single-gate Avago ATF35143 transistor close to the output which provides a greater

than unity power gain via impedance matching to the output coaxial cable [146].

In the most recent iteration of the Geonium Chip Penning trap, the DC voltage Vc
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FIGURE 3.8: Schematics of the electronic detection system, which is con-
nected to the voltage screw connection (Figure 3.3) for the left correc-
tion electrode. The DC bias Vc for the left correction electrode is applied
through the axial resonator (pale blue shading). Two attenuators each with
with attenuation α = 1 dB are connected in series between the output of
the cryogenic preamplifier with a voltage gain GV,1 and the room temper-
ature operational-amplifier with a voltage gain GV,2. See (§2.2) for further

information, including symbol definitions.

for the left correction electrode is supplied through the axial resonator. The cryogenic

preamplifier has an input capacitance which is in series with the axial resonator and

the first transistor, so the DC voltage Vc is decoupled from the input of the cryogenic

preamplifier. The coaxial cables between the output of the preamplifier and the vacuum

flange are thermalised with two 1 dB attenuators, where one attenuator is in thermal

contact with the second stage coldhead (≈ 4 K) and the other attenuator is in thermal

contact with the first stage coldhead (≈ 65 K) [146]. Outside the cryostat, there is an

operational amplifier which provides further signal amplification and then the signal is

input into a Rohde and Schwarz FSV30 spectrum analyser which determines and displays

the frequency spectrum.
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3.5.1 Characterisation of the preamplifier

Microwave analysis theory

The preamplifier was characterised with an Agilent Fieldfox N9923A vector network anal-

yser (VNA) at room temperature. Vector network analysis is discussed in [169, Chapter

4] and also in the theses [32, 36, 146]. When measuring a two-port network such as the

preamplifier, the VNA first applies a voltage wave (negligible current) with amplitude

V−1 to port 1 and then measures the amplitudes of both the reflected wave V+
1 at port 1

and the transmitted wave V+
2 at port 2 [169]. In the setup used for this investigation, the

input to the preamplifier was denoted port 1 and the output from the preamplifier was

denoted port 2. This is then repeated in a similar way for port 2, where a voltage wave

with amplitude V−2 is applied to port 2 and then the reflected and transmitted wave am-

plitudes V+
2 and V+

1 respectively are measured [169]. The scattering parameters which

are the elements of the scattering matrix S may be defined using [169]

V−1

V−2

 =

S1,1 S1,2

S2,1 S2,2


︸ ︷︷ ︸

S

V+
1

V+
2

 . (3.4)

This method is repeated for many different frequencies ω of the input voltage waves V−1

and V−2 , so that a frequency response may be determined [169]. The scattering matrix

(3.4) may be transformed into other matrices which are more appropriate for preampli-

fiers, for example the impedance matrix Z [169, 170], the hybrid matrix h [170] and the

inverse hybrid matrix g (denoted f in [170]). These matrices may be defined by [169, 170]
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V1

V2

 =

Z1,1 Z1,2

Z2,1 Z2,2


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Z

I1

I2

 (3.5a)

V1

I2

 =

h1,1 h1,2

h2,1 h2,2


︸ ︷︷ ︸

h

 I1

V2

 (3.5b)

 I1

V2

 =

g1,1 g1,2

g2,1 g2,2


︸ ︷︷ ︸

g

V1

I2

 , (3.5c)

where the total voltage Vn and the total current In may be defined using [169]

Vn = V+
n + V−n (3.6) In = I+n − I−n . (3.7)

The scattering parameters in S [169] are all complex values and so the elements of Z, g

and h are also complex. Of particular relevance to preamplifiers are the input impedance

Z1,1, the output impedance Z2,2, the reverse voltage gain h1,2 and the forward voltage

gain g2,1.

By considering (3.5a) these impedances may be defined using [169]

Z1,1 =
V1

I1

∣∣∣∣
I2=0

(3.8) Z2,2 =
V2

I2

∣∣∣∣
I1=0

. (3.9)

From (3.8) it can be interpreted that Z1,1 is the impedance at port 1, which is the pream-

plifier’s input impedance. The input impedance Z1,1 of the preamplifier loads the axial

resonator and so Z1,1 should be as large as possible to reduce this effect [146]. From (3.8)

it can be interpreted that Z2,2 is the impedance at port 2, which is the preamplifier’s out-

put impedance. One of the important roles of the preamplifier is to provide impedance

matching to the coaxial cable which carries the axial signal from the output of the pream-

plifier to the spectrum analyser. This coaxial cable has a characteristic impedance of

Z0 = 50 Ω.

Similarly, regarding the hybrid and inverse hybrid parameters, using (3.5b) h1,2 may

be written [170] and using (3.5c) g2,1 may be written
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h1,2 =
V1

V2

∣∣∣∣
I1=0

(3.10) g2,1 =
V2

V1

∣∣∣∣
I2=0

. (3.11)

From (3.10) it can be interpreted that h1,2 is equal to to the voltage amplification through

the preamplifier when a wave is incident at port 2 and transmitted from port 1. Sim-

ilarly, from (3.11) it can be interpreted that g2,1 is equal to to the voltage amplification

through the preamplifier when a wave is incident at port 1 and transmitted from port 2.

The reverse voltage gain h1,2 represents how well the preamplifier electrically insulates

the trapped particle from the high-amplitude Johnson noise from the room-temperature

electronics (incident at port 2, transmitted from port 1) and therefore the ideal h1,2 would

be zero. The forward voltage gain g2,1 represents the first stage of voltage gain applied to

the axial signal while there is small-magnitude Johnson noise (≈ 4 K) and a high signal-

to-noise ratio and therefore ideally g2,1 would be very large.

Time domain analysis

Ideally, the VNA would be used to measure g2,1, h1,2, Z1,1 and Z2,2 while the preamplifier

is biased with the voltages used for trapping at≈ 4 K and while the preamplifier is at≈ 4

K. The electrical properties of resistors [146], capacitors [146] and transistors [171] change

with temperature (as seen in (§3.5.2)) and so the measurement of the scattering param-

eters at room temperature is not particularly useful. For example if at ≈ 4 K, the g2,1

of the preamplifier (at the frequency of a trapped particle) were to determined, the total

voltage gain GV of the axial frequency detection line between the left correction voltage

screw connection (Figure 3.3) and the spectrum analyser (depicted in Figure 3.8) could

be determined. By knowing this gain GV and the amplitude of the measured Johnson

voltage noise of the tank circuit with the spectrum analyser, the Johnson voltage noise as

seen by the trapped electron could be determined, which would allow for an estimation

of the axial temperature of the trapped particle.

In order to achieve a reliable measurement with the VNA, a SOLT (mechanical; short,

open, load, through) calibration should be applied to correct for the electrical effects of

the cabling between the measurement interface (at the input ports of the VNA) and the

preamplifier. However, this would require access to the coaxial connectors at the inputs
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and outputs of the preamplifier, which would be an engineering challenge in the setup

(§3.1) at ≈ 4 K.

A time domain analysis [172] technique can be used instead of a mechanical (SOLT)

calibration [172] and this was attempted at ≈ 4 K. The Agilent Fieldfox N9923A VNA has

a time domain analysis capability, where a Fast Fourier Transform is applied to S1,1(ω)

which transforms from S1,1(ω) in the frequency domain to c(t) in the time domain [172]

which mimics time domain reflectometry [172]. By observing c(t) in the time domain, re-

flections corresponding to different artefacts (e.g. impedance mismatches) appear at dif-

ferent times t which correspond to different locations down the line [172]. If it is known

which reflections cause which artefacts, a gating operation [172] may be applied to remove

time domain responses which do not correspond to the device-under-test (e.g. which do

not correspond to the preamplifier) [172]. An inverse transform may then be applied to

the relevant time domain responses in order to determine S1,1(ω) (3.4) for the device-

under-test only [172].

The voltage biases of the preamplifier affect the input impedance of the preamplifier

and so a variation of the voltage biases should change the time domain response c(t)

of S1,1. The signal-to-noise ratio was not sufficient to distinguish a change in the time

domain response c(t) of S1,1 and so no reliable gate operation could be applied and so

the S-parameters were not determined at ≈ 4 K.

3.5.2 Observing a superconducting transition in the axial resonator

Preamplifier optimally biased for gain at room-temperature

The preamplifier was biased to produce gain while it was at room temperature. The

voltage spectrum was measured every five minutes during a cool-down of the Geonium

Chip Penning trap experiment from room temperature to ≈ 4 K. The measurement data

is shown in Figure 3.9. The Lorentzian curve of the tank circuit is not observable for

temperatures lower than approximately 120 K, at which temperature there is a sudden

transition to zero gain (most likely as a result of a sudden transition in the gain profile of

the preamplifier). The centre frequency ν0 of the resonance increased from (25.46 ± 0.01)
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MHz at room temperature to (25.80 ± 0.01) MHz at approximately 120 K. This change

in ν0 would probably have been due to the temperature dependencies on the electrical

properties of both the axial resonator and of the preamplifier. The plotted temperatures

were the mean temperatures of two temperature sensors, where one sensor was close

to the second-stage coldhead and one sensor was on the cryogenic trapping chamber

(Figure 3.1).
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(A)

(B)

FIGURE 3.9: Plotting the voltage spectrum of the axial detection circuit as a
function of the temperature, while the preamplifier was biased to produce
gain while at ≈ 300 K. The data is that measured using the spectrum anal-
yser (with no post-measurement analysis). The difference between Figures

3.9a and 3.9b is the viewing angle - both plots show the same data.
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Preamplifier optimally biased for gain at ≈ 4 K

At a later date, the preamplifier was biased to produce gain while it was at ≈ 4 K. The

voltage spectrum was measured every five minutes during a cool-down of the Geonium

Chip Penning trap experiment from room temperature to ≈ 4 K. The measurement data

is shown in Figure 3.10. The tank circuit resonance (§2.2) is only visible for temperatures

less than approximately 230 K. Once again, the plotted temperatures were the mean tem-

peratures of two temperature sensors, where one sensor was close to the second-stage

coldhead and one sensor was on the cryogenic trapping chamber (Figure 3.1).

A least-squares fit to a Lorentzian function [99] was conducted to each spectrum de-

fined by

V(ν) = V0 +
A
π
· ΓFWHM/2

(ν− ν0)
2 + (ΓFWHM/2)2 , (3.12)

where V0 is the voltage offset (limν→±∞ V(ν)) with the same dimensions as V, A is a

scalar multiplier with the same dimensions as V Hz, ν0 is the frequency of the peak of

the resonance with the same dimensions as Hz and where ΓFWHM is the full-width-half-

maximum with the same dimensions as Hz. Each fit was conducted to 751 data points

which were centred around the frequency corresponding to the data point with the high-

est amplitude. Two example fits are shown in Figure 3.11 for the fitted spectra with the

highest and lowest temperatures.

The Q-factor of the axial resonator may be defined using [146, 173]

Q =
ν0

ΓFWHM
. (3.13)

The four fitting parameters V0, A, ν0 and ΓFWHM, along with the Q-factor calculated using

(3.13), are shown normalised and on the same axes in Figure 3.12a. The normalisation for

quantity x was calculated as x/x(max), where x(max) is the maximum value that quantity

x achieved. The normalised ν0 did not clearly change with temperature and so in order

to emphasise the temperature dependence of ν0, the normalised ν0 was calculated as

(x/x(max))200, where the exponent was chosen arbitrarily high.

All the quantities (V0, A, ν0, ΓFWHM and the Q-factor) seemed to change rapidly once
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a temperature threshold had been reached (see Figure 3.12a) at ≈10 K. The axial res-

onator is made from pure niobium with a critical temperature T(Nb)
crit = 9.3 K [36], which

is marked in Figure 3.12a. Therefore, it is likely that the axial resonator started to un-

dergo a superconducting transition at ≈ 10 K, assuming that the electrical properties

of the cryogenic preamplifier were not also changing simultaneously. During the cool-

down and before the system had reached thermal equilibrium at≈ 4 K, there would have

been a temperature gradient across the axial resonator and so more of the resonator’s vol-

ume would have become superconducting as more time elapsed. This plot (Figure 3.12a)

shows the normalised parameters as functions of the instantaneous mean temperature at

two locations within the cryostat - the experiment had not reached thermal equilibrium at

each plotted temperature. Temperature gradients between the coil and the sensors them-

selves might have contributed to the discrepancy between the theoretical T(Nb)
crit = 9.3 K

and the observed rapid changes at ≈ 10 K.

In order to estimate the Q-factor of the coil once it had become superconducting, a

linear least-squares fit and a weighted mean were applied to the data of the Q-factor as a

function of time, as shown in Figure 3.12b. Only the blue data points were used for the fit

and for the weighted mean. The Q-factor data used in the fit has a non-zero gradient and

so in case the axial resonator was still thermalising to ≈ 4 K, the Q-factor was evaluated

at the final time of 18.92 hours to be (704± 6) (dimensionless). The weighted mean is (683

± 36) (dimensionless) where the uncertainty is the standard deviation and the weighted

mean is (682.5 ± 0.7) (dimensionless) where the uncertainty is the standard error. Due

to the apparent gradient, it is best to assume that the Q-factor while superconducting is

(704 ± 6) (dimensionless).

It can be seen from Figure 3.12a that for a decreasing mean temperature, the nor-

malised full-width-half-maximum ΓFWHM decreases and the normalised frequency of the

resonance peak ν0 increases, both of which increase the normalised Q-factor (3.13). The

changes in these normalised parameters are most significant in the temperature range

T / 9.3 K, which is the temperature range in which the superconducting transition is
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expected to occur. The Q-factor may also be defined by [146, 173]

Q =
2π · ν0 · L

Rres
, (3.14)

where Rres is the residual surface resistance [146] and L is the effective inductance [173],

where it can be seen that Q ∝ 1/Rres. The resistance Rres decreases significantly with

decreasing mean temperature as a result of the superconducting transition [146] and so

while also considering that Q ∝ 1/Rres, it would be expected that the normalised Q-factor

would increase (significantly) with decreasing mean temperature while T < 9.3 K (while

superconducting). This is in agreement with both Figures 3.12a and 3.12b. Furthermore,

this is in agreement with another observation [168], where a decrease in the temperature

corresponded to an increase in the Q-factor of another helical resonator (fabricated from

copper rather than Nb) [168], which was also attributed to decreasing resistance (increas-

ing conductivity [168]).

It can also be seen in Figure 3.12a that for a decreasing mean temperature, both the

normalised voltage offset V0 and the normalised scalar multiplier A decrease. In agree-

ment with the changes in the normalised ΓFWHM, ν0 and Q-factor parameters (discussed

above), changes in both the normalised V0 and normalised A parameters are most signif-

icant in the temperature range T / 9.3 K, which is the temperature range in which the

superconducting transition is expected to occur. For a given measurement bandwidth,

the Johnson voltage noise across a resistor with resistance R is proportional to the square-

root of the resistance R of the resistor [101] and also to the square-root of the temperature

T of the resistor [101]. The resistance R = Rres of the coil decreases significantly with

decreasing mean temperature as a result of the superconducting transition [146] and so it

would be expected that the normalised V0 and A would decrease (significantly) with de-

creasing mean temperature for T < 9.3 K (while superconducting). This is in agreement

with Figure 3.12a.

Some conclusions may be drawn. Firstly, the Q-factor while superconducting is (704
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± 6) (dimensionless). Secondly, all the normalised ΓFWHM, ν0, Q-factor, V0 and A param-

eters undergo significant changes in the temperature range T / 9.3 K, which is indicative

of a superconducting transition. These changes can be explained using (3.14) and by

considering the Johnson noise [101].
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(A)

(B)

FIGURE 3.10: Plotting the voltage spectrum of the axial detection circuit
as a function of the temperature, while the preamplifier was biased to pro-
duce gain while at ≈ 4 K. The data is that measured using the spectrum
analyser (with no post-measurement analysis). The difference between
Figures 3.10a and 3.10b is the viewing angle - both plots show the same

data.
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(A) A fit to the spectrum taken at a measured (mean) temperature of 219.10 K.
The resonator was not superconducting.
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(B) A fit to the spectrum taken at a measured (mean) temperature of 4.94 K.
The coil was superconducting.

FIGURE 3.11: Two fits (3.12) to the raw spectra, where Figures 3.11a and
3.11b show the fits conducted at the highest and lowest measured (mean)

temperatures respectively.
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FIGURE 3.12: Investigating the superconducting transition.
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Chapter 4

A photoelectric characterisation of

the cryogenic trapping chamber

The loading of electrons into Penning traps has typically used thermionic emission [174,

175], or field emission points (electron guns) [10, 13, 176]. Loading electrons into the

Geonium Chip Penning trap via thermionic emission would be impractical, because of

the required high temperatures (e.g. 950 ◦C to 1200 ◦C [175]). In particular, this would

risk causing a quench of the magnetic field source, due to there only being a low cooling

power from the second-stage coldhead (≈ 0.5 W at ≈ 4 K [36]). Loading electrons into

the Geonium Chip Penning trap with a field emission point would require high voltages

(e.g. 1 kV [176]) which would also be impractical due to the heat load of high-voltage

cabling and the risk of arcing within the small volume of the experiment. Therefore,

a photoelectric [177] loading technique has been developed which has previously been

introduced in the theses [32, 36, 146]. This chapter discusses characterisations of the

cryogenic trapping chamber (§3.4) with photoelectric measurements, which are useful

for modelling the loading technique. This chapter also discusses some applications of

photocurrent measurements both while at room temperature and while at ≈ 4 K.

The research group has implemented two UV sources. The first was an Ocean Optics

LED source which outputs 240 nm wavelength light at 24.2 µW, which has since been

replaced by a higher power Hamamatsu L10290 deuterium source which outputs wave-

lengths as low as 200 nm. No measurements included in this thesis were undertaken
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with the Ocean Optics LED source. An optical fibre is used to transmit the UV light from

the Hamamatsu UV source to an Avantes COL-UV/VIS collimating lens, which is in con-

tact with the sapphire window of the cryogenic trapping chamber (Figures 3.1 and 3.2).

The UV light passes through the window and hits a target on a wall of the chamber. The

chamber has a cuboid-shape internal volume of (20 mm)3. The wall with the target is in

the plane z = −10 mm and ideally, the centre of the target is positioned with a height

y0 (2.6) and also with position x = 0. The UV light strikes the target and photoliberates

[177] electrons from the surface of the target (subsequently denoted photoelectrons and al-

ternatively primary electrons (§6.1)), which then follow the magnetic field lines along ûz

towards the trapping volume (around the equilibrium trapping position~r0 = (0, y0, 0)

(§2.1.1)). The most recent iteration of the experiment features a (3 mm)2 square target

made with gold leaf, which also acts as a high-voltage (up to 300 V) photocathode to give

the primary electrons enough additional kinetic energy to ionise rest gas around~r0. In all

measurements other than in (§4.7.4), the UV target was electrically grounded.

It is very important to note that the photocurrent is very sensitive to minor changes

in the apparatus setup, for example it is sensitive to small differences in the alignment

of the UV fibre, to changes in the target and also to changes in any electronic filters in

the measurement apparatus. Therefore, no photocurrent measurement in any section

should be explicitly compared to any other. However, in (§4.4.2), it is demonstrated

that normalising one photocurrent measurement to another may be valid in some cir-

cumstances.

4.1 An introduction to a typical photocurrent measurement

Photocurrents in the Geonium Chip Penning trap tend to be very small (on the orders of

1-100 picoamps) and so in order to reliably determine the photocurrent, the photocurrent

measurements have been automated. The Hamamatsu L10290 UV source has a moveable

shutter which when open/closed, does/does not allow UV to enter the fibre. This shutter

and also a Keithley 6458 picoammeter are also regularly controlled via LabVIEW.
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Most of the LabVIEW programs work in a similar way. The photoelectrons are col-

lected through a collector with voltage bias Vcol (assuming a grounded target) and Vcol

is set manually and does not change during a photocurrent measurement. The dark cur-

rent IUV off is defined as the measured electrical current while UV light is absent from the

target. Frequently, the dark current is non-zero (electrical noise) and so the photocurrent

Ip should be determined as the difference between the currents IUV on and IUV off, where

IUV on is the measured electrical current when the UV light is present at the target, which

may be written

Ip = IUV on − IUV off. (4.1)

Firstly, while the UV shutter is closed (while no UV light is reaching chamber) the

picoammeter is queried for Nbunch current measurements of IUV off. Then, the UV shutter

is opened (allowing UV light to reach the chamber) and the picoammeter is queried for

another Nbunch current measurements of IUV on. Subsequently, the UV shutter is closed

and this is repeated for Npairs pairs (in total) of Nbunch measurements of IUV off and IUV on.

Typically, Nbunch = 50 and Npairs = 5. Then, linear least-square fits are conducted (within

LabVIEW) to each of the two sets IUV off and IUV on as functions of time and the photocur-

rent is stated as the difference in the y-intercepts, which is analogous to (4.1) but ignores

the effects of drifts (gradients). This is only valid if the gradients of the two fits are similar.

In each set of Nbunch currents, the first Nskip values are not used in the fits, because these

data can be noisy or contain artefacts due to running averages. Typically, Nskip = 15.

Therefore, typically there are Nbunch ·Npairs measurements for both IUV off and IUV on with

(Nbunch − Nskip) · Npairs measurements used in each of the two fits.

One example using the typical values of Nbunch = 50, Npairs = 5 and Nskip = 15

is shown in Figure 4.1. This photocurrent was measured inside the cryostat (§3.1). In

this example, the y-intercepts of IUV off and IUV on (respectively) are (−747.9 ± 0.6) pA

and (−919.7± 0.6) pA, which gives a photocurrent of (−171.9± 0.8) pA. This method is

only valid if the gradients are similar and in the example in Figure 4.1, the gradients of

IUV off and IUV on (respectively) are (81± 5) fA/s and (54± 5) fA/s, which are reasonably

similar in absolute terms, relative to the y-intercepts. Due to the biasing of the collector
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Vcol and the setup of the ammeter, the measured currents are negative in this example, as

is nearly always the case when collecting electrons. Sometimes in this thesis, in order to

make data easier to interpret, the polarity of the plotted/stated photocurrent is reversed,

but where the polarity has been reversed in this way, this is stated.
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FIGURE 4.1: The analysis of the raw current measurements in a typical
measurement. The photocurrent is estimated using the difference in the y-
intercepts of IUV off and IUV on (black and dark blue respectively). The first
Nskip = 15 data points (magenta and cyan) in each of the Npairs = 5 pairs

of Nbunch = 50 are not used in the fit. The fits are shown in red.

4.2 Investigating different UV targets

In order to maximise the number of electrons liberated per unit time (the photocurrent),

the UV target was optimised. The two most significant factors to optimise are the material

(e.g. the chemical element which affects the work function of the target) and the surface
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smoothness (although possibly negligible [178]), which affects the reflectivity of the target

and the number of interactions before the UV is transmitted away from the target.

A target characterisation setup was built by Dr Jonathan Pinder, which could mount

one target at a time. An electrically grounded piece of copper was used as a mounting

board for each target-under-test. An electrically conducting (but isolated from the mount-

ing board) stainless steel grating was mounted over the target, to act as a collector for any

liberated photoelectrons. This setup was installed inside a vacuum chamber, which was

evacuated to approximately 10−6 mBar while the measurements were conducted. One

optical fibre was used to transmit UV from the Hamamatsu L10290 UV source to a vac-

uum flange with an SMA fibre coupler. The other side of the flange was not terminated

(no optics were installed) and the UV was aligned with the target-under-test. This setup

is depicted in Figure 4.2.

FIGURE 4.2: A general overview of the experimental setup for the deter-
mination of the photocurrents produced by a range of targets.

In order to photoliberate electrons from a surface with work function Φ, the incident

photons require energies Eγ of at least Φ, which gives a maximum kinetic energy Ek,e

to the photoelectrons of Ek,e = Eγ − Φ. A UV photon with the highest energy from

the Hamamatsu L10290 deuterium source with a wavelength of 200 nm has an energy

of Eγ = 6.2 eV and so the highest usable work function would theoretically be Φ =

6.2 eV. However, practically a material with lower Φ should be used in order for the

photoelectrons to gain some kinetic energy. Several different targets with possibly low
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TABLE 4.1: A table of results for the different target materials. The tar-
gets are listed from top to bottom in the chronological order of which their
measurements were taken. The stated uncertainties were propagated from
the uncertainties in the measured currents while the UV was off/on. The

polarities of the photocurrents have been reversed.

Target Highest photocurrent (pA)

Gold leaf 44 ± 3

Silver paste 3 ± 3

Polished copper, subsequently gold-plated 0.8 ± 0.3

Matt copper, subsequently gold-plated 4 ± 2

Graphite 3 ± 1

Aluminium foil, matt side 0

Aluminium foil, shiny side 0

Gold leaf, repetition 37 ± 3

Microfabricated chip, gold side 8 ± 6

Copper 14 ± 3

enough Φ [179] were investigated: gold leaf, silver paste, two gold plated printed circuit

boards (one previously polished and the other left unpolished/matt), a graphite spray,

both sides of (grocery-grade) aluminium foil, a prototype microfabricated Geonium Chip

with a highly reflective gold surface [36] and some copper.

A Keithley 6485 picoammeter was used to measure the photocurrent collected at the

grating, for a variety of collector bias voltages Vcol (between the collector and the grounded

target). A LabVIEW program (§4.1) was used to measure the current through the collec-

tor grating with Nskip = 0, Nbunch = 50 and Npairs = 5, however the photocurrents were

instead estimated manually from the current data. This was repeated for different values

of the collector bias voltage Vcol and the highest measured photocurrent is shown in Table

4.1, for each of the targets.

As can be seen from Table 4.1, the gold leaf target produced the highest photocurrent

at approximately 40 pA - nearly three times as high as the second-best target (copper).

It is interesting to consider the two pieces of gold plated copper, where a matt/rough
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surface produced a much higher photocurrent than a smooth (unpolished) surface. The

gold leaf has even less effective reflectivity (it has a rough/disordered surface) than the

gold-plated matt copper and gives a higher-still photocurrent. These conclusions are

most likely due to the effective surface area being higher for a less smooth surface, with

an increased likelihood of a reflected UV photon to contact another piece of the target.

Also, the quantum efficiency of photoliberation is proportional to (1−R(ω)) where R(ω)

is the optical reflectivity [180–182] and so an increase in the surface roughness could have

resulted in an increase in the measured photocurrent, however experimental results [178]

suggest that surface roughness does not significantly effect the photocurrent. It would

have been expected for the microfabricated chip with very high surface smoothness [36])

to have the lowest photocurrent, however it did produce a reasonably high photocurrent,

possibly due to gold producing a high photocurrent and the microfabricated nature and

chemical inertness causing low surface contamination.

This investigation was one of the first photocurrent investigations to be conducted.

The experience gained in future photocurrent investigations would recommend that a

much higher collector bias Vcol should have been used and that the stated photocurrents

(Table 4.1) should all have been measured with the same Vcol and calculated using more

robust statistical methods. However, the measurements were reliable enough to achieve

their purpose of recommending a target and the gold leaf target produced a significantly

larger photocurrent than the other targets. One additional benefit is that gold should

require less cleaning than alternative cathode materials (§4.7.1). The most recent method

developed by Dr Albert Uribe [32] used to adhere gold leaf to the chamber wall is to

i) place some distilled water (a solvent) on the chamber wall, then ii) place some gold

leaf on the surface of the droplet and then iii) wait until the solvent has evaporated.

This causes adhesion via the London Dispersion Force, which survives evacuations with a

turbopump and also survives thermal cycles between ≈ 4 K and room temperature.

A dimpled/pitted target was manufactured by Dr Alberto Jesús Uribe Jiménez by

pitting a thin sheet of copper and then subsequently gold-plating it [32]. This target

was investigated and used for example in (§4.3.2). Also investigated was the use of a
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transmission photocathode [183]. This is where instead of UV light liberating electrons

from a target, UV light passes through a gold-plated window into the cryogenic trapping

chamber. If the coating of gold is sufficiently thin (≈ 1 µm for a GaAs-Cs-O transmission

photocathode [183]), then electrons may be liberated from the gold coating and travel in

the same direction as the incident UV light, towards the trapping volume. It is predicted

that the optimal thickness for a gold transmission photocathode is between 15 and 25 nm

[184]. In order to investigate this, the window in the cryogenic chamber was replaced

with an unprotected gold mirror (PF10-03-M03 from ThorLabs) for trial as a transmission

photocathode, however no photocurrent was discernable. If constructed purely from

copper, the mesh (§3.4) might eventually also be used as a transmission photocathode

[185], however this would not be practical for the creation of secondary electrons (§6.1),

because the mesh must remain electrically grounded to form the boxed CPW-trap [22].

4.3 Investigating the relation between the photocurrent and the

bias voltage of the collector

As the voltage bias Vcol of the collector increases, electrons of higher energies should be

collected and so the measured photocurrent should increase. The relation between the

photocurrent and Vcol thus gives information about the kinetic energy of the photoelec-

trons. Two measurements of the photocurrent as a function of the collector bias voltage

Vcol were undertaken. The first measurement in (§4.3.1) was undertaken to characterise

the photoelectric effect and to verify the electrostatic model of the trap. The second mea-

surement in (§4.3.2) was undertaken to determine at which Vcol the photocurrent satu-

rates (i.e. stops increasing with increasing Vcol) in order to determine a sufficient Vcol for

future measurements.

4.3.1 Measurement set 1: verifying electrostatic models

In order to measure the photocurrent, a setup was constructed which is depicted in Figure

4.3. This setup was also used to investigate the effect of the mesh as discussed in (§4.6).
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A printed circuit board with one large electrode was fabricated and subsequently gold

plated by Dr Jonathan Pinder, which also featured a via through the underside copper

pour and through the substrate, so that a DC wire could be soldered to the underside

of the electrode. The Keithley 6458 picoammeter was connected in series between this

DC wire and the chamber (electrically grounded). The board was sealed by Dr Jonathan

Pinder to the cryogenic trapping chamber using an indium wire gasket (§3.4). The mesh

was not installed in the chamber prior to this sealing. The chamber was evacuated to a

pressure of approximately 1.6× 10−6 mBar. The UV was incident through the window,

toward a gold leaf target.

The voltage bias Vcol of the collector was adjusted manually, but the photocurrent

measurements were controlled with a LabVIEW program (§4.1), with Nbunch = 40 and

Nskip = 15, but the number Npairs was different for different Vcol.
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(A) Some simplified circuit schematics.

(B) A photograph of the setup.

FIGURE 4.3: Some circuit schematics and a photograph of the setup for de-
termining the photocurrent dependence on the collector bias Vcol. This
setup was also used to determine the photocurrent dependence on the

pressure (§4.4).
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FIGURE 4.4: A plot of the photocurrent as a function of the collector bias
voltage Vcol. A least-squares fit to an exponential decay (1− exp( f (V))) is

also shown.

The plot of the photocurrent as a function of Vcol is shown in Figure 4.4. A fit to an

exponential function was also conducted and is also shown in the figure.

Dr José Verdú conducted a numerical simulation of the photoelectric effect in the cryo-

genic chamber, which could be compared to the measurement. The simulation aimed to

determine the probability Pcollected of a released electron striking the collector for each

collector bias voltage Vcol, under a variety of conditions. This is analogous to the mea-

surement (Figure 4.4) because the photocurrent for a given Vcol is proportional to the

probability Pcollected of collection.

For a given photon energy Eγ, the simulation modelled the kinetic energy distribution

of the photoelectrons as a microcanonical ensemble, i.e. the sum of the three energy compo-

nents (in Cartesian space) was equal to the difference between Eγ and the work function
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Φ; E(x)
k + E(y)

k + E(z)
k = Eγ −Φ. For a given photon energy Eγ, the simulation took into

account all values of E(x)
k and E(y)

k , with E(z)
k being fixed by the microcanonical ensemble

constraint. The UV beam has finite radius and so this whole simulation (to determine

the relation between Pcollected as a function of Vcol for all (E(x)
k , E(y)

k )) was undertaken for

several liberation heights ylib (the y position at which the electron was liberated from the

target). The whole simulation so far was repeated for several energies Eγ based upon the

spectral distribution in the manufacturer’s data-sheet for the UV source. The entire nu-

merical simulation for each of the energies Eγ was equally weighted to produce a mean

theoretical plot of Pcollected as a function of Vcol. The simulation was limited in that it was

always assumed that the photoelectrons were liberated from xlib = 0 and also in that the

UV beam intensity was homogeneous rather than Gaussian.

The following ideas in the remainder of this section (§4.3.1) are based on those of Dr

José Verdú. This simulation has very good agreement with the measured data in Figure

4.4, as can be seen in Figure 4.5. This agreement is significant, because the assumptions

used in the simulation have to some extent been verified.

1. For example, the electron trajectories were simulated using electrostatic potentials

which were modelled using the Green’s function method (§3.2). This Green’s func-

tion method is also used in other simulations, for example to simulate trapped elec-

trons and to simulate the loading of electrons. Therefore, the results from these

other simulations should be reliable. Although the measurement (Figure 4.4) did

not include a mesh (which would have been required for the boxed CPW-trap [22]),

the simulation by Dr José Verdú only assumed an open trap (infinite plane) which

did not require an electrically grounded cube either. It is the model of the boxed

CPW-trap which is used to simulate trapped electrons and the loading of electrons,

but the computation time would have been much longer than for the open trap.

2. Also verified is the model of the photoelectrons acting as a microcanonical ensem-

ble, which suggests that the energy is randomly distributed in E(x)
k , E(y)

k and E(z)
k .
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This energy distribution has implications for the loading of the trap, where the elec-

trode voltages need to take into account energy-dependant frequency shifts due to

trap anaharmonicities and inhomogeneities (§2.1.2).

FIGURE 4.5: The result of the numerical simulation (red; continuous) is
shown along with a normalisation of the measured data (black; scatter).

The plot is from the simulation of Dr José Verdú.

4.3.2 Measurement set 2: investigating the saturation of the photocurrent

The dependence of the photocurrent on the voltage bias Vcol applied to the collector was

investigated once again, in order to determine an appropriate Vcol for future measure-

ments. This was done by identifying at which Vcol the majority of the liberated photo-

electrons had been collected.

A setup was constructed where the cyrogenic vacuum chamber (§3.4) was suspended

above a table in a clamp and where the pinch-off tube was connected to an Agilent TPS-

Flexy turbopump. The cryogenic chamber had been evacuating for approximately eight

weeks (no bake-out had been applied) and the pressure was (5.7± 0.1)× 10−8 mBar. The

pressure was measured using a Varian FRG-700 combined-Pirani-inverted-magnetron

pressure gauge which was connected between the turbopump and the pinch-off tube of

the cryogenic trapping chamber. The voltage bias Vcol was monitored with a Keithley 2110

digital multimeter. Rather than using a gold leaf target, dimples/pits were introduced
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to a thin copper sheet which was subsequently gold plated by Dr Alberto Jesús Uribe

Jiménez [32]. The photoelectrons were collected through all five electrodes of the Geo-

nium Chip, which were shorted together with copper tape (with an electrically conduct-

ing adhesive) at the voltage screw connections (§3.2) of the chip. Some circuit schematics

and a photo of the setup are shown in Figure 4.6.
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(A) Some simplified circuit schematics.

(B) A photograph of the setup.

FIGURE 4.6: Some circuit schematics and a photograph of the setup for de-
termining the photocurrent dependence on the collector bias Vcol. This
setup was also used to determine the photocurrent dependence on the

pressure (§4.4).
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The photocurrent measurements were controlled with a LabVIEW control program.

Firstly, the voltage bias Vcol was measured, then six current values IUV off were measured,

then the UV shutter was opened, then another six current values IUV on were measured,

then Vcol was measured a second time. The first three current values in each IUV off and

IUV on were neglected and independent linear least square fits were conducted to each of

the remaining two datasets of three values, where the difference in the y-intercepts were

saved as the photocurrent value for that Vcol. This is similar to the LabVIEW program

discussed in (§4.1), which would be described with Nbunch = 6, Npairs = 1 and Nskip =

3. Following this, the UV shutter was closed and after a user-defined delay this was

repeated, to generate a plot of the photocurrent as a function of the measured voltage

bias Vcol.

The measurement data are shown in Figure 4.7. In the laboratory, the DC power

supplies with the highest precision and temporal stability are the Rohde and Schwarz

HMP4040 power supplies, which can output up to 32.05 V (nominal) from each of the

four channels. It can be seen from Figure 4.7 that for collector bias voltages Vcol of greater

than 32.05 V, there is only a marginal increase in the measured photocurrent for an in-

crease in Vcol. Therefore, for measurements which only require a fixed Vcol, a 32.05 V bias

of the collector is sufficient, which can be provided by the HMP4040. A fit to an exponen-

tial function is also included to demonstrate reproducibility with the first measurement

of the photocurrent as a function of Vcol in (§4.3.2), but the optimal fit parameters have

not been included because they are of no further use.

4.4 Investigating the relation between the photocurrent and the

pressure

In (§4.4.1), the relation between the photocurrent and the pressure is shown measured

twice and the plots may be used as calibration curves to transform a photocurrent value

into one of pressure. In (§4.4.2), an application of this transformation is used, whereby

it is shown that in a pinched-off cryogenic trapping chamber (§3.4) at room temperature
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FIGURE 4.7: A plot of the photocurrent (with reversed polarity) as a func-
tion of the collector bias voltage Vcol. A least-squares fit to an exponential
decay (1− exp( f (V))) is also shown, along with a fiducial marker line at

32.05 V.

and without prior baking-out, the outgassing of water occurs to significantly increase the

pressure.

4.4.1 Determining the relation between the photocurrent and the pressure

As discussed in (§3.4), the pressure is inversely linked to the lifetime of trapped elec-

trons. Therefore, electrons in a photocurrent should also be affected by pressure in a

similar way, for example due to collisions with rest gas. Therefore, an investigation was

conducted to measure the photocurrent dependence on the pressure.

After having measured the photocurrent dependence on the bias voltage (§4.3.2), the

setup was amended so that the Keithley 2110 digital multimeter could be used to measure
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the pressure, rather than the collector bias voltage Vcol. A Varian FRG-700 combined-

Pirani-inverted-magnetron pressure gauge (with useful range between atmosphere and

5 × 10−9 mBar) was connected between the turbopump and the pinch-off tube of the

cryogenic trapping chamber. The pressure gauge output a voltage which was monitored

with the Keithley 2110 digital multimeter, which was transformed into a pressure value

using a formula provided by the manufacturer. Rather than using a gold leaf target,

the dimpled target [32] (§4.3.2) was used. The photoelectrons were collected through all

five electrodes of the Geonium Chip, which were shorted together with a copper tape

(with an electrically conducting adhesive) at the voltage screw connections (§3.3) on the

chip. Some circuit schematics and a photo of the setup are shown in Figure 4.6, where

the same setup was also used in (§4.3.2) to measure the photocurrent as a function of

Vcol. The electrodes were biased with +32.05 V (nominal) and the chamber (including the

target) were grounded. Some circuit schematics and a photo of the setup are shown in

Figure 4.6, in (§4.3.2).

The LabVIEW program was also amended (from the program mentioned in (§4.3.2)),

so that the measured voltage from the pressure gauge was converted into a pressure

value, but the photocurrent measurement method was not amended. Firstly, the pro-

gram determined the pressure, then measured six current values IUV off, then opened the

UV shutter, then measured another six current values IUV on, before finally measuring the

pressure a second time. The first three current values in each IUV off and IUV on were ne-

glected and independent linear least square fits were conducted to each of the remaining

two datasets of three values, where the difference in the y-intercepts was saved as the

photocurrent value for the mean of the two pressures. This is similar to the LabVIEW

program discussed in (§4.1), which would be described with Nbunch = 6, Npairs = 1 and

Nskip = 3. Following this, the UV shutter was closed and after a user-defined delay

this was repeated, to generate a plot of the photocurrent as a function of the measured

pressure.

Two sets of measurements were undertaken. The first dataset was taken after the

cryogenic chamber had been evacuated for approximately eight weeks (no bake-out had
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been applied beforehand). Immediately prior to this measurement, the photocurrent was

estimated to be (345± 2) pA and the pressure was measured to be (4± 2)× 10−8 mBar,

where the LabVIEW program was used to determine the photocurrent and pressure thirty

independent times as described above and the stated values are the (mean ± standard

deviation). The photocurrent as a function of pressure was determined in three stages:

i) after the turbo pump had been turned off and while the turbo was spooling down,

ii) after the roughing/backing pump had been turned off and iii) after a vent had been

opened to equalise the vacuum to one atmosphere. The data is shown in Figure 4.8a. It

can be seen that the photocurrent did not start to decrease significantly until the pressure

had decreased to ∼ 10−4 mBar. However, as can be seen in the photograph of the setup

(Figure 4.6b), the pressure gauge is far from the vacuum chamber and so the plotted

pressures are likely to be slightly lower than the true pressures in the chamber, due to a

time-lag in the pressure equalisation.

The second dataset was taken two days later, using the same setup. However, in or-

der to obtain better plot resolution at lower pressures, the photocurrent was measured as

a function of pressure while the cryogenic trapping chamber was being evacuated from

one atmosphere to (9 ± 1) × 10−7 mBar. The cryogenic trapping chamber has a small

volume (' (20 mm)3) and is close to the turbopump and so this took approximately 83

minutes. Then, the pressure in the cryogenic chamber was brought to one atmosphere

again, repeating the three stages that were used in the first measurement set. The data

is shown in Figure 4.8b. It can be seen that there is some hysteresis, which is most likely

due to the pressure differential between the cryogenic trapping chamber and the pres-

sure gauge. It can also be seen that the photocurrent only reached approximately 150

pA after the 83 minutes of evacuation, compared to the 350 pA measured after the pre-

vious eight-week evacuation. This suggests that without a bake-out, the chamber would

need evacuating for a long time to reach a sufficiently low pressure inside the cryogenic

trapping chamber.

By considering both measurements in Figures 4.8a and 4.8b, it can be seen that there

is a clear trend between the photocurrent and the pressure. There is no pressure gauge
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on the cryogenic chamber and so therefore a measurement of the photocurrent could

be useful as an indication of the pressure while at room temperature. However, there are

many variables to control, including the fibre alignment (which is difficult to control) and

the attenuation of the optical fibre. Furthermore, a calibration curve (like those shown in

Figure 4.8) should be obtained during a much slower evacuation in order to keep the

pressure differential between the chamber and gauge minimal.
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lations show the data obtained during the evacuation/venting respec-

tively.

FIGURE 4.8: The results from the two independent measurements of the
photocurrent as a function of the pressure.
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4.4.2 Observing outgassing in a pinched-off chamber

On one occasion, a cryogenic trapping chamber (which had been sealed to a Geonium

Chip (§3.4)) was pinched-off (§3.4) after approximately eight days of evacuation. Al-

though a plot of the pressure as a function of time during and immediately after the

pinch-off showed no sudden leak, during the next two days the photocurrent gradually

decreased, as shown in Figure 4.9. The setup was similar to the setup shown in Figure

4.6. After the chip had been hermetically sealed to the chamber (§3.4) and before the

chamber was pinched-off, a bake-out was not performed and the chamber remained at

room temperature.

A fit to one single exponential decay did not fit well, however a fit to the sum of two

exponential decays I1(t) and I2(t) of the form

I(t) = I0 + A1 · exp
(
−(t− t0)

τ1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

I1(t)

+ A2 · exp
(
−(t− t0)

τ2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

I2(t)

(4.2)

was reasonably appropriate (see the plot in Figure 4.9 and the optimal fitting parameters

in Table 4.2). The fit to this function (4.2) suggests that there were two significant sources

which were decreasing the photocurrent (and thus increasing the pressure (§4.4.1)), in-

cluding perhaps virtual leaks [186] (e.g. outgassing [186]) or real leaks [186]. The fit

parameters in Table 4.2 for the fit in Figure 4.9 show that the source of I2(t) was initially

more dominant than the source of I1(t), but shortly afterwards, the source of I1(t) was

more dominant than the source of I2(t). This is because the amplitude A1 was approx-

imately eight times that of A2 and so initially I2(t) contributed more to the measured

current, but the time constant of its decay τ1 was approximately 28 times that of τ2 and

so the tail of the fit was dominated by I1(t). As will be discussed in the remainder of this

section (§4.4.2), it is likely that the most dominant source of the photocurrent decay at

long times elapsed (I1(t)) was caused by a virtual leak - for example some outgassing. It

is unclear what the source of the initial decay I2(t) was - possibly it was another virtual

leak caused by the pinching-off, because this source ended shortly after pinching-off.
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TABLE 4.2: Table of results for the fit to the decay of the photocurrent,
where the photocurrent had reversed polarity. The stated uncertainties are
the standard errors, which were calculated using the diagonal elements of

the covariance matrices.

Fit parameter Optimal value (fit)

I0 (8.8705± 0.0002) pA

t0 (1.12± [2× 108]) hours

A1 (17.5± [6× 108]) pA

τ1 (10.040± 0.001) hours

A2 (2.22± [8× 109]) pA

τ2 (0.362± [5× 10−7]) hours
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FIGURE 4.9: A plot of the photocurrent (with reversed polarity) as a func-
tion of time, measured after a pinch-off. A least-squares fit to (4.2) is also
shown using the optimal fit parameters stated in Table 4.2. This fit suggests
that there were two significant sources I1(t) and I2(t) which contributed to
the decay of the photocurrent in this figure, despite it looking like there is

only one source.
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The optimal fit value for the current (I(pin)(t = ∞) = I0) at infinite time was (8.8705±

0.0002) pA, where pin refers to the data in the fit after the pinch-off. Regrettably, no

measurement of the photocurrent as a function of pressure had recently been under-

taken for the setup, so reading the corresponding pressures from Figure 4.8 would have

been unreliable. However, immediately prior to pinching-off, the photocurrent measured

approximately (73.9± 0.1) pA. The experiment had been evacuating for approximately

eight days, at which point the pressure at the FRG-700 gauge read approximately 10−7

mBar. Therefore, it may be assumed that this photocurrent of 73.9 pA was the satura-

tion photocurrent I(pin)
sat for the pinch-off dataset, which occurs at low pressures where

the photocurrent stops increasing with decreasing pressure. In order to estimate the fi-

nal (asymptotic) pressure P(pin)(t = ∞) for the pinched-off chamber, the data in Figure

4.9 can be normalised to the calibration plot of the photocurrent as a function of pressure

(Figure 4.8a). The calibration data (Figure 4.8a) has a saturation photocurrent I(cal)
sat of

(344± 1) pA.

If it is assumed that minor changes in the setup just stretch the calibration plot (where

the functional form is maintained but the photocurrent at every pressure is multiplied

by the same scaling constant), then the normalised photocurrent at infinite time may be

approximated with

I(cal)(t = ∞) ≈ I(pin)(t = ∞) · I(cal)
sat

I(pin)
sat

. (4.3)

This may be evaluated as I(cal)(t = ∞) ≈ 8.8705 pA× (344 pA/73.9 pA) = (41.3± 0.1) pA,

which corresponds to a pressure of approximately P(cal)(I(cal) = 41.3 pA
)
= (33.3± 0.1)

mBar when reading off the linear interpolation in Figure 4.8a. The bounding data points

are quite far from the interpolation location and so this reading has a lot of uncertainty

which has not been accounted for. The saturation vapor pressure [186] of a single com-

ponent substance is the equilibrium (steady-state) pressure which is reached when the

rate of evaporation/sublimation equals that of condensation [186]. For water, at a tem-

perature of 20◦C, the saturation vapor pressure has been determined experimentally to

be 23.38 mBar [186], which is similar to the calibrated data of P(cal)(I(cal) = 41.3 pA
)
=
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(33.3 ± 0.1) mBar. When taking into account all the uncertainties, it is plausible that

there was no real leak and that the dominant source of photocurrent decay at long times

elapsed (I1(t)) was caused by a virtual leak - for example some outgassing. This agree-

ment between the determined pressure of (33.3 ± 0.1) mBar and the saturation vapor

pressure of 23.38 mBar [186] helps to validate the concept of the calibration curve (Figure

4.8a).

4.5 Baking-out the cryogenic trapping chamber

The measurement of the photocurrent as a function of time after a pinch-off had occurred

(§4.4.2) suggests that if the cryogenic trapping chamber were not to be heated during an

evacuation, that after pinching-off (§3.4), adsorbed and absorbed water would fill the

chamber and eventually bring the chamber to the saturation vapor pressure of water at

23.38 mBar [186]. Although cryocooling/cryopumping [186] should reduce this pressure

yet again, condensed particles could affect the electrostatic trapping potential or atten-

uate the UV light if frozen to the interior face of the window (§4.7.1). Therefore, the

cryogenic trapping chamber (§3.4) was baked-out to temporarily increase the rates of i)

outgassing [186] and ii) surface desorption [186], while under evacuation to reduce read-

sorption [186], with the aim to eventually achieve cryovacuum (e.g. [187]). The effects

of the bake-out are discussed in (§4.5.1), the control system is discussed in (§4.5.2) and a

leak is shown in (§4.5.3).

The first bake-out of the cryogenic trapping chamber was introduced by Dr Alberto

Jesús Uribe Jiménez [32]. Dr Alberto Jesús Uribe Jiménez attached two independent k-

type thermocouples to the cyrogenic trapping chamber using copper tape, one close to

the chip and one close to the window, to monitor the temperatures closest to the indium

seals which were most likely to fail. Dr Alberto Jesús Uribe Jiménez surrounded the cy-

rogenic trapping chamber with a layer of aluminium foil, then wrapped the foil with an

Omega DHT052020LD heating tape and then applied a further layer of aluminium foil.

The heating tape provided the heating and the aluminium foil was used to more evenly
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distribute this heat [32], which would otherwise cause an uneven temperature distribu-

tion across the chamber. The chamber (§3.4) is constructed from gold-plated copper, the

chip (§3.2) has an alumina substrate and finally the chip-chamber, window-chamber and

pinch-off-tube-chamber seals (§3.4) were made using indium. The materials have dif-

ferent thermal expansion coefficients and so if the temperature of the chamber is raised

too rapidly and/or too unevenly, the indium seals may not have enough time to ex-

pand/contract and they may fail. Furthermore, in order to protect the indium seals [188],

the maximum bake-out temperature should be limited to 110◦C [188], which is lower

than the melting temperature of indium while at a pressure of 1 atmosphere (≈ 157◦C

[189, 190]) and so the maximum set temperature was 107◦C. A photograph of a bake-out

setup is shown in Figure 4.10, which had the same electrical setup as the one shown in

Figure 4.6, but with a gold-leaf target [32] instead.

FIGURE 4.10: A photograph of the cryogenic trapping chamber during the
bake-out. This setup was used to obtain the measurements in (§4.5.1). The
window was left unobscured so that photocurrent measurements could be

undertaken.

4.5.1 The effects of baking-out

The discussion included in this section (§4.5.1) will only regard the first bake-out to

be attempted. The heating rate during the ramping of the temperature from room-

temperature to ≈ 100◦ C was controlled manually by changing the voltage of a variable
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autotransformer. The temperatures of both temperature sensors were nearly-continuously

monitored and plotted with a LabVIEW program, with intermittent breaks in the temper-

ature measurements (approximately daily) to determine the photocurrent and to measure

the pressure by reading the Varian FRG-700 pressure gauge using the pump’s in-built

readout.

A LabVIEW control program measured the currents IUV off and IUV on in five pairs

of (typically 50 but one time 35) measurements. The gradients on the currents IUV off

and IUV on with time were negligible and so the photocurrents were determined as the

difference in the means of the two sets of currents. The temperatures of both temperature

sensors were determined using a Keithley 2110 digital multimeter. One thermocouple was

connected to the 2110’s thermocouple input for a direct determination of the temperature

and the DC voltage was measured across the other thermocouple with the 2110 which

was converted into a temperature value within a LabVIEW program via the use of a NIST

polynomial series calibration.

Plots of the pressure and photocurrent are shown below in Figure 4.11. For tempera-

tures once the bake-out had begun (after two days had elapsed), fits were conducted to

the pressure and photocurrent as functions of the time t elapsed

x(t) = x0 + A · exp
(
−(t− t0)

τ

)
, (4.4)

where x may be the photocurrent I or the pressure P and where x0, A, t0 and τ are op-

timisable parameters (constants). Although there is no obvious explicit physical law to

model with such an exponential decrease, the fits predict the saturation values (x(t =

∞)). The pressure at infinite time is predicted to be 7.3× 10−8 mbar (with low uncer-

tainty), which seems reasonable because the pump and vacuum seals are not ultra-high-

vacuum rated. The photocurrent at infinite time is predicted to be (463± 3) pA (with

reversed polarity), which is also reasonable, given that the photocurrent was already

close to saturation after just three days had elapsed.

Figure 4.11 shows how the pressure and photocurrent were affected by the bake-out.
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The bake-out (the rising of the temperature) began shortly after the second data point

had been taken and the temperature of sensor 1 rose from 25.4◦C to 109.4◦C over 303.4

minutes with an average heating rate of +0.277◦C/minute. Once the final temperature

had been reached, the power of the heating tape was reduced slightly to maintain a tem-

perature of approximately 107◦C and then the heating tape power was left unchanged

for the rest of the plotted measurements. As can be seen in Figure 4.11a, after one day

of baking, the pressure had more than doubled, possibly due to a combination of i) an

increase in the outgassing rate and ii) the ideal gas law which predicts an increase in pres-

sure purely from an increase in the temperature. This is then followed by an exponential

decrease over the remaining days, while the pump evacuated the outgassed particles.

As can be seen in Figure 4.11b, the photocurrent also initially rose rapidly as a result of

baking and nearly saturated after just two days of baking. The mean photocurrent in the

first two measurements (prior to the bake-out) was (84.3± 0.7) pA (with reversed po-

larity) and the saturation photocurrent value was (463± 3) pA (with reversed polarity),

which gives an improvement to the photocurrent of (463 pA/84.3 pA) = (5.49± 0.06)

(dimensionless).
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(A) Showing the effect of the bake-out on the pressure. The fit to
the pressure excluded the first two data points.
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(B) Showing the effect of the bake-out on the photocurrent. The fit
to the photocurrent excluded the first two data points.

FIGURE 4.11: Plots of the effects of the bake-out on the pressure and the
photocurrent. The bake-out began shortly after the second data point and
took approximately five hours to reach 109.4◦C. The temperatures which
are plotted are those measured using sensor 1 at the same time as the pres-
sure and the photocurrent. No temperature measurement for the first data
point was recorded and so it has been assumed that it was the same tem-
perature as measured for the second data point. The polarities of the pho-

tocurrents have been reversed.
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It was noticed that there was a correlation between the measured dark current IUV off

and the pressure. This is shown in Figure 4.12. The photocurrents were determined as

the difference between the mean IUV on and mean IUV off and because the dark current

is present within both IUV on and IUV off, the changing dark current with time should

not have affected the photocurrent values. It is not clear why this correlation occurred,

because the pressure should not have affected the current in the picoammeter cabling.

Also, electrical noise (IUV off) should not have affected the pressure gauge reading.
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FIGURE 4.12: A plot showing the correlation between the dark current
IUV off and the pressure as read by-eye from the pressure gauge readout.

4.5.2 Controlling the bake-out

A LabVIEW program was written to control the heating of the chamber. The program had

two main aims: firstly to warm/cool the chamber until a target temperature had been

reached and secondly to control the chamber heating/cooling rate. The heating tape was
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powered by two Rohde and Schwarz HMP4040 programmable DC power supplies, where

the (combined) eight channels of the devices were connected in series. The heat tape can

provide up to 156 W of thermal power at a voltage Vheat of 240 V, however in order to

sustain a bake-out at ≈ 100◦C, only (Vheat = 8 x 6.10 W ≈ 50 W) was required.

The most recent iteration of the LabVIEW program used a Keithley 2110 digital multi-

meter to determine the temperatures of both thermocouples, which had one direct ther-

mocouple input (temperature sensor 1) and one DC voltage measurement input (tempera-

ture sensor 2) which was converted to a temperature value using a NIST polynomial series

calibration within the control program. The program used the temperature measurement

of temperature sensor 1 to monitor the heating rate (by calculating the gradient of the

most recent three data points) and then decided whether or not to adjust Vheat. Some

pseudo-code to describe the algorithm is included in Figure 4.13. One set of control val-

ues (defined in Figure 4.13) were as follows: |∆TL| = 5 ◦C; |∆TH | = 5 ◦C; T0 = 104 ◦C;

|∆VT| = 0.05 V; m0 = 0.05 ◦C/minute; |∆VL| = 0.3 V; mL = 0.05 ◦C/minute; |∆VH | = 0.3

V and mH = 0.05 ◦C/minute.

An example use of the program is shown in Figure 4.14 (but not using the example

set of control values above). Figure 4.14a shows the temperature ramping stage (rais-

ing the temperature from room temperature to the desired final bake-out temperature),

where the raw data for the temperature and heating rate are those calculated in the Lab-

VIEW control program. Despite the mean heating rate appearing to be centred around

0◦C/minute, the mean of all the raw LabVIEW calculated heating rates (Figure 4.14a

lower plot) was actually 0.0252◦C/minute with a standard deviation of 0.0558◦C/minute.

This is non-zero (so as to raise the temperature), but small (so as to reduce thermal con-

traction/extension stresses on the indium seals (§3.4) - note see (§4.5.3) for an example

of rapid cooling). Post measurement, in order to verify the LabVIEW calculated heating

rates, the mean heating rate was checked by determining the gradient of a linear least-

squares fit to all the raw data (upper plot), where the gradient was 0.0253◦C/minute

(with uncertainty O(10−12◦C/minute)). These values (0.0252 and 0.0253) ◦C/minute are

in reasonable agreement and so the LabVIEW estimation of the heating rate (which is
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FIGURE 4.13: Some pseudo-code to describe the algorithm for controlling
the bake-out.

used to set Vheat) is reasonable.

Figure 4.14b shows a thermostatic stage (where it was desired that the temperature

of the chamber would remain constant with time). The mean of all the raw LabVIEW

calculated heating rates (Figure 4.14b lower plot) was 0.0001 ◦C/minute with a standard

deviation of 0.1196◦C/minute, which is consistent with zero, as was desired. This stan-

dard deviation is in agreement with the standard deviation of the temperature data of

temperature sensor 1 (Figure 4.14b upper plot) of 0.2◦C, which was around a mean of

100.9◦C.
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(A) Upper plot: the temperature of sensor 1. Lower plot: the
heating rate of sensor 1 as calculated within the control pro-
gram which was used to determine Vheat, with a (mean ±
standard deviation) of (0.0252± 0.0558)◦C/minute. The data

were obtained during a temperature ramping stage.

(B) Upper plot: the temperatures TCH1 and TCH2 of sensors 1
and 2 (respectively). Middle plot: a plot of the heating tape
voltage Vheat. Lower plot: the heating rate Q of sensor 1 as
calculated within the control program which was used to de-
termine Vheat. The data were obtained during a thermostatic

stage.

FIGURE 4.14: Plots from a bake-out during the temperature ramping stage
(Figure 4.14a) and the thermostatic stage (Figure 4.14b). All raw data was

determined in the LabVIEW control program.
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4.5.3 Cooling down too quickly

At the end of another bake-out, a leak occurred during the cooling-down stage. It is likely

that the leak occurred as a result of the chamber having cooled too quickly - which likely

caused excessive thermal contraction/extension stress on the indium seals (§3.4). Some

of the parameters during this cool-down are plotted in Figure 4.15. A linear least-square

fit to the temperature (top plot) estimates the mean cooling rate (gradient) at −0.178◦C

per minute (with uncertainty O(10−8◦C/minute)). At a time elapsed of 78.6 minutes, a

rapid pressure rise is visible at the Varian FRG-700 pressure gauge outside the chamber

(central plot), which is consistent with the start of a steady decline in the photocurrent

(bottom plot). A Keithley 2110 digital multimeter was used to convert the voltage output

by the pressure gauge into a pressure value using a calibration formula that was provided

by the manufacturer of the pressure gauge.

4.6 The effect of the mesh on the UV intensity

As described in (§3.4), the mesh is 85 % open [36]. The mesh strands should reflect some

of the incident UV light and thus reduce the intensity of the UV light at the target, so

the mesh should reduce the number of liberated electrons and thus reduce the measured

photocurrent. This was investigated by firstly measuring the photocurrent without any

mesh present and then measuring with the mesh outside the chamber but between the

collimating lens and the window.

The same setup as introduced in (§4.3.1) to measure the photocurrent as a function

of the collector bias voltage Vcol was used for these measurements, including the printed

circuit board with one large electrode setup which was fabricated by Dr Jonathan Pin-

der. The chamber was evacuated to a pressure of approximately 1.7× 10−6 mBar. The

collector was biased with a +32 V (nominal) potential relative to the chamber which was

grounded. The UV was incident through the window, towards a gold leaf target. A

photograph of the measurement is shown in Figure 4.16.
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FIGURE 4.15: A failed cooling-down of the chamber at the end of a bake-
out. At a time of 78.6 minutes, the pressure rises sharply and the photocur-
rent starts to decrease, both of which suggest that the vacuum sealing had

failed.

The photocurrent measurements were controlled with a LabVIEW program (§4.1),

which would be described with Nbunch = 50, Npairs = 5 and Nskip = 15. Firstly, the pho-

tocurrent was determined while there was no mesh present, then it took three minutes

to set up the mesh and then it took another three minutes to measure the photocurrent

while the mesh was present. The photocurrent was determined to be (511.8± 0.3) pA

without the mesh and (444.7± 0.3) pA with the mesh (both photocurrent polarities have

been reversed). Therefore, the mesh gave a percentage reduction of (13.09 ± 0.08) %.

The mesh is 85 % open [36], and so classically this would predict a 15 % reduction in the

photocurrent due to the mesh, which is in reasonable agreement with the measurement.

One limitation of this measurement is that the mesh was outside the chamber, rather

than inside the chamber like it would be during trapping attempts. In order to insert
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the mesh into the chamber, the setup would have to have been taken apart (so that the

chip could be unsealed, the mesh inserted and then the chip resealed (§3.4)) and then the

setup would have to have been put back together. Minor changes in the alignment of the

fibre can change the measured photocurrent greatly and so if the mesh were to have been

put inside the chamber in this way, the photocurrent values might not comparable for the

measurements with/without the mesh.

FIGURE 4.16: A photograph of the centre of the setup. The mesh (which is
soldered to the mesh frame [36]) is electrically grounded through the metal
block and the crocodile clip bridge to the electrically grounded chamber.
The fibre mount may pivot about two axes (fabricated by Dr Jonathan Pin-

der), allowing for the alignment of the fibre towards the target.

4.7 Photocurrent measurements in the Geonium Chip Penning

trap

In order to measure photocurrents using the Geonium Chip Penning trap (§3), a similar

setup to those used for table-top measurements (Figure 4.6) was used. However, rather

than accessing the voltage screw connections (§3.2) on the Geonium Chip, instead DC

connections to the electrodes were made through the (filtered) DC voltage bias lines be-

tween the voltage screw connections (Figure 3.3) and the vacuum flange feedthrough

connections, which are independent for each trapping electrode. Some advantages of

using the Geonium Chip Penning trap for photocurrent measurements are i) an increase
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in the photocurrent due to a custom-built fibre (§4.7.1), ii) the use of the experiment’s

magnetic field source (§3.3) as investigated in (§4.7.2) and iii) the use of a low pressure

due to cryocooling (§4.5). Also, photoelectric measurements may be used to verify that

the trap is working as expected, for example to verify the optical fibre alignment (§4.7.3),

or to verify the DC voltage bias connections (the voltage screw connections (§3.2)) to the

Geonium Chip (§4.7.4).

4.7.1 A custom-built optical fibre

The most recent iteration of the Geonium Chip Penning trap features a custom-built opti-

cal fibre setup with an integrated vacuum flange (designed and fabricated by Dr Jonathan

Pinder) to maximise the UV transmission between the Hamamatsu L10290 UV source and

the cryogenic trapping chamber. The FDP-type core of the optical fibre has a wide diam-

eter of 940 µm to improve the coupling of light into the fibre and the core is terminated

at each end by an SMA connector. One SMA connector screws into the SMA output of

the Hamamatsu L10290 UV source and the other screws into the Avantes COL-UV/VIS col-

limating lens inside the second stage cooling (≈ 4 K) region (§3.1) of the cryostat, close to

the window of the cryogenic trapping chamber as can be seen in Figure 3.2. The core of

the fibre passes through a vacuum flange, where a hermetic seal was made with epoxy

around the fibre, which should have fewer losses when compared to the previous setup

which included a fibre-coupling-feedthrough with associated coupling losses. At both

sides of the flange, the core is shrouded in protective thermosetting plastic wrapping.

Although the collimating lens with a casing is not rated to cryogenic temperatures, one

copy survived three thermal cycles (between room temperature and ≈ 4 K) before the

lens cracked and a replacement has survived approximately ten such cooldowns. Fur-

thermore, a hole was drilled (by Dr Jonathan Pinder) through the lens casing to allow the

lens to be evacuated prior to a cryogenic cooldown (§4.7.1).

In order to characterise the new fibre setup, photocurrent measurements were un-

dertaken at room temperature using the Geonium Chip Penning trap experiment (§3).

The pinch-off tube (§3.4) was cut-open such that the chamber was no longer hermetically
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sealed and the two radiation shields [36] had been removed to speed up the evacuation

of the cryogenic trapping chamber. Firstly, several measurements were undertaken with

the old fibre setup (two fibres and a flange with a fibre-coupling-feedthrough) while at

pressures of ∼ 10−6 mBar. The mean photocurrent for this setup was Iold = (7.8± 0.5)

pA (with reversed polarity). Subsequently, the experiment was opened and a second set

of measurements was undertaken, but with the new fibre setup and while at a pressure

∼ 10−5 mBar. The mean photocurrent for this setup was Inew = (190± 2) pA (with re-

versed polarity). This gives a ratio of improvement of Inew/Iold = (24± 2). Note, that

both pressures ∼ 10−5 mBar and ∼ 10−6 mBar were sufficiently low that the background

gas should not have significantly affected this comparison (§4.4), in fact with there being

a lower pressure present during the measurement with the new fibre, the value (24± 2)

is potentially an underestimate. This was a very significant improvement to the exper-

iment. This high improvement might suggest that there were difference(s) between the

setups (for example different fibre alignments), however the photocurrents were partic-

ularly low with the old fibre setup (hence the decision to implement an improved fibre)

and other cryovacuum (§4.5) measurements have also verified that the new setup can

produce a high photocurrent.

The largest measured photocurrent was (549± 12) pA (with reversed polarity), which

was measured while using the left endcap electrode as the collector with Vbias = +10 V,

while all four other electrodes were grounded outside the cryostat. This might be im-

proved in the future if the chamber were first to be baked-out (§4.5) and then pinched-off

(§3.4). For this measurement, the pressure inside the outer vacuum vessel but outside

the radiation shields (§3.1) was 8.6 × 10−8 mBar, but the chamber had been at 4 K for

some time and so there was likely a cryovacuum in the cryogenic trapping chamber.

Furthermore, a small homogenous 5 mT field was used to help focus the photoelectrons

(§4.7.2), however this should not have increased the magnitude of the photocurrent. Fur-

thermore, a photoelectric measurement at room temperature using a cryogenic trapping

chamber (with a similar setup to that depicted in Figure 4.6) measured (53± 1) pA when
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using all five electrodes as the collector and (31.6± 0.2) pA when using just the left end-

cap electrode as the collector. If it can be assumed that there is a linear relation between

the measured photocurrents, then if the (549± 12) pA photocurrent were to have been

measured through all five electrodes, this would have instead been (549× 53/31.6) pA

or (921± 20) pA.

An in-situ improvement to the photocurrent while cryogenic

An effect was noticed while the experiment was cryogenic (≈ 4 K), whereby a prolonged

exposure of the chamber to UV light caused the photocurrent to increase with time, in

a steady manner. This was noticed when the cryogenic chamber (§3.4) had not been

pinched-off prior to installation in the experiment, so the chamber most likely contained

many adsorbed and absorbed particles. If all electronic devices were turned off and if

the collector were to be electrically grounded overnight, at the start of the following day

the photocurrent would still remain at the value it had reached at the end of the previous

day, which would suggest that the effect was not due to the charging/discharging of any

filters etc. Also, if the UV shutter were to be closed to stop UV from reaching the target,

then the photocurrent did not continue to increase with time by a significant extent. This

effect was observed on two independent cool-downs of the experiment.

This effect might have been due to the UV light evaporating/sublimating particles

which had frozen to surfaces as a result of cryopumping (§4.5). In particular, perhaps

there were layers of frozen particles on both faces of the UV window and possibly on the

collimating lens. This is suggested because during a previous thermal cycle of the ex-

periment, a photocurrent had been observable at room temperature, unobservable once

cooled to ≈ 4 K and observable again once back at room temperature. Therefore, Dr

Jonathan Pinder drilled a hole in the collimating lens casing (which was not initially vac-

uum compatible) and there has not been any repeated loss of photocurrent at ≈ 4 K.

However, this also could be evidence of an irreversible cold cleaning of the gold-leaf

photocathode, via outgassing due to the illumination of UV light [191, pg. 54]. This
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article [191] references the measurement of gold [192], where [192] suggests that pho-

toelectrons remove gas from the surface of the gold. It is concluded that UV exposure

cleans the photocathode (reduces the threshold/work function) [191, 192]. This is sim-

ilar to cleaning/rejuvenation via laser irradiation which has demonstrated a significant

improvement to the quantum efficiency of photoliberation for copper, magnesium, alu-

minium, and aluminium–lithium photocathodes [182], where the quantum efficiency de-

creases with increasing work function [180, 181]. This method is very useful because it is

a cold cleaning technique which results in an irreversible cleaning of the photocathode,

because the rest of the experiment remains cold and so particles are not desorbed from

other places which might later be adsorbed to the cathode. For example, at cryogenic

temperatures H2, CH4, CO2 and Ar might reduce the quantum efficiency [193] and also a

restoration of the quantum efficiency has been demonstrated by the removal of adsorbed

water via baking (§4.5) the photocathode [193]. It was also experimentally demonstrated

[192] that a reversal of the photocathode bias voltage polarity (to attract photoelectrons

back to the photocathode) also cold-cleaned the cathode in this way, via electron bombard-

ment [191, pg. 54], which is analogous to beam-gas-wall desorption [194]. Furthermore, this

electron bombardment could "remove hydrogen from silver and gold which could not

be removed by heating" [191, pg. 54]. Although gold has a poor quantum efficiency of

∼ 10−4 [195], it is used as a thin-film transmission photocathode to load a cryogenic Pen-

ning trap because its photoemission is unaffected by exposure to air or modest vacuum

[195] and so less cleaning should be required.

This effect is shown in Figure 4.17. Note that the current is plotted (with reversed

polarity), rather than the photocurrent. However, it can be seen that when the UV shut-

ter was closed, the measured current IUV off was approximately zero and so the current

measured while the UV shutter was open was also approximately equal to the photocur-

rent. A running average was also continuously applied (twenty data points), hence the

changes in shutter state show finite gradients rather than sudden jumps in the current.

Between zero and approximately seven minutes elapsed, the UV shutter was open.

Then, the shutter was left closed for less than one minute, followed by the shutter being
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open for less than one minute, then remaining shut for another two minutes until nine

minutes had elapsed. At this point, the UV shutter was opened again and the current re-

turned to the value which had previously been reached after seven minutes had elapsed

- the growth in the photocurrent was correlated with the presence of UV light.

The UV shutter remained open until 20 minutes had elapsed, at which point the UV

shutter was closed and the measurement of the current was paused in time until 25 min-

utes had elapsed, when the shutter was momentarily closed and then reopened. The

shutter remained closed and the measurement remained paused for another minute, fol-

lowed by another momentary opening of the shutter, followed by another pause and

closing of the shutter. At this point the photocurrent was similar to the current after 20

minutes had elapsed (after the previous long-duration illumination). This was followed

by a long period of the shutter being open until 39 minutes had elapsed.

This data demonstrates that the photocurrent only increased while the UV illumi-

nates the chamber. Three linear least-square fits are shown in Figure 4.17, to time regions

where the UV light was illuminating the chamber. These fits (left-to-right respectively)

have gradients of 3.25 pA/minute, 2.57 pA/minute and 2.05 pA/min, with uncertainties

much lower than the gradients. The gradient does decrease with increasing values of

photocurrent, which suggests that the photocurrent would eventually saturate. The pre-

viously mentioned maximum measurement of (549± 12) pA (§4.7.1) had been achieved

after having applied this technique. This technique has formed part of the regular routine

for preparing to try to trap electrons.

4.7.2 The relation between the photocurrent and the strength of the magnetic

field

A measurement of the photocurrent as a function of the magnetic field strength/magnitude

Bz,000 = B0 (2.21) (2.11a) was conducted. All five trap electrodes were used as a collector

(shorted together outside the cryostat) with a voltage bias Vcol = +32.050 V (nominal).

Although the free cyclotron motion does not exist in the presence of an electrostatic field
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FIGURE 4.17: A plot showing the effect of prolonged exposure of the cryo-
genic trapping chamber to UV light. Fits are shown to three time regions

where the UV light was illuminating the chamber.

(§2.1.3), there was no electrostatic trapping (quadrupole) potential and so the radial dy-

namics of the photoelectrons may be crudely approximated to be those of a free/true

cyclotron motion (§2.1.1). The relation between the circular true cyclotron frequency ωc

and the magnetic field strength B0 (2.11a) suggests that the radius of the cyclotron motion

is inversely proportional to the magnetic field strength. The magnetic field should focus

the photoelectrons by giving them a cyclotron motion in the ûx = ûy plane and thus stop

them from being collected, so the photocurrent should be inversely proportional to the

magnetic field strength.

The pressure inside the outer vacuum vessel but outside the radiation shields (§3.1)

was 7.4 × 10−8 mBar, however there was likely a cryovacuum (§4.5) at ≈ 4 K and so
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the pressure in the chamber was probably lower than this. Two LabVIEW control pro-

grams were used to control the measurement, one was used to determine the photocur-

rent and the other was used to control the magnetic field strength. For a given magnetic

field strength, the control program used to determine the photocurrent was similar to

the LabVIEW program which was discussed in (§4.1), which would be described with

Nbunch = 50, Npairs = 5 and Nskip = 15. This procedure was conducted three times for

a given magnetic field strength and the mean of the three individual photocurrents have

been plotted as a function of the magnetic field strength in Figure 4.18. No photocurrent

was discernable at B0 = 100 mT, however the measurement was very noisy and thus

inconclusive, so this data point has not been included in the plot.

A fit to I(B0) = I0 + A/B0 was attempted to all the data in the plot, however when

including the data point with B0 = 0 mT (changed to a small non-zero value to avoid a

divide-by-zero error), the fit would not converge. The inverse relation between the pho-

tocurrent and magnetic field strength holds for 20 mT ≤ B0 ≤ 75 mT. If (as measured)

there is no photocurrent for B0 = 100 mT, then this inverse relation is also not valid

at very high magnetic field strengths, possibly due to the magnetic field focussing the

beam of primary electrons (in the ûx = ûy plane), thus keeping them from reaching the

collector.

Some conclusions may be drawn, even if the relation is not perfectly inverse. Firstly,

the photocurrent does decrease with increasing magnetic field strength and so while in

the presence of a strong magnetic field, it is likely that the electron beam is focussed

and heads towards the equilibrium trapping position ~r0 (§2.1.1). This implies that the

magnetic field is still reasonably well aligned along ûz for z which are close to the target,

despite the magnetic field only being optimised for homogeneity close to~r0. Secondly,

this data is indicative of the energy distribution of the photoelectrons.
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FIGURE 4.18: A plot of the photocurrent (with reversed polarity) as a func-
tion of the magnetic field strength. The error bars show the standard devi-

ation.

4.7.3 Application: using the photocurrent to verify the alignment of the opti-

cal fibre

There are no explicit sensors to verify that the optical fibre is correctly aligned towards

the target, however an electrostatic barrier technique has been developed which can be

used for such verification. This section (§4.7.3) discusses the measurements made in one

implementation of this technique. Ideally (neglecting plasma effects), all the electrons

would be liberated from the target, i.e. no electrons would be liberated from any other

interior surface of the chamber. An assumption was made that photoelectrons are liber-

ated from either the target (in an ûx-ûy plane at z = −10 mm) or from the opposite wall

(an ûx-ûy plane at z = +10 mm), i.e. that no electrons are liberated from the top/side

walls nor from the chip in the ûz-ûy nor ûz-ûx planes. These planes are depicted in Figure
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3.5. Therefore, by reflecting the photoelectrons which are produced at the wall opposite

to the target, it is possible to collect only the photoelectrons (I1) which are produced from

the target (this photocurrent I1 should be high if the fibre is correctly aligned towards

the target) - this is the first measurement which will be discussed. Similarly, by reflecting

the photoelectrons which are produced at the target, it is possible to collect only the pho-

toelectrons (I2) produced from the wall which is opposite the target (this photocurrent

I2 should be low if the fibre is correctly aligned towards the target) - this is the second

measurement which will be discussed. As a consistency check, photoelectrons (I3) which

were liberated from all the inner surfaces of the chamber were also collected - this is the

third measurement which will be discussed. Note that the window and the mesh are

not located opposite the target in a ûx − ûy plane, rather they are located with a slight

misalignment from a ûy − ûz plane (§3.4).

The pressure inside the outer vacuum vessel but outside the two radiation shields

(§3.1) was 5.4 × 10−8 mBar, however the experiment was at ≈ 4 K and so the cryo-

genic trapping chamber (§3.4) should have reached a cryovacuum (§4.5) with even lower

pressure. The photocurrent measurements were controlled with a LabVIEW program

(§4.1), which would be described with Nbunch = 50, Npairs = 5 and Nskip = 15. The

following photocurrents I1 and I3 were each the mean photocurrent values of six inde-

pendent measurements of the photocurrent (thus both I1 and I3 each took into account

6× (50− 15)× 10 = 2100 current measurements). The following photocurrent I2 was the

mean photocurrent value of five independent measurements of the photocurrent (thus I2

took into account 5× (50− 15)× 10 = 1750 current measurements).

In the first measurement, all four Geonium Chip electrodes other than the right end-

cap electrode were used as the collector (shorted together outside the cryostat) and were

biased with Vcol = +32.050 V (nominal), while the right endcap electrode produced an

electrostatic barrier with a voltage bias Vbar = −10.000 V (nominal). In this configuration,

all photoelectrons released from the target should have been collected, while the barrier

should have stopped photoelectrons from the other end of the chamber from being col-

lected. The photocurrent (with reversed polarity) measured I1 = (570± 13) pA.
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For the second measurement, the setup in the first measurement had been reversed

(along ûz) such that all four Geonium Chip electrodes other than the left endcap electrode

were used as the collector (shorted together outside the cryostat) and were biased with

Vcol = +32.050 V (nominal), while the left endcap electrode produced an electrostatic

barrier with a voltage bias Vbar = −10.000 V (nominal). In this configuration, all photo-

electrons released from the opposite end of the chamber to the target (z = +10 mm) should

have been collected, while the barrier should have stopped photoelectrons from the tar-

get being collected. The photocurrent (with reversed polarity) measured I2 = (112± 11)

pA.

In the third measurement, as a consistency check, all five electrodes were used as the

collector (shorted together outside the cryostat) and were biased with Vcol = +32.050

V (nominal), with no electrostatic barrier in place. All photoelectrons, irrespective of

their liberation location, should have been collected. The photocurrent (with reversed

polarity) measured I3 = (597± 20) pA.

Some conclusions may be made. Firstly, I1 > I2 and so it is likely the majority of the

photoelectrons were liberated from the target, as required. Therefore, this technique may

be used in future to verify the alignment of the optical fibre towards the target. Secondly,

due to the conservation of the photocurrent, it should have been true that I1 + I2 = I3,

however it was measured that (I1 + I2) > I3 which violates this conservation. Therefore,

it is likely that photoelectrons liberated from both i) the target and ii) not the target were

collected in both the first and second measurements for I1 and I2. This could be due to the

electrodes having a thin span in ûx and so photoelectrons liberated from the side walls

(x = ±10 mm) could have been relatively unaffected by the barrier voltages Vbar and

thus collected.

4.7.4 Application: using the photocurrent to verify the electrode DC bias con-

nections

The pressure inside the outer vacuum vessel but outside the two radiation shields (§3.1)

was 5.4 × 10−8 mBar, however the experiment had been at ≈ 4 K for a long time and
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so the cryogenic trapping chamber (§3.4) should have reached a cryovacuum (§4.5) with

even lower pressure. The Geonium Chip Penning trap only has one electrical connection

to each electrode (via the voltage screw connections (§3.2)) and so it is not possible to

measure the voltage at the electrodes in order to check the connections (§3.1) while the

cryostat is under vacuum. Although the UV light is aimed at the gold leaf target, some

of the UV light which hits the target is reflected to other locations in the chamber. A

measurement was undertaken to collect low-energy photoelectrons which were not lib-

erated from the target, e.g. to collect those electrons which were liberated from the wall

at z = +10 mm (the opposite side of the chamber to the target (§3.4)). By using a similar

method to that discussed in (§4.7.3), by applying negative voltages Vbar to each electrode

in turn, electrostatic barriers should have been produced which should have repelled the

low-energy photoelectrons and thus reduced the photocurrent.

The gold leaf target had previously been replaced with a photocathode in the same

location, where the photocathode consisted of some gold leaf which was placed on an

electrode which could be biased with a voltage Vcath. The photocathode was biased with

a voltage of Vcath = -50 V, so that any liberated photoelectrons from the photocathode (un-

desirable) would be accelerated over the top of the collector (the left endcap electrode)

and not collected. A magnetic field which was homogeneous at the equilibrium trapping

position ~r0 (§2.1.1) with a magnitude (2.21) (2.11a) Bz,000 = B0 = 35 mT was applied

(§3.3), to induce a cyclotron motion (§2.1.1) and further stop the high-energy photoelec-

trons from the photocathode from being collected (§4.7.2).

Four measurements of the photocurrent as a function of the barrier voltage Vbar were

undertaken, where each time a different electrode was selected as the electrode-under-

test (EUT) to provide the barrier voltage. The left endcap electrode was used as the

collector for all four measurements and was always biased with Vcol = +50 V. The other

three electrodes (excluding the EUT and the left endcap electrode) were set to +0 V (not

floating). A LabVIEW control program was used to control the measurements. For a

given EUT, the program set Vbar and then a photocurrent measurement was controlled

with a LabVIEW program (§4.1), which would be described with Nbunch = 20, Npairs =
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5 and Nskip = 5. Subsequently, the program set the next Vbar and then measured the

photocurrent and after having repeated this for multiple Vbar, a plot was obtained for the

photocurrent as a function of Vbar.

The plots for the right endcap electrode and the right correction electrode (Figure

4.19a) clearly show that as the magnitude of the barrier voltage Vbar increases, the pho-

tocurrent decreases. This suggests that the right endcap and right correction electrodes

were both biased correctly by the DC voltage supplies. The plots for the ring electrode

and the left correction electrode (Figure 4.19b) also show that as the magnitude of the

barrier voltage Vbar increases the photocurrent decreases, however the trends are less

clear and so linear least-squares fits have been included in the plots to help guide the

eye. The ring electrode and the left correction electrode are both spatially closer to the

collector (which was the left endcap electrode) than both the right endcap electrode and

the right correction electrode (§3.2). Therefore, perhaps the electrostatic barriers Vbar pro-

duced by the ring and left correction electrodes affected the electrostatic potential of the

collector electrode more significantly than the barriers of the right endcap and the right

correction electrodes. Also, the photocurrent was collected through the left endcap elec-

trode, which verifies the DC connection between the left endcap electrode and the vac-

uum feedthrough, the latter of which would be connected to a voltage supply during

trapping attempts. Therefore, the DC connections between each of the five electrodes

and their voltage supplies were successfully verified using this technique.
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FIGURE 4.19: The relations between the photocurrent (collected through
the left endcap) and the barrier voltage Vbar of the EUTs.
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4.8 A summary of the photoelectric measurements

In (§4.1), the method for a typical photocurrent measurement was introduced. In (§4.2),

different UV targets were investigated in order to maximise the photocurrent and it was

determined that the best target would be one which would be constructed from gold leaf.

In (§4.3), the relation between the photocurrent and the bias voltage Vcol of the col-

lector was investigated. The first measurement in (§4.3.1) verified to a good extent other

electrostatic models of the trap. The second measurement in (§4.3.1) was undertaken to

determine the saturation voltage for use in future measurements. This voltage was ap-

proximately Vcol = +32.05 V, which conveniently is the maximum output voltage for one

of the high stability/precision power supplies available in the laboratory.

In (§4.4), the relation between the photocurrent and the pressure was investigated.

In (§4.4.1), two measurements of the photocurrent as a function of the pressure were

discussed for use as calibration curves. A calibration curve was used in (§4.4.2) to verify

that in a pinched-off chamber which has not been baked-out, the outgassing of water

causes the pressure to rise to that of the saturation vapor pressure of water at close to

23.38 mBar [186]. This measurement of outgassing lead to a bake-out being undertaken

in (§4.5), which increased the photocurrent by a factor of (5.49± 0.06) (dimensionless).

In (§4.5.3), a leak is shown during a cool-down, which likely resulted from the cool-down

having occurred too rapidly.

In (§4.6), the effect of the mesh on the UV transmission into the chamber was inves-

tigated, which was reasonably consistent with that expected from the open area of the

mesh.

In (§4.7), photocurrent measurements which were undertaken in the Geonium Chip

Penning trap (§3) were discussed. A custom-built fibre was introduced in (§4.7.1) and

in (§4.7.2) the relation between the photocurrent and the magnetic field strength (§3.3)

was investigated. Photoelectric techniques which may be used to verify that the trap

is working as expected are also included, for example verifying the optical fibre align-

ment (§4.7.3) and verifying that the DC voltage bias connections to the Geonium Chip

are working as expected (§4.7.4).
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Chapter 5

Implementing the magnetic field

source

The planar magnetic field source of the Geonium Chip Penning trap has already been

introduced in (§3.3). This chapter discusses the calibration and its verification and also

discusses the control of the source, with the most significant results already having been

published [97].

5.1 Calibration and verification

5.1.1 Introduction to the calibration

As mentioned in (§3.3) for the ideal source, only an axial component ~B = Bzûz exists

(there is no component ~Bx = Bxûx nor ~By = Byûy) [97]. Furthermore, by considering

the magnetic vector potential, in order to obtain a homogenous field ~B = Bzûz it is only

required to compensate for the vertical inhomogeneities Bz,0j0 (2.21) [97] (which sum-

marises the rigorous evaluation in [147]). It is also demonstrated analytically in [147]

that when the ideal current loops are modelled as infinitely-long thin wires, the inho-

mogeneities Bz,0j0 (1 ≥ j ≥ 3) are each linear functions off all four ideal currents (note,

this is the superposition principle [97]). This superposition principle still holds true for

the Geonium Chip Penning trap’s magnetic field source [97] (where the coils have finite
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cross-section) and so a linear system of equations may be defined [97]

B̃︷ ︸︸ ︷

Bz,000

Bz,010

Bz,020

Bz,030


=

Γ(y0)︷ ︸︸ ︷

b(0)z,000 b(1)z,000 b(2)z,000 b(3)z,000

b(0)z,010 b(1)z,010 b(2)z,010 b(3)z,010

b(0)z,020 b(1)z,020 b(2)z,020 b(3)z,020

b(0)z,030 b(1)z,030 b(2)z,030 b(3)z,030


·

Ĩ︷ ︸︸ ︷

I0

I1

I2

I3


(5.1a)

Ĩ = Γ−1(y0) · B̃, (5.1b)

where B̃ is a vector which defines the magnetic field produced by the vector of currents

Ĩ [97]. In general, the element b(n)z,ijk of the matrix Γ(y0) corresponds to the inhomogeneity

Bz,ijk (2.21) in the magnetic field produced solely by the nth pair of loops from a current

(normalised to) In = 1 (with units consistent with those of Γ(y0)) [97]. It is important

to note that the elements of the matrix Γ(y0) are dependent on the trapping height y0

[97]. The magnetic fields produced by the coils may be calculated from the Biot-Savart

Law [97] and so the elements b(n)z,0j0 are dependent on both the topology of the source (e.g.

the locations of the coils) and also on the current densities (e.g. the number of turns in

the coils). Therefore, the determination of the matrix Γ(y0) may be considered to be a

calibration [97] of the magnetic field source [97].

Two relevant magnetic field distributions B̃ (5.1a) for Penning traps are the homoge-

neous field [97] B̃h = (Bz,000 6= 0, 0, 0, 0) and the magnetic bottle [97] (non-zero curvature)

B̃b = (Bz,000 6= 0, 0, Bz,020 6= 0, 0) [97]. A simulation of an homogeneous field produced

by the Geonium Chip Penning trap’s magnetic field source is shown in Figure 5.1.

In the ideal model described above (5.1) it is true that Bz,020 = −Bz,002 and so the

nullification Bz,020 = 0 would also imply that Bz,002 = 0 [97]. However, in the case of

the real Geonium Chip Penning trap’s magnetic field source, deviations from the model

mean that it is only implied that Bz,020 ' −Bz,002 and so Bz,002 should also be nullified [97].

The number of magnetic field coefficients which may be controlled is equal to the number

of pairs of currents available (four) and so in order to control Bz,002 without introducing

a fifth pair of currents [97], it may be chosen to let Bz,030 float (remain uncontrolled) [97].
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(A) Plotting the axial compo-
nent Bz(y) (2.21) of the mag-
netic field, as a function of
the height y above the sur-
face of the magnetic field
source [97]. Adapted from

[97].

(B) Plotting the vertical com-
ponent By(z) of the mag-
netic field, as a function
of the axial position z [97].

Adapted from [97].

FIGURE 5.1: Plots demonstrating an example target homogenous (~B =
Bzûz) magnetic field produced by the field source [97]. The red plots in
Figures 5.1a and 5.1b show different components of the compensated field
(optimal I0,I1, I2, I3) [97], whereas the blue plot in 5.1a shows the uncom-
pensated field (I0 only) [97]. As desired, for locations close to the equilib-
rium trapping position~r0 = (0, y0, 0) (§2.1.1), the component Bz(y) shows
homogeneity and the component By(z) is close to zero [97]. Note, 1 mT =

10 G.

Therefore, a new matrix Γ′(y0), similar to the matrix Γ(y0) (5.1a), may also be defined

[97]

B̃′︷ ︸︸ ︷

Bz,000

Bz,010

Bz,020

Bz,002


=

Γ′(y0)︷ ︸︸ ︷

b(0)z,000 b(1)z,000 b(2)z,000 b(3)z,000

b(0)z,010 b(1)z,010 b(2)z,010 b(3)z,010

b(0)z,020 b(1)z,020 b(2)z,020 b(3)z,020

b(0)z,002 b(1)z,002 b(2)z,002 b(3)z,002


·

Ĩ′︷ ︸︸ ︷

I0

I1

I2

I3


(5.2a)

Ĩ′ = Γ′−1(y0) · B̃′. (5.2b)

Prior to the work discussed in this thesis, the first planar Geonium Chip Penning

trap magnetic field source prototype was calibrated by Dr April Cridland Mathad [146]
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and Dr John Lacy [123]. It was later decided to try to trap with higher magnetic field

magnitudes/strengths Bz,000 = B0 (2.21) (2.11a) and so a second prototype was fabri-

cated by Dr Jonathan Pinder (§3.3), where the coils of the new magnetic field source have

much higher effective current densities due to the reduction in diameter of the NbTi wire

from 400 µm to 100 µm [32]. Nonetheless, the calibration methods [123, 146] would still

be valid for the second prototype, although the matrix Γ(y0) would contain different nu-

merical values. The first experimental determination of the matrix Γ(y0) [123, 146] used a

single magnetic field sensor (a Hall probe) which was mounted to the arm of a computer-

numeric-control machine with a programmable location (x, y and z), to map the magnetic

field component Bz(y). As discussed in [123] this method had some limitations, for ex-

ample i) a long time was required to scan over y which produced large uncertainties and

ii) the source could only be calibrated outside the cryostat which risked misalignment

when installed in the cryostat.

Therefore [123], a Hall probe array (orientated to measure Bz at different y) (§5.1.1)

was used for an improved calibration. Furthermore, the original calibration [123, 146]

had been conducted at room-temperature and although a ≈ 4 K correction was later

applied [146], Γ(y0) had not been determined specifically at ≈ 4 K.

As discussed in (§3.3.1), the calibration presented in this thesis (§5.1.2) (as introduced

in this section), could be fine-tuned using a trapped electron as a magnetic sensor [97].

The Hall probe array

Every measurement of Bz(y) was conducted using an Arepoc s.r.o MULTI-7U Hall probe

array [123]. The array was manufactured with seven permanently fixed Hall probes

which shared a bias current and which were arranged in a line with an inter-probe spac-

ing of 0.5 mm [123], as can be seen in Figure 5.2b. After the work in [123], Dr John Lacy

mounted the Hall probe array to a block of Macor which was mounted centrally on a

printed circuit board (the calibration board) [97], as can be seen in Figure 5.2c. The cali-

bration board was then mounted to the upper surface of the magnetic field source by Dr

John Lacy and Dr Jonathan Pinder, such that the probes were positioned at x = 0, z = 0
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(see Figures 5.2b and 5.2c) [97]. Each Hall probe was orientated to measure Bz at some

height y [97]. Generally, the height y is referenced to the surface of the Geonium Chip

electric field source (§3.2) (where yE = 0 mm at the surface of the chip), however for con-

venience, the magnetic field analysis was conducted to a shifted y, where instead yB = 0

mm was defined as the centre of the magnetic field source [97]. By considering (Figure

5.2a) the thicknesses of the magnetic field source, the electric field source (the Geonium

Chip) and also the calibration board, yB may be transformed into yE using the relation

yB = yE + 3.8 mm. In the coordinate system yB, the ith probe was positioned at a height

yB,i = [(3.00+ 0.58+ 1.00) + 0.5(i− 1)] mm above the centre of the magnetic field source,

with i = 1 . . . 7. The electrostatic potential during trapping attempts has typically been

optimised for a trapping height yE,0 = 1.45 mm (2.6) above the surface of the chip, which

may be transformed to yB,0 = 5.25 mm.
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(A) Schematics of the Hall probe array setup. Adapted from [97].

(B) Schematics of the Hall probe array setup. Adapted from [97].

(C) A photograph of the calibration setup inside the cryostat. The setup was fab-
ricated and installed by Dr John Lacy and Dr Jonathan Pinder.

FIGURE 5.2: The setup for the calibration of the magnetic field source. In
Figures 5.2b and 5.2c, the unit vectors û point in the correct directions but
do not originate from the origin of the co-ordinate system - the centre of

the fiducial alignment cross is at (x, yB, z) = (0, 3.58, 0) mm.
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5.1.2 Calibration at ≈ 4 K

The work discussed in this section (§5.1.2) has already been published [97] and so only a

summary is included in this thesis.

This calibration was conducted in the Geonium Chip Penning trap at ≈ 4 K, so the

calibration and resulting magnetic fields should be valid while trying to trap electrons.

As described in (§5.1.1), the calibration of the magnetic field source may be achieved by

determining the matrices Γ(y0) and Γ′(y0), using measurements of the magnetic fields

Bz(y) produced by each current separately. As introduced in (§5.1.1), the element b(n)z,ijk of

the matrix Γ(y0) corresponds to the inhomogeneity B(n)
z,ijk (2.21) in the magnetic field [97],

produced solely by the nth pair of loops from a current (normalised to) In = 1 (with units

consistent with those of the matrix Γ(y0)) [97]. More generally, for example, the elements

in the nth column of the matrix Γ(y0) (5.1) may be determined by setting the currents

({In 6= 0, Im = 0, ∀m 6= n} [97]) and then measuring Bz(y), using the Hall probe array

(§5.1.1) [97]. Also, the elements b(n)z,002 of the fourth row of the matrix Γ′(y0) (5.2) may be

determined in a similar way also from a three-dimensional fit to the Bz(y) data from the

Hall probe array (§5.1.1) [97]. For example, the elements b(n)z,0j0 of the matrix Γ(y0) (5.1)

and the elements b(n)z,002 of the fourth row of the matrix Γ′(y0) (5.2) may be calculated using

b(n)z,0j0 =
B(n)

z,0j0

In
(5.3a)

b(n)z,002 =
B(n)

z,002

In
. (5.3b)

In order to simplify the arithmetic (5.3a), each measured B(n)
z (y) with the Hall probe

array was determined with a corresponding current In = 1 A [97].

It is important to note that the coefficients B(n)
z,ijk (2.21) change with the height y0 and so

the matrices Γ(y0) (5.1) and Γ′(y0) (5.2) will also vary for different heights [97]. Therefore,

in order to determine B(n)
z,0j0 (5.3a) at some height y0, the measured magnetic field B(n)

z (y)
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may be expanded around~r0 = (0, y0, 0) (§2.1.1) using a Taylor series expansion [97]. Sim-

ilarly, in order to determine B(n)
z,002 (5.3b) another Taylor expansion around~r0 = (0, y0, 0)

(§2.1.1) may be applied [97], where both expansions may be written [97]

B(n)
z (0, y, 0) =

j=∞

∑
j=0

B(n)
z,0j0(y− y0)

j (5.4a)

B(n)
z (0, y0, z) =

j=∞

∑
j=0;j odd

B(n)
z,00kzk. (5.4b)

In practice, the Taylor series coefficients B(n)
z,0j0 (5.4a) may be determined by conducting

a polynomial fit around the equilibrium trapping position y0, with consideration to the

normalisation factor 1/(j!) which arises due to the differing coefficient definitions from

polynomial and Taylor series [97]. Similarly, the Taylor series coefficients B(n)
z,00k (5.4b)

may be determined from an equivalent polynomial fit around z while similarly also con-

sidering the use of a normalisation factor (1/k!) [97].

The Hall probe array (§5.1.1) could only measure Bz at seven values of y and there-

fore polynomial fits to the seven raw data points gave unreliable (§5.1.4) high-order co-

efficients (5.4a) [97]. Therefore, in order to obtain more data points for a smoother plot

to obtain more reliable high-order polynomial coefficients, prior to conducting a fit to a

polynomial function (5.4a), the raw data B(n)
z (y) was used in a fit to a physical model of

the magnetic field produced by the nth pair of coils [97]. The model was created by Dr

José Verdú-Galiana and modelled each coil with finite spatial dimensions and with an

effective current density Jn as a free fitting parameter [97]. The model performed a three-

dimensional numerical integration of the Biot-Savart Law, where the magnetic field is

evaluated at~r due to source currents at~r′ [36]

~B(n)(~r) =
µ0

4π

∮
dV ′

~Jn × (~r−~r′)
|~r−~r′|3 . (5.5)

The fit to the nth current pair also included a tilt θn of the Hall probe array as a free fitting

parameter, where it was assumed that the array had a tilt θ relative to the ûx − ûz plane
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TABLE 5.1: Results from the fits (5.5) to B(n)
z (y), for the nth pair of currents.

The optimal fitting parameters θn and Jn are shown along with A(n)
effective

(5.7) and N(n)
effective (5.6). The counted number of turns N(n)

coil in each real coil

of the nth set of currents has been included for comparison to N(n)
effective,

which are in good agreement [97]. The weighted mean and standard devi-
ation of θ is (6.6± 1.8)◦ [97].

n θn (◦) Jn (A/mm2) A(n)
effective (mm2) N(n)

effective N(n)
coil

0 (6.2± 0.4) (25.54± 0.05) 0.03915 123 120

1 (7.9± 1.0) (31.37± 0.06) 0.03188 226 225

2 (1.4± 1.9) (37.73± 0.07) 0.02651 1992 1995

3 (9.0± 1.2) (43.93± 0.10) 0.02276 1977 1982

[97]. However [97], the tilt angle was most likely due to an asymmetry in the winding of

the coils along ûz, rather than due to a real misalignment of the sensor board, with the

idea proposed as a result of the rewinding of one coil changing θ.

In order to help validate the fits, the predicted number of turns N(n)
effective in one coil in

the nth pair of currents may be calculated using the effective cross sectional area A(n)
effective

of one coil in the nth pair of currents [97]

N(n)
effective =

A(n)
coil

A(n)
effective

(5.6) A(n)
effective =

In

Jn
, (5.7)

where A(n)
coil is the cross sectional area of one fabricated coil in the nth pair of currents. The

fits to the measured B(n)
z (y) are shown in Figure 5.3 and the fitting parameters are shown

in Table 5.1.

This procedure was applied to determine the matrices Γ(y0) (5.1) and Γ′(y0) (5.2). The

fits of the raw Hall probe array measurements to the Biot-Savart model (5.5) were used to

numerically evaluate B(n)
z (y) for 200 values of y in the range of y which was measurable

by the Hall probe array (§5.1.1). A polynomial fit was conducted from order j = 0 up to

and including order j = 10, in order to determine the Taylor series coefficients B(n)
z,0j0 (5.4a)

[97]. Note that changing the highest order in the polynomial fit also changes each of the

previous coefficients and so j needs to be chosen arbitrarily high, even if not all of the fit

coefficients will be used to calculate the matrices Γ(y0) (5.1) or Γ′(y0) (5.2). The elements
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FIGURE 5.3: Plots of B(n)
z (y). The blue circles show the mean raw data

measured with the Hall probe array, the continuous red lines show the fits
to the Biot-Savart Law (5.5) and the black vertical dashed lines show the

trapping height yB,0 = 5.25 mm or yE,0 = 1.45 mm [97].

b(n)z,0j0 (5.3a) of the matrix Γ(y0) have been determined using this method, for a trapping

height yE,0 = 1.45 mm or yB,0 = 5.25 mm [97]. Similarly, in order to obtain the elements

b(n)z,002 in the final row (5.3b) of the matrix Γ′(y0) a similar method was used, whereby the

three-dimensional model (5.5) which was generated from the measurements of B(n)
z (y),

was used to calculate B(n)
z (z) for 200 values of z [97]. Then, analogously, polynomial fits

were conducted to each In in order to determine the Taylor series coefficients B(n)
z,00k (5.4b)

and then the elements b(n)z,002 (5.3b) were determined [97].
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The matrix Γ(y0) was calculated to be [97]

Γ(yE,0=1.45 mm)︷ ︸︸ ︷

(10.117± 0.014) (14.041± 0.023) (42.46± 0.05) (8.183± 0.019)

(−2.152± 0.024) (−1.343± 0.026) (2.60± 0.10) (0.971± 0.025)

(0.486± 0.010) (−0.054± 0.005) (−0.91± 0.05) (−0.064± 0.003)

(−0.118± 0.004) (0.061± 0.005) (0.084± 0.006) (−0.00115± 0.00009)


, (5.8)

where the elements b(n)z,0j0 in the jth row (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) have units mT/mmj [97]. The matrix

Γ′(y0) was calculated to be [97]

Γ′(yE,0=1.45 mm)︷ ︸︸ ︷

(10.117± 0.014) (14.041± 0.023) (42.46± 0.05) (8.183± 0.019)

(−2.152± 0.024) (−1.343± 0.026) (2.60± 0.10) (0.971± 0.025)

(0.486± 0.010) (−0.054± 0.005) (−0.91± 0.05) (−0.064± 0.003)

(−0.610± 0.01) (0.073± 0.005) (0.92± 0.05) (0.092± 0.003)


, (5.9)

where the elements b(n)z,0j0 in the jth row (i = 0, 1, 2) have units mT/mmj [97] and the

elements b(n)z,002 in the final row have units mT/mm2.

5.1.3 Measurements of 300 mT homogeneous fields

The work discussed in this section (§5.1.2) has already been published [97] and so only a

summary is included in this thesis.

In order to verify the calibration procedure (§5.1.2) [97], the matrix Γ(y0) (5.8) was

used (5.1b) to determine currents Ĩ for an homogeneous magnetic field distribution [97]

and similarly, the matrix Γ′(y0) (5.9) was also used (5.2b) to determine currents Ĩ′ for

another homogeneous magnetic field distribution [97]. These calculated current sets Ĩ

and Ĩ′ should have produced two homogeneous fields, both with Bz,000 = 0 mT, Bz,010 = 0

mT/mm and Bz,020 = 0 mT/mm2 and with the former ( Ĩ) also setting Bz,030 = 0 mT/mm3

and the latter ( Ĩ′) also setting Bz,002 = 0 mT/mm2. However, the required current sets

contained high currents, which not only complicate the supply of the currents but also
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increases the thermal load - which for each current In is proportional to the square of that

current [97].

Therefore, the currents were optimised with the aim to reduce the thermal load by

reducing the maximum current [97]. This optimisation was achieved graphically for Ĩ by

plotting I0, I1, I2 and I3 each as functions of I3 and by then determining the I3 with the

lowest maximum In in Ĩ(I3) [97]. This optimisation was repeated for Ĩ′ [97]. This method

comes at the expense of losing control of one magnetic field inhomogeneity [97], where

the fourth inhomogeneity is left floating [97]. The resulting reduced [97] sets of currents

are denoted Ĩreduced or Ĩ′reduced. Furthermore, as part of the optimisations, the currents I1,

I2 and I3 were normalised to that of I0, in order to take into account systematic errors in

each of the nominal output currents from the power supply.

These two reduced (optimised) sets of currents Ĩreduced and Ĩ′reduced were scaled for 300

mT imperfectly-homogeneous magnetic fields which were defined by [97]



Bz,000 = 300 mT

Bz,010 = 0

Bz,020 = 0

Bz,030 6= 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

B̃reduced

= Γ(yE,0 = 1.45 mm) ·



7.886 A

0.0991 A

3.633 A

7.888 A


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ĩreduced

(5.10)

and 

Bz,000 = 300 mT

Bz,010 = 0

Bz,020 6= 0

Bz,002 = 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

B̃′reduced

= Γ′(yE,0 = 1.45 mm) ·



6.768 A

0.0013 A

3.730 A

6.770 A


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ĩ′reduced

. (5.11)

The current sets Ĩreduced (5.10) and Ĩ′reduced (5.11) were driven through the magnetic

field source and the resulting magnetic fields Bz(y) were measured using the Hall probe

array (§5.1.1) [97], with the final Bz at each y being the mean of 111 measurements deter-

mined over approximately eight minutes and twenty seconds. In order to determine the
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magnetic field distributions B̃(meas)
reduced and B̃

′(meas)
reduced of the measured reduced fields Bz(y),

a method was applied which was similar to that used for determining the Taylor series

coefficients (5.4) in the determination of the elements of the matrices Γ(y0) and Γ′(y0)

(§5.1.2) [97]. Firstly [97], in order to increase the number of data points used in the poly-

nomial fit from 7 (one per Hall probe) to 500, a fit to the Biot-Savart Law (5.5) was again

conducted, but this time only using the effective current densities J0, J2 and J3 as the fit-

ting parameters. The effective current density J1 was fixed to the value for J1 which was

determined (estimated from a fit) in the calibration (Table 5.1) [97], in order to improve

the fit by reducing the number of fitting parameters [97]. It was chosen [97] to fix J1 rather

than any other Jn, because in both current sets Ĩreduced (5.10) and Ĩ′reduced (5.11), I1 was the

smallest current and I1 ≤ 0.1 A, so I1 did not contribute significantly to the magnetic

fields.

It also appeared that two of the seven Hall probes had some offset and so the magnetic

field distributions B̃(meas)
reduced and B̃

′(meas)
reduced of the measured fields were each defined as the

mean of two distributions [97], where one distribution was fit to the measurements from

all seven probes and the other distribution was just fit to the measurements from the

five less unreliable probes [97]. This is discussed in more detail in the paper [97]. The

results of the measured fields are shown in Tables 5.2 and 5.3; the fields are reasonably

homogeneous [97]. Plots of the measured magnetic fields B̃(meas)
reduced and B̃

′(meas)
reduced are shown

in Figures 5.4a and 5.4b. The currents in Ĩreduced (5.10) are those which are scaled to make

homogeneous fields during trapping attempts, typically with Bz,000 = 100 mT.

5.1.4 Measurement of a 500 mT homogeneous field

As described in (§5.1.2), the elements (5.3a) of the matrix Γ(y0) (5.1) may be determined

from Taylor expansion coefficients (5.4a). These expansion coefficients may be deter-

mined from polynomial fits which are conducted to B(n)
z (y) data, where quasi-continuous

(smooth) B(n)
z (y) is evaluated from fits of B(n)

z (y) to the Biot-Savart Law (5.5). It was also

mentioned (§5.1.2) that polynomial fits to the seven raw data points Bz(y) from just seven

Hall probes gave unreliable high-order coefficients.
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TABLE 5.2: Results [97] from the measurements of the 300 mT homoge-
neous field produced by Ĩreduced (5.10). The desired field expansion coef-
ficients B̃reduced are those desired in (5.10). The measured field expansion
coefficients B̃(meas)

reduced are those determined from the Taylor expansion (5.4a)
of the measured magnetic field strengths Bz(y).

Bz,0j0 Desired: B̃reduced Measured: B̃(meas)
reduced

Bz,000 (mT) 300.00 (302.25± 0.07)

Bz,010 (mT/mm) 0.00 (−0.20± 0.08)

Bz,020 (mT/mm2) 0.0 (0.0± 0.2)

Bz,030 (mT/mm3) (floating) (−0.8± 0.2)

TABLE 5.3: Results [97] from the measurements of the 300 mT homoge-
neous field produced by Ĩ′reduced (5.11). The desired field expansion coef-
ficients B̃′reduced are those desired in (5.11). The measured field expansion

coefficients B̃
′(meas)
reduced are those determined from the Taylor expansion (5.4b).

Bz,0j0 Desired: B̃′reduced Measured: B̃
′(meas)
reduced

Bz,000 (mT) 300.00 (300.95± 0.007)

Bz,010 (mT/mm) 0.00 (−0.04± .06)

Bz,020 (mT/mm2) (floating) (−0.7± 0.2)

Bz,030 (mT/mm3) (floating) (−0.5± 0.2)
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In order to demonstrate the obligation to first fit to the Biot-Savart Law (5.5), a matrix

Γ500 mT(y0) was determined by performing the polynomial fit to obtain the Taylor expan-

sion coefficients (5.4a) from the Hall probe data points Bz(y) [97], without first fitting to

the Biot-Savart Law to determine a smooth plot B(n)
z (y) [97]. This matrix Γ500 mT(y0) was

then used to obtain the currents Ĩreduced, 500 mT for an homogeneous 500 mT field (where

no optimisation was required) [97] which can be defined using



Bz,000 = 500 mT

Bz,010 = 0

Bz,020 = 0

Bz,030 = 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

B̃reduced, 500 mT

= Γ500 mT(yE,0 = 1.45 mm) ·



9.070 A

3.012 A

8.288 A

0.6419 A


.

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ĩreduced, 500 mT

(5.12)

Please note, a quench (§5.2) permanently damaged the prototype shim 2 which was used

in this determination of Γ500 mT(y0) and the subsequent 500 mT measurement. Therefore,

a replacement was built (by Dr Jonathan Pinder) which was calibrated in (§5.1.2) and

used to make a 300 mT field (§5.1.3), which is still in use at the time of the submission of

this thesis in order to make (typically) 100 mT homogeneous fields while trying to trap

electrons. In other words, the magnetic field source which was discussed in (§5.1.2) and

(§5.1.3), was built after (as a result of a replacement only of shim 2) the magnetic field

source which is discussed in this section (§5.1.4).

The currents Ĩreduced, 500 mT in (5.12) were set and the Hall probe array (§5.1.1) was

used to measure Bz(y) [97], with each data point in the final Bz(y) being stated as the

mean of 221 independent measurements. The field expansion coefficients B̃(meas)
reduced, 500 mT

for the measured 500 mT field were determined from a polynomial fit to a Biot-Savart fit

(the same method that was used to determine B̃
′(meas)
reduced and B̃(meas)

reduced in Tables 5.2 and 5.3

for the 300 mT field) [97]. Once again, due to the offsets in two Hall probes, the magnetic

field distribution B̃(meas)
reduced, 500 mT of the measured 500 mT field was defined as the mean of

two distributions [97], where one distribution was fit to all seven probes and the other

distribution was just fit to the five less unreliable probes [97].
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TABLE 5.4: Results [97] from the measurements of the 500 mT homoge-
neous field produced by Ĩreduced, 500 mT (5.12). The desired field expansion
coefficients B̃reduced, 500 mT are those desired in (5.12) (no optimisation was
applied and so there are no floating inhomogeneities). The measured field
expansion coefficients B̃(meas)

reduced, 500 mT are those determined from the Taylor
expansion (5.4b).

Bz,0j0 Desired: B̃reduced, 500 mT Measured: B̃(meas)
reduced, 500 mT

Bz,000 (mT) 500.0 (512.5± 0.8)

Bz,010 (mT/mm) 0.0 (−2.4± 0.2)

Bz,020 (mT/mm2) 0.0 (−3.1± 0.6)

Bz,030 (mT/mm3) 0.0 (−0.4± 0.3)

The final values are included in Table 5.4 and the measured magnetic field data are

plotted in Figure 5.4c. By comparing the results B̃(meas)
reduced, 500 mT for the 500 mT field in

Table 5.4, to the results B̃(meas)
reduced for the 300 mT field produced by Ĩreduced (5.10) in Table

5.2, it can be seen that the relative inhomogeneities Bz,010 and Bz,020 for the 500 mT field

are much greater than the corresponding relative inhomogeneities for the 300 mT field

[97]. In particular, it is the inhomogeneities relative to Bz,000 which should be considered

and which are also worse for the 500 mT field (the matrix Γ(y0) without the Biot-Savart

Law (5.5)) than for the 300 mT field (the matrix Γ(y0) with the Biot-Savart Law (5.5)).

Furthermore, the relative differences between the desired and measured homogeneous

terms Bz,000 are worse for the 500 mT field.

Therefore, when determining the matrix Γ(y0) via the determination of the Taylor

series coefficients (5.4a) from polynomial fits [97], fits to the Biot-Savart Law (5.5) should

first be conducted in order to determine smooth functions B(n)
z (y) for fitting [97]. A fit

to the Biot-Savart Law (5.5) is required to determine b(n)z,002 (5.3b) in the matrix Γ′(y0) (5.9)

[97], because in order to determine the Taylor expansion (5.4b) in z, Bz(z) cannot first be

measured using the Hall probe array (§5.1.1) with the existing setup but may instead first

be determined from the three-dimensional model of the Biot-Savart Law (5.5) [97].
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duced by Ĩreduced, 500 mT
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FIGURE 5.4: Plots of the magnetic field distributions which were produced
by the planar magnetic field source. The blue circles show the mean raw
data measured with the Hall probe array, the continuous red lines show the
fits to the Biot-Savart Law (5.5) and the black vertical dashed lines show the

trapping height yB,0 = 5.25 mm or yE,0 = 1.45 mm [97].
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5.2 Superconductor quenching

5.2.1 An introduction to superconductor quenching

The current carrying coils in the Geonium Chip magnetic field source are constructed

from niobium-titanium NbTi wire (§3.3). NbTi may only superconduct if the tempera-

ture, magnetic field and current density are all below their critical values Tc, Bc, and Jc re-

spectively, where the combinations of parameters may be described by a three-dimensional

critical surface [196]. By considering this critical surface [196, p. 16], in a magnetic field

of 1 T (§5.1.4) and with a current density of 50 A/mm2 (Table 5.1), the critical temper-

ature is approximately 9-10 K. If any region of the superconductor enters the resistive

state [197], then a thermal runaway (also known as a quench when in the context of liquid

helium cryostats with rapid cryogen boil-off) may occur [197], where ohmic heating from

the initial resistive part may cause more superconducting volume to enter the resistive

state and so-on [197].

Some ReBCO high temperature superconductor tape is also used to deliver the cur-

rents to the NbTi superconducting field source itself [97, 146], which in principle may

also quench. However, in practice this has a critical temperature Tc ∼ 90 K which is

much higher than the temperature of the first-stage cold-head at ≈ 60 K [97] which also

exhibits high cooling power at 30 W [36] and so it is less likely to quench than the NbTi

field source itself. As discussed in (§3.3), air and water cooling systems have been fabri-

cated and installed [32], which help to reduce the thermal load on the first stage cold-head

which might otherwise risk a quench of the ReBCO tape.

A quench measured in the Geonium Chip Penning trap is shown below in Figure 5.5.

It can be seen that for approximately 40 minutes, the temperatures in all three sensors

remained reasonably stable in time and with low noise. Then, after 43.2 minutes had

elapsed, the measured temperature rose suddenly at an extremely high rate. The tem-

perature started to decrease after 44.0 minutes had elapsed, approximately 50 s after the

quench had begun, due to a combination of active and passive quench protection mea-

sures which automatically occurred shortly after the quench had begun. This quench is
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FIGURE 5.5: Measurements of the temperatures at three sensors as func-
tions of time. A quench is visible at 43.2 minutes. Sensor 1 is positioned on
the second-stage cold-head and the other two sensors are positioned close

to the chamber and the magnetic field source (§3.1).

also depicted in Figure 5.6. These quench protection measures which are also discussed

in (§5.2.2) stopped the magnetic field source from undergoing any permanent damage as

a result of this quench.

5.2.2 An introduction to quench protection

In order to stop the NbTi magnetic field source from undergoing a quench (§5.2.1), pas-

sive and active quench protection measures are in place in the Geonium Chip Penning

trap experiment. The coils of the magnetic field source (§3.3) are at a particularly high risk

of damage from quenches, because unlike superconducting solenoids which are cooled

with liquid helium cryogen [35, 157] with high cooling power, the NbTi coils are encased

in epoxy (albeit a thermally conductive epoxy) which only receive < 0.5 W cooling power

from the second stage cold-head [36] and so the temperature may rise rapidly. Further-

more, the NbTi wire is only 100 µm in diameter [32] and so i) there is high resistivity

and ii) the thermal-mass-per-unit-length is low, both of which also cause a high rate of
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increase of temperature.

As discussed in [97], in the event of a quench occurring, passive measures include

thick copper braid (installed by Dr Jonathan Pinder) at the inputs and outputs of the

coils (visible at the bottom of Figure 3.6b), which have lower resistance than NbTi (when

NbTi is in the resistive state) and draw the current. Another form of passive protection

is the good thermalisation of the current lines [97, 146], which helps to divert thermal

energy (from e.g. the room temperature sections of the current lines) into the cryostat

cold-heads.

Another passive measure [97] is the installation of back-to-back reverse (antiparallel)

diodes which bridge each coil input to its output, which were installed by Dr Jonathan

Pinder. In the event of a coil entering the resistive state, a voltage drop occurs across

the coil (and thus also across the diodes), which, prior to setting the currents to zero,

makes the diodes conduct and divert driven current away from the coils, which is then

dissipated within the power supply. An implementation of such diodes (where current

is also to be dissipated within dump resistors [198]) is evaluated in [198] and is also dis-

cussed in [199]. The diodes for the Geonium Chip Penning trap’s magnetic field source

are effective to the extent that it is possible to turn off the power supply for the currents (to

nearly-instantaneously completely de-energise the coils) and have the magnetic potential

energy be safely dumped through the diodes, without causing any permanent damage

to the magnetic field source [97]. Although it is generally undesirable to de-energise the

coils in this way, it has been the policy of the group to de-energise in this way in the event

of a computer crash which would result in the loss of active quench protection (§5.3.2).

At present, the magnetic field source is used in a driven mode whereby each coil

with current pair In is continuously driven by a different channel of a Rohde and Schwarz

HMP4040 power supply. Active quench protection systems in driven superconductors

may halt the current supply to a coil [197]. A typical method to identify a quench is to

measure the voltage across the superconductor - if the superconductor enters the resistive

state then a voltage appears across the superconductor and if some voltage threshold is
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met then the currents are halted [197]. For example, quench detection via measuring volt-

ages has been implemented [199, 200]. However, this method is complicated to imple-

ment and so in the Geonium Chip Penning trap active quench protection system (§5.3.2),

quenches are identified simply by measuring the temperatures at three locations within

the region of the second-stage coldhead (≈ 4 K) (§3.1), as discussed in (§5.3.2) and [97].

This simplified active quench protection system is possible due to i) the passive protec-

tion measures and ii) the fact that the coils have low inductances which don’t store much

potential energy [97].

One limitation of the quench protection in the Geonium Chip Penning trap is that in

the event of a power outage to the control computer, there would be an automatic in-

stantaneous unplanned shutting-down of the control computer. This would result in the

loss of active quench protection and the experiment would rely on the passive protection

measures which are discussed above. If the power outage were to also shut-down the

power supply for the magnetic field source currents, then the coils would be de-energised

instantaneously and the passive protection measures should protect the magnetic field

source as discussed above. However, if the power supply for the magnetic field source

currents were to remain powered-on, the currents would be driven indefinitely by the

power supply, without there being any active quench protection (§5.3.2). This would

carry significant risk because any real quench would initially remain driven (before the

passive protection could respond) and this could cause permanent damage. If a human

operator were to be supervising the experiment during the power outage, then the cur-

rents would be halted immediately (manually, by turning off the channel outputs on the

power supply for the magnetic field source currents). The magnetic field source is not

left energised overnight and typically the source is not left unsupervised, so the risk of

damage due to a power outage is low and a power-outage related issue has not occurred

in the last four years.
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5.3 A control system for the magnetic field source

5.3.1 An introduction to the control system

Active quench protection [97] was implemented in the form of a LabVIEW control pro-

gram which is used to continuously monitor the temperatures of the experiment. Due

to the high importance of the active quench protection, one custom-built desktop com-

puter with reasonably-high performance is reserved solely for the use of providing this

active quench protection. The computer was designed with the assistance of Dr Jonathan

Pinder and the University of Sussex IT department. The computer features:

1. an Intel Xeon E-2274G CPU with integrated graphics, which is server-grade for high

reliability. There are 4 cores at 4.0 GHz, in order to minimise computation time.

2. 16 GB of DDR4 memory, which is a reasonably high amount in order to minimise

computation time. Also, this memory is error-correcting for high reliability.

3. a 512GB M.2 PCIe NVMe solid state drive, which has fast read and write times in

order to minimise delays when i) writing data files and ii) restarting the computer

in the event of a crash.

4. a full-height PCIe card with a serial port and a parallel port, so that a GPIB card

may be installed for connection to some legacy laboratory apparatus.

5. a Windows 10 Pro operating system.

The LabVIEW control program was developed over the course of approximately three

years, evolving due to mistakes that were made with general procedures and the pro-

gram itself. One primary auxiliary program has also been written to read in and plot the

temperature data.

The main requirement of the LabVIEW program is to identify a quench and then to

send a command to the power supply which drives the currents, in order to halt the

currents [197]. While a current is driven through a resistive (quenched) NbTi coil, the

temperature continues to rise due to ohmic heating and so the currents need to stop
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being driven as soon as possible. The first working iteration of the LabVIEW program

for quench protection could only detect a quench and then stop the currents, which is

discussed in (§5.3.2). The currents in each of the coils still had to be ramped manually

from 0 A to the target currents, which at a rate of 20 mA / 3 s with each coil being ramped

sequentially, could take approximately an hour in total for all four coils.

On at least one occasion, human error caused the ramping to be undertaken at too

high a rate which induced a quench, which was suspected to result from a too-rapid

changing of the magnetic flux. Therefore, the ability to ramp the currents to a new set was

also introduced, as discussed in (§5.3.3). The program worked reasonably well, however

on one occasion it failed which resulted in permanent damage to shim 2 (§5.1.4) and

some vital diagnostic data was not saved. Therefore, the ability to reliably save data was

also introduced (§5.3.4). Also, the program may not have been restarted after a previous

false quench had occurred (§5.3.2) and so an ability was introduced which meant that

the currents would be turned off even if they already had been as a result of a previous

quench. Also, rather than just sending the command once to turn off the currents, it

was introduced to instead send it twice. Some *OPC? synchronisation commands were

also added, so that the power supply would always be under the control of the LabVIEW

control program.

5.3.2 Active quench protection

As introduced in (§5.3.1) and [97], the aim of the LabVIEW program is to firstly identify

a quench and then to secondly halt all four currents from being driven by the power

supply. Every 200 ms the temperature is measured at one location far from the magnetic

field source (sensor 1) and at two locations close to the magnetic field source (sensors 2

and 3) [97], using a Lakeshore 218 temperature monitor [97]. After the temperature has

been measured simultaneously at each of these three locations, checks are completed for

each of the three locations, to make sure that none of the maximum permitted values

have been exceeded [97].
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Maximum permitted values for the mth sensor are chosen for i) the absolute temper-

ature Tm, ii) the absolute temperature change ∆Tm and iii) the heating rate Qm [97]. If

at least one maximum permitted value is exceeded, the control program assumes that a

quench has started and the currents are halted with a 200 ms response time [97]. The

quench monitoring is conducted within the LabVIEW control program, where ∆Tm and

Qm for the mth sensor after the ith temperature measurement Tm,i at time ti are calculated

using the previous temperature measurement Tm,i−1 at time ti−1 using

∆Tm = Tm,i − Tm,i−1 (5.13) Qm =
∆Tm

ti − ti−1
. (5.14)
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A false quench

All of the maximum permitted values (Tm, ∆Tm (5.13) and Qm (5.14)) may be changed

while the program is already running. In order to be most sensitive when detecting

quenches, the maximum permitted values should be as close to the typical measured val-

ues. However, the magnetic field source is not perfectly thermalised and so the measured

temperatures may rise slowly in time (see Figure 5.5), especially as a result of having en-

ergised another coil, after which a new thermal equilibrium is reached. Therefore, the

maximum permitted absolute temperature is typically increased periodically to stop a

quench from being falsely detected, which would otherwise result in the unnecessary

de-energising of the coils. When choosing the maximum permitted values, a trade-off

must be reached between i) the likelihood of not identifying a real quench and ii) the like-

lihood of falsely identifying random noise as a quench (a false quench [199]).

A real quench and a false quench are compared in Figure 5.6. In order to plot the data

from both quenches on the same axes and compare the temperature evolution, the times

in each datset have been shifted by a constant value in order to have the temperature rises

begin at a new time of zero seconds. The false quench occurred approximately 70 min-

utes after the real quench had occurred and so the measurement setups were identical for

both quenches and so the temperature evolution after the quenches is comparable. The

real quench (also shown in Figure 5.5) occurred unintentionally, during an energising of

the coils where the ramping rate was set at the lower of 600 mA/min or 8 mT/min. The

false quench also occurred unintentionally, but as a result of a communication interrup-

tion to the temperature monitor device, which temporarily resulted in LabVIEW falsely

recording a temperature of 0 K at sensor 1 (as can be seen in Figure 5.6a). The change

in the temperature at sensor 1 from 0 K to the true value (≈ 5.68 K) at -0.710 s exceeded

the maximum permitted values for ∆Tm (5.13) and Qm (5.14), which resulted in a quench

being falsely identified and the following unnecessary cessation of the driving of all the

currents. The sudden change in currents induced a sudden change in flux and so it is

suspected that this change in flux produced eddy-current heating which resulting in a

quench-like temperature evolution.
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Sensor 1 was located close to the second-stage cold-head and so it reasonably unaf-

fected by quenching and so it is of no further interest, in comparison to sensors 2 and

3 which were located close to the chamber and the magnetic field source (§3.1). As can

be seen in Figure 5.6, in the case of the real quench, the temperatures of sensors 2 and

3 reached higher maximum values than those during the false quench. Furthermore, in

the case of the real quench, these temperatures took longer to thermalise to the base tem-

perature of the second-stage cold-head than in the case of the false quench, as a result

of there having been a higher thermal energy dissipation during the real quench. This

is because in the case of the real quench, the currents were momentarily driven during

the computational time delays, whereas in the case of the false quench, the heating only

resulted from suspected eddy-current (dissipative) heating.

An example use of the program to identify a quench

In this section an example use of the program is discussed, where some noise on the

temperature measurement of sensor 3 was interpreted by the program as a quench (i.e. it

was a false quench). This false quench has not been previously discussed in this thesis.

This false quench is shown in Figure 5.7. It can be seen in this plot that the false quench

was caused by noise on sensor 2 at a time 4144.25 s elapsed which was followed by

heating in sensors 2 and 3 at a time 4144.76 s elapsed. This puts an upper limit of 510 ms

between a quench starting to occur and the currents being halted.

Figure 5.8 shows a section of the front panel (user interface) of the LabVIEW quench

protection program, which displays information about how the quench was identified. It

can be seen that the program identified the quench from the temperature data points at

time 4144,2... s elapsed, which is in agreement with the noise spike plotted in Figure 5.7.

In particular, the maximum permitted values of all three parameters for sensor 2 (T2, ∆T2

(5.13) or Q2 (5.14)) were identified as a quench. It is also interesting to note that at a time

4145.0... s elapsed, the suspected eddy-current heating is powerful enough to exceed the

maximum permitted value Q3 of sensor 3 (5.14).
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Limitations

This simple procedure for active quench protection has some limitations. Firstly, there

is a time delay between a quench truly beginning to occur and the temperature monitor

sending the next temperature reading to the control computer. Secondly, there is another

time delay between the LabVIEW control program identifying the beginning of a quench

and the power supply turning off its channels, due to the finite communication time and

the finite computation time of the internal processor of the power supply. The currents

in all four coils would be continuously driven during these two time delays in which the

temperature in resistive (non-superconducting) regions would continue to rise rapidly

and risk permanent damage. Thirdly, once the outputs of the power supply have been

set to off, there is a further time delay while the magnetic potential energy in the coils

is dumped through the power supply. Computational time delays and dumping delays

could be reduced by implementing a field-programmable-gate-array method [200]. A

fourth limitation is that the maximum permitted values have to be changed whenever

there is a significant change to the noise fluctuations in the measured temperatures, or

due to base temperature changes resulting from different levels of cryostat thermalisa-

tion. As a result of the fourth limitation, the quench protection program (and the auxil-

iary program (§5.3.4)) have the ability to plot the set maximum temperatures on the plots

of the temperatures as functions of the time.

5.3.3 Changing the magnetic field distribution

Another function of the quench protection program is to control the magnetic field distri-

bution B̃ or B̃′ by being able to ramp to a new set of currents Ĩ or Ĩ′ ((5.1b) or (5.2b)). Ide-

ally for the ease of programming, a separate and independent LabVIEW program would

be used to change the currents of the power supply. However, it is vitally important that

in the event that a quench is detected, a command is sent to the power supply as soon

as possible in order to halt the driving of the currents. Therefore, in order to reason-

ably guarantee that the currents will be halted as soon as a quench has been identified,

the subroutines for the current ramping have been integrated into the quench protection
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program, so there is only one LabVIEW program competing to communicate with the

power supply. Once the final currents have been reached, the program automatically

continues to act solely as a quench protection program again. At any time, a new set of

currents may be specified and the program will ramp to these, including the ramping

down to 1 mA in each channel prior to turning off the power supply.

The control program has the ability to ramp from any set of existing currents to any set

of desired currents. Starting with I0 and working sequentially through I1, I2 and I3, each

coil is ramped from its initial current to its desired final current before the next current is

ramped. The currents are always changed by the same amount, which at present is set to

5 mA. Eventually the desired current is exceeded and then a final step is made to set the

desired current. If the rate of change of the current (and thus of the magnetic flux) is too

high, then the coils might quench. Therefore, the program also allows the user to set i) the

maximum permitted rate RI of the increase in current and ii) the maximum rate RB of the

increase in magnetic field strength, where I(i)n (§3.3) and B(i)
z,000 (2.21) are In and Bz,000 at a

time ti respectively and where I(i−1)
n and B(i−1)

z,000 are In and Bz,000 at a time ti−1 respectively:

RI =
I(i)n − I(i−1)

n

ti − ti−1
(5.15) RB =

B(i)
z,000 − B(i−1)

z,000

ti − ti−1
. (5.16)

During the ith iteration, the program measures all three temperatures Tm and then calcu-

lates what RI (5.15) and RB (5.16) would be if the current were to be ramped during the

ith iteration. If neither of the maximum set values RI and RB would be exceeded, the cur-

rent is changed. If RI and/or RB would be exceeded, then the program does not change

the current and the next iteration of the loop begins. The user specifies the magnitude

of the change in current and so this works for both increases and decreases in the cur-

rents. On the ith iteration, the program calculates B(i)
z,000 using the first row of the matrix

Γ(yE,0 = 1.45 mm) (5.8) and the potential new currents.

The power supply is driven in constant-current mode, where the current is set to a

desired value and where the voltage is set arbitrarily high, so that the voltage floats to

a reduced value decided by Ohm’s Law. The voltage setting is maintained to be just

above the constant-current threshold, by also ramping the voltage whenever the current

is ramped. The voltages are calculated using effective resistances, which at present are
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set to 0.6 Ω for all the coils except for shim 3 at 0.9 Ω. While the current is changing,

even while in a superconducting state, the voltage across a superconductor is non zero

due to Lenz’s Law and also additional voltage is required to drive the currents through

the resistive parts of the line which are at room temperature. If a coil were to begin

to quench and enter the resistive state, the voltage across the coil would increase, thus

limiting the current and reducing the thermal load, which is another passive quench

protection control. Furthermore on one occasion, there was a suspected floating-point

error, where it was suspected that the command to set the current was misinterpreted by

the power supply to be a much higher value. A sudden change in current risks a quench

occurring due to the sudden change in flux and so in order to avoid floating-point errors,

the program also rounds any calculated current to four decimal places, prior to sending

the current value to the power supply.

A section of the front panel (user interface) of the LabVIEW control panel is shown in

Figure 5.9.

5.3.4 Data storage and an auxiliary program

It is important to record the temperature values as functions of time, so that i) any gradual

rises in temperature which are indicative of a potential future quench may be spotted and

ii) in the event of a quench it can be determined if the quench was real or false. In the

event of a false quench, the maximum permitted values may be adjusted to give higher

tolerances, prior to running the program again.

Initially, one office computer was used to control not only the active quench protection

for the magnetic field, but also all other programs including those required to load the

trap and to try to observe electrons. The Lakeshore 218 temperature monitor is queried

approximately four times per second for three temperature values each time and so in

one hour there will be approximately 43200 data points. Reasonably often the computer

would crash after a few hours of use, resulting in the coils having to be immediately

manually de-energised while there was no active quench protection.
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Therefore, the quench protection program was changed so that at any time, the data

arrays in LabVIEW were smaller, so that the computer would not crash due to suspected

memory issues. The user may specify how many data points are plotted in the program

(typically 100), before the data is written to a .txt file and then the data is removed from

the storage arrays and also from the plot of the temperatures as a function of time. The

program retains a user-specified number of data points (typically 40), so that the user can

identify some temperature gradients. In the event that a quench is detected, the program

retains more data points than normal (typically 1000) so that the user may investigate

the quench. Using this method, no crashes have been observed due to the temperature

monitoring. However, the user cannot easily identify any small but non-zero gradients

in the temperatures, which might be indicative of a future quench.

Therefore, an auxiliary program was written to read in all the .txt files which have

been written by the main quench protection program during a particular use of the

quench protection program, to allow the user to identify any gradients in the temper-

ature. Figure 5.10 shows a section of the front panel (user interface) of the auxiliary

LabVIEW program. The data shown in the plot is that of the false quench introduced in

(§5.3.2). This auxiliary program can also be useful in the event of a quench, because the

user can quickly view all the temperature data and zoom-in on relevant data, in order to

try to determine if the quench was real or false.

One important feature of the auxiliary program is the ability to selectively remove

some of (to thin) the data, prior to plotting. When each .txt file is opened, the user may

select which percentage of data points in the .txt files are saved into the storage arrays

prior to plotting. Typically it is chosen to only plot 20 % of the data when running the aux-

iliary program within the first twenty minutes of temperature measurements, but this is

typically reduced to just 2 % after twenty minutes and eventually to just 1 % after several

hours. In this way, there are fewer data stored in the computer memory, which reduces

the load on the computer and reduces the risk of a crash. Furthermore, the auxiliary

program is run on the same computer as the quench protection program and it has been

observed on some instances that when the auxiliary program was run without thinning
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the data, the quench protection program showed jitter while the auxiliary program used

the majority of the CPU performance. This jitter was a temporary loss of active quench

protection (§5.3.2).

5.3.5 Application: checking if the UV light is reaching the chamber

While the UV light is illuminating the chamber, a temperature rise is visible at sensor

3, which is close to the chamber (§3.1). Plots of the temperatures as functions of time

are shown in Figure 5.11, during a photocurrent measurement (§4.1). The UV shutter

remained closed until 100 s had elapsed, while the temperature at sensor 3 remained

constant. This was followed by six pairs of the UV shutter remaining open and closed

(ending after 340 s had elapsed), which caused the temperature at sensor 3 to rise and

fall respectively. After this, the UV shutter remained open until 430 s had elapsed, with a

thermal equilibrium being reached after 380 s had elapsed. After 430 s had elapsed, the

shutter was left closed and sensor 3 cooled down to thermal equilibrium.

The UV shutter can be changed by applying a 5.62 V pulse for 60 ms using a serial

communication protocol. The same pulse is applied whether opening or closing the shut-

ter and so if a control program is stopped before it has finished running, the UV shutter

state may be incorrect. This occurs reasonably often and so temperature checks in this

way allow the user to quickly check if the UV shutter state is correct.

5.4 A summary of the magnetic field source implementation

This chapter discusses the progress towards the implementation of the planar magnetic

field source for the Geonium Chip Penning trap. In (§5.1), there is a discussion about the

calibration of the source and there is some verification of the calibration. The theoretical

background of the calibration (the determination of the matrices Γ(y0) (5.1) and Γ′(y0)

(5.2)) is discussed in (§5.1.1). This is followed by the calibration of the source (§5.1.2) and

verification checks of two different homogeneous 300 mT homogeneous fields (§5.1.3),

which show a good degree of homogeneity. This is followed by a demonstration of a 500
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mT field (§5.1.4) which shows that i) the field source can produce a strong field and that

ii) the raw calibration data should first be fit to the Biot-Savart Law in order to improve

the validity of the matrices Γ(y0) (5.1) and Γ′(y0) (5.2).

In (§5.2) there is an introduction to a superconductor quench (§5.2.1) and there is an

introduction to the quench protection of the field source (§5.2.2).

The LabVIEW control system for the magnetic field source is discussed in (§5.3), which

begins with a description of the control computer (§5.3.1). This is followed by a discus-

sion about how the active quench protection works (§5.3.2), which includes a demon-

stration of a false quench (§5.3.2), an example use of the program to identify and deal

with a false quench (§5.3.2) and some limitations (§5.3.2) of the method. There are also

discussions about how the currents are changed (§5.3.3), how data is managed in order

to reduce the load on the computer (§5.3.4) and about an application whereby the state

of the UV shutter may be determined (§5.3.5).
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FIGURE 5.8: Some indicators on the front panel (user interface) of the Lab-
VIEW quench protection program, after a quench had been detected. Each
column corresponds to a different time and each row corresponds to a dif-
ferent parameter (Tm, ∆Tm (5.13) or Qm (5.14)) (1), where sensor m is writ-
ten as CHm. The element (i, j) of the boolean array (2) corresponds to the
element (i, j) of the numerical array (3) and so the two axes of time (4) and
(5) are identical. Each boolean value in (2) is light green if that parameter
has exceeded the maximum permitted value, otherwise it is dark green.
Each numerical value in (3) is the measured/calculated value. The first

columns in both (2) and (3) are not measurements.
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FIGURE 5.9: A section of the front panel (user interface) of the quench
protection program, which shows some of the current ramping settings.
The controls (1) and (2) allow the user to pause the ramping (while main-
taining quench protection) or tell the program that a quench has occurred,
respectively. In (3) there are indicators which update with each successive
iteration of the program. In particular it may be useful to see the present
states of the currents and voltages. The controls in (4), (5) and (6) may
be changed at any time. These controls include i) the setting of the effec-
tive resistances (4) which set the voltage, ii) the magnitude of the desired
change in current in each step (5) and iii) the maximum permitted rates
of change RI (5.15) and RB (5.16) (6). The controls for the settings of the

current values themselves have not been included in this figure.
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FIGURE 5.10: A section of the front panel (user interface) of the auxiliary
LabVIEW quench protection program. There are controls to select the data
files (1); to (optionally) thin the data (2); to (optionally) display the maxi-
mum permitted temperatures Tm (3); to set the time and temperature axis
ranges or to pan the data (4) which is plotted in (5) and finally to choose

the unit of time (6).
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FIGURE 5.11: A plot of the temperatures as a function of time, during a
photocurrent measurement (§4.1). Sensor 1 is close to the second-stage
cold-head, sensor 2 is close to the coils and sensor 3 is close to the cyrogenic

trapping chamber (§3.1), into which the UV light is aimed.
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Chapter 6

Towards the loading and detection of

trapped electrons

6.1 The loading procedure

6.1.1 An overview of the loading procedure

The majority of the attempts to trap electrons in the Geonium Chip Penning trap tried

to trap primary electrons [32], which are photoelectrons which are liberated from the UV

target (§4). The primary electrons were guided along ûz using the magnetic field lines,

into an asymmetric (along ûz) electrostatic trapping potential within the trapping region

(around ~r0 = (0, y0, 0) (§2.1.1)). The trap was subsequently made quadrupolar (sym-

metrical along ûz) in a very short length of time (measured to be ≈50 ns) in order to

provide axial confinement. This method to trap primary electrons has previously been

successfully implemented [195], however this implementation [195] used a 248 nm (UV)

laser with a peak power of 2 MW and 10 ns laser pulses, whereas the UV source in the

Geonium Chip Penning trap (§4) has a power of much less than 2 MW (albeit run contin-

uously). The authors report [195] that "up to 10 million electrons per laser pulse cool into

the smaller central well" (are trapped), whereas simulations performed by Dr José Verdú-

Galiana predicted that with a primary photocurrent of approximately 100 pA (measured

with the old fibre setup (§4.7.1)) and a trap closing time of≈ 50 ns, the number of primary

electrons trapped per closing of the trap should be approximately twenty.
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In principle, the electronic detection system (§3.5) should have been able to detect

twenty trapped primary electrons. However, even if primary electrons had been trapped,

they were not visible using the electronic detection technique (§2.2). If there were trapped

primary electrons which were never detected, then perhaps this could have resulted

from, among other reasons, a combination of i) the axial frequencies of any electrons

never being brought to the resonance frequency of the detection circuit (§2.2), or ii) the

lifetime of the electrons being too short (§6.1.4) - resulting in the electrons not having

enough time to interact with the detection coil prior to their loss from the trap, or iii)

the axial energies of any trapped clouds of electrons being too widely distributed in fre-

quency due to trap imperfections (§2.1.2) - resulting in the axial signals never exceeding

the electronic noise. Therefore, the most recent trapping attempts have used a more con-

ventional technique which instead tries to trap secondary electrons.

In order to generate secondary electrons, primary electrons may be released from

thermionic [175] or field-emission-point sources [34] and then accelerated to gain high

energy before ionising rest gas [175] in the trapping region around~r0 = (0, y0, 0) (§2.1.1).

The electrons which are liberated from rest gas are denoted secondary electrons. This tech-

nique may be called electron impact ionisation [201] and is discussed in detail for helium

(the most common particle in the trap (§6.1.5)) in [85, pg. 14-17]. However, as previously

discussed (§4), rather than using a field emission point which would require a high volt-

age, or thermionic emission which would require high thermal loads, the electrons are

released using the photoelectric effect (§4). In order to accelerate the electrons, the UV

target is biased with a voltage (typically between -30 V and -90 V) so that it acts as a pho-

tocathode. Therefore, the beam of primary electrons acts as an electron beam ion source

(EBIS) [202]. This is similar to the method discussed in [203], which instead used an RF

field to accelerate electrons.

The trapping of secondary electrons has some advantages over the trapping of pri-

mary electrons. Firstly, many secondary electrons should be continuously liberated (and

accumulated) in the trapping region around ~r0 = (0, y0, 0) (§2.1.1), which is already

within a quadrupole field. This is in comparison to trying to trap approximately 20
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primary electrons as discussed above. Secondly, the lifetime of electrons in the cryo-

genic trapping chamber (§3.4) might be very short and so primary electrons might not be

trapped and detected prior to being lost from the trap. The secondary electrons should

continuously be liberated within the trapping region and so there is a greater chance of

trapping and detecting secondary electrons prior to them being lost.

6.1.2 The resistive wall effect in the Geonium Chip Penning trap

One significant consideration for the lifetime of trapped electrons in the Geonium Chip

Penning trap is for the resistive wall effect (resistive wall destabilisation of the magnetron

motion) as introduced in (§2.3.2). To summarise (§2.3.2), the resistive wall effect is where

the radius of the magnetron motion grows as a result of resistive cooling of the magnetron

motion, due to the magnetron energy having negative polarity. In the Geonium Chip

Penning trap, the beam of primary electrons is guided along ûz, with the beam centred

around x ≈ 0 and y ≈ y0, which is similar to other planar Penning traps which have

successfully trapped electrons (§1.1.2), for example at Mainz [11], Ulm [13] and Harvard

[19]. However, whereas the Geonium Chip (§3.2) electrodes lie in the ûz− ûx plane, in the

alternative planar Penning traps for electrons [11, 13, 19], there is an alternative topology

where the electrodes instead lie in the ûx− ûy plane (§1.1.2). In these alternative traps [11,

13, 19], above the circular electrodes (§2.1.1) and in the ûx − ûy plane, there is vacuum

for radii of at least 8.1 mm [11], 5.2 mm [13] and 8.19 mm [18, 19] (including the inter-

electrode gaps, but excluding the ground planes which mean that these vacuum radii

are underestimated). Therefore, the other traps [11, 13, 19] can permit larger magnetron

radii before the electrons are grounded and lost, compared to the Geonium Chip Penning

trap. Simulations by Dr José Verdú-Galiana have shown that the distance between y0 and

the release height y translates into the radius of the magnetron motion and so electrons

liberated far from y0 are more at risk of being lost by collisions with the Geonium Chip

electrodes.

The electrodes in traps with circular symmetry have effective coupling distances D(y)
eff

(2.28) (§2.3.2) which are infinite (due to radial symmetry - see similar arguments in [91])
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and so ions trapped in these traps should not undergo resistive wall destabilisation (note

that D(y)
eff = D(x)

eff in a trap with circular symmetry). However a complication of the Geo-

nium Chip Penning trap is that D(y)
eff is non-zero for the ring electrode [91] and D(y)

eff may

also be non-zero for some y for the correction electrodes [91]. Also as simulated in a

similar way by Dr José Verdú-Galiana, D(y)
eff for the endcap electrode is also non-zero.

Therefore, the resistive wall effect requires consideration in the Geonium Chip Penning

trap and so the ≈ 4 K low-pass RC filters [146, Fig. 7.6 and 7.10)] have been changed

by Dr Jonathan Pinder and Dr José Verdú-Galiana, in order to avoid the resistive cooling

which causes the resistive wall destabilisation. This was done by reducing the resistances

and increasing the capacitances of these filters. The series resistances (between the volt-

age supplies and the electrodes) were decreased from 100 kΩ to 1 kΩ. The capacitances

to ground were increased to the significantly high values of 1 µF at the endcap and cor-

rection electrodes and also to 11.3 µF at the ring electrode. The ring electrode requires a

higher capacitance than the other electrodes due to a much smaller D(y)
eff .

Magnetron cooling may be applied in the form of RF sideband cooling [103] with a

drive frequency ωd of ωd = ωm +ωz [103], in order to reduce the radius of the magnetron

motion [103]. Prior to the changing of the filters as described above, RF sideband cooling

was applied through the left correction electrode, but the new high capacitance would

have grounded the applied cooling field. Therefore, in order to increase the impedance

at ωd (while keeping the impedance at ωm low to avoid the resistive wall effect) the new

filter for the left correction electrode was tuned by Dr Jonathan Pinder and Dr José Verdú-

Galiana. This was achieved with the introduction of a 0.5 µH inductor in series with the

existing 1 kΩ resistor of the RC filter. Also, an additional 1.62 kΩ resistor was added in

parallel only with the new inductor, in order to reduce the Q-factor to allow for a broader

range of useful frequencies ωd. This filter is shown in Figure 6.1.

6.1.3 Trapping procedures

Many different trapping procedures were attempted during the time permitted for the

research for this thesis. Only the most recent procedures for trapping secondary electrons
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FIGURE 6.1: Circuit schematics for the new second stage (≈ 4 K) (§3.1) fil-
ters on the left correction electrode. The capacitor has a capacitance of 1
µF and the inductor has an inductance of 0.5 µH. The resistors have resis-
tances of R1 = 1 kΩ and R2 = 1.62 kΩ. The two back-to-back Schottky

diodes may be used to bypass the filter.

are discussed in this section.

Electrostatic potentials and trap depths

The plots in this section (§6.1.3) of the electrostatic potentials have been calculated using

Mathematica functions provided by Dr José Verdú-Galiana, to compute (3.1) using formu-

lae in [22, App. A].

Simulations (by Dr José Verdú-Galiana) of the electrostatic potential predicted that

in order for the axial frequency ωz to be in resonance with the axial resonator (ωz ≈

2π · 25.7979 MHz), this would require a ring voltage of approximately VR = −0.67937

V. This simulation assumed values for the trap anharmonicities and inhomogeneities

(§2.1.2) and also assumed temperatures for the electron eigenmotions. The theoretical

optimal tuning ratio (§2.1.2) (3.2) for electric compensation of the electrostatic potential

has also previously been estimated (by Dr José Verdú-Galiana) using simulations to be

T(opt)
C = 1.400844. Also, the endcap tuning ratio (3.3) has previously been optimised (by

Dr José Verdú-Galiana) to be TE = 5.7, in order to set a trapping height (2.6) y0 = 1.45

mm. The spatial dimensions of the chamber were chosen to give some degree of mechan-

ical anharmonic optimisation at y0 ≈ 1 mm, however this low height risks electron loss

due to the resistive wall effect (§6.1.2) and so a trade-off was made at y0 = 1.45 mm. The

magnetic field has been optimised (5.10) for y0 = 1.45 mm.
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If electrons were to be loaded with the electrostatic potential defined by VR = −0.67937

V, T(opt)
C = 1.400844 and TE = 5.7, this would not be a deep axial trap φ(z) and so it is

unlikely that electrons would remain trapped. This electrostatic potential is shown in

Figure 6.2, where the photocathode bias voltage is Vcath = 0 V. By inspecting Figure 6.2a,

the axial trap depth is approximately e| − 2.16 V−−0.87 V| = 1.29 eV, which may confine

electrons with axial energy up to 1.29 eV. For comparison, another planar Penning trap for

trapping electrons with circular symmetry [13] had an axial well depth of 4.5 eV, which

is significantly deeper than that of the Geonium Chip at 1.29 eV. The trap depth of planar

Penning traps with circular geometry has previously been discussed [10]. Furthermore,

it has been experimentally determined that the shallowest trap for the stable trapping of

electrons is∼ 1 eV [85]. The axial frequency was calculated to be ωz = 2π · 25.7979 MHz.

The voltages for the electrodes are provided by Time Electronics 5018 programmable

DC voltage calibrators with high precision and good temporal stability. The maximum

magnitude of the voltage output from one calibrator (with either polarity) is 22 V. There-

fore, again with a tuning ratio of TE = 5.7, the maximum possible ring voltage for

VE = −21.95 V is approximately VR = −3.85088 V. The electrostatic potential with

VE = −21.95 V, TE = 5.7, VR = −3.85088 V and T(opt)
C = 1.400844 is shown in Figure

6.3. The photocathode bias voltage Vcath is 0 V. By inspection from Figure 6.3a, the axial

trap depth is approximately e| − 12.25 V−−4.94 V| = 7.31 eV, which is deeper than the

depth of 4.5 eV [13]. This means that the Geonium Chip Penning trap should be able to

confine secondary electrons with the same axial energies as those [13] secondary electrons

which were trapped previously. The axial frequency was calculated to be ωz = 2π · 70.4

MHz.

The photocathode bias voltage distorts the electrostatic potential close to the equilib-

rium trapping position~r0 = (0, y0, 0) (§2.1.1). The same deep electrostatic potential as

produced by the trap electrodes shown in Figure 6.3 is shown in Figure 6.4, but with the

additional effect of a photocathode bias voltage Vcath = −70 V. The most common rest

gas particle is helium (§6.1.5), where the ionisation cross section for obtaining secondary

electrons with low kinetic energy peaks at ∼ 30 eV [85] and where the ionisation cross
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FIGURE 6.2: Plots of the electrostatic potential (3.1) defined by Vcath = 0 V,
VR = −0.67937 V, T(opt)

C = 1.400844 and TE = 5.7. The trap has y0 = 1.45
mm and an axial frequency which should be in resonance with the axial
resonator at ≈ 26 MHz. Both potentials (Figures 6.2a and 6.2b) have been

multiplied by (-1) for ease of interpretation.

section for producing secondary electrons of any kinetic energy is ∼ 120 eV [85]. The

loading trap is deep (approximately 7.31 eV deep) and it was decided to bias the photo-

cathode with Vcath = −70 V, with a trade-off of trying to keep the energies low but trying

to ionise and trap as many rest gas atoms as possible. The trap electrodes have biases

defined by TE = 5.7, VE = −21.95 V, VR = −3.85088 V, T(opt)
C = 1.400844 and Vcath = −70

V. This potential no longer has a trapping height y0 of 1.45 mm, due to the perturbation

of the photocathode. Also, as visible in Figures 6.4a and 6.4b, the axial potential well

has a depth of approximately e| − 12.46 V − −5.03 V| = 7.43 eV. This trap should still

be deep enough to confine electrons, however the anharmonicities (§2.1.2) would most

likely broaden the axial dip (§2.2) (or for hot electrons spread the energy over a wider

frequency bandwidth) and thus make the axial motion unobservable. Furthermore, the

anharmonicities would shift the axial frequency ωz (§2.1.2).

Procedures for trapping

Two broadly similar methods for trapping secondary electrons have been attempted.
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FIGURE 6.3: Plots of a deep electrostatic potential ((3.1) with the photocath-
ode modelled as another electrode) defined by Vcath = 0 V, VR = −3.85088
V, T(opt)

C = 1.400844, VE = −21.95 V and TE = 5.7. The trap has y0 = 1.45
mm. Both potentials (Figures 6.3a and 6.3b) have been multiplied by (-1)

for ease of interpretation.

The first method involved maintaining T(opt)
C = 1.400844 (3.2) and TE = 5.7 (3.3)

while leaving the UV shutter open (to continuously liberate secondary electrons), while

slowly ramping down (decreasing) |VR|. The photocathode is continuously biased with a

voltage of high magnitude (typically Vcath = −70 V). Typically, the ring voltage is ramped

from VR = −1 V to VR ≈ −0.4 V (discussed further in (§6.1.3)). The axial frequency ωz

is proportional to the curvature C002 of the electrostatic field (2.9c), where Cijk = VR · cijk

[21] and therefore the axial frequency is proportional to the square-root of the ring voltage

VR. Therefore, while maintaining the tuning ratios T(opt)
C = 1.400844 and TE = 5.7 and

reducing |VR|, the axial frequency ωz of trapped electrons should decrease. At some

VR, the axial frequency ωz of the trapped electrons should start to transit that of the

resonance of the axial resonator, thus showing a transiting axial dip (or most likely an

axial peak due to the expected axial energy being high). The calculated (by Dr José Verdú-

Galiana) time constant (2.30) of the axial cooling is 4.3 ms, which results in part from the

high Q-factor of the axial resonator. The most significant disadvantage of this method is

that the photocathode bias voltage is always high (non-zero), and so there is always an

asymmetric trap (Figure 6.4), which may give a large spread to the axial energies, which
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FIGURE 6.4: Plots of a deep electrostatic potential ((3.1) with the pho-
tocathode modelled as another electrode) defined by Vcath = −70 V,
VR = −3.85088 V, T(opt)

C = 1.400844, VE = −21.95 V and TE = 5.7. By
inspection, the trapping height has increased to y0 = 1.69 mm. Figures
6.4a and 6.4b show the same data but with different z ranges. All three po-
tentials (Figures 6.4a, 6.4b and 6.4c) have been multiplied by (-1) for ease

of interpretation.

may make the electrons unobservable using the electronic detection technique (§2.2). By

finding the derivative of the axial frequency ωz with respect to the ring voltage VR (6.1a),

an approximation may be derived (6.1b) around VR [33] (ωz = 2πνz):

∂

∂VR
ωz

∣∣∣∣
VR

=
∂

∂VR

√
2VR · c002 ·

q
m

(6.1a)

∆ωz

ωz

∣∣∣∣
VR

≈ 1
2

∆VR

VR
. (6.1b)
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The approximation (6.1b) suggests that at an initial ring voltage VR with an axial fre-

quency ωz = 2π · 30 MHz, a change in the ring voltage ∆VR = +1 mV should corre-

spond to a change ∆ωz = −2π · 15 kHz. However, due to the inverse square law (6.1a),

this approximation (∆VR = +1 mV corresponding to ∆ωz = −2π · 15 kHz) is particularly

inaccurate when far from ωz = 2π · 30 MHz.

The second method involves firstly liberating some secondary electrons with the deep-

est possible trap as shown in Figure 6.4. Then, the photocathode is grounded as soon as

possible in approximately 1.5 s (§6.1.4), which causes the electrostatic potential to change

to the deep trap shown in Figure 6.3. Then, the ring voltage is rapidly changed in one

step (while maintaining T(opt)
C = 1.400844 and TE = 5.7) in order to bring the ring voltage

to VR = −0.67937 V (the potential shown in Figure 6.2), which should be in resonance

with the axial resonator. This may be followed by the ramping of the ring voltage as

described in the first method above (6.1b) and discussed further in (§6.1.3).

The axial frequency ramping procedure

As introduced in (§6.1.3), in order to bring any trapped electrons into resonance with

the axial resonator, VR may be ramped. While doing so, it is important to maintain the

tuning ratio T(opt)
C (3.2) in order to minimise the electrical anaharmonicity (§2.1.2). It is

also important to maintain the tuning ratio TE (3.3) in order to maintain the trapping

height y0 (§2.6).

As introduced in (§6.1.2), in order to avoid resistive wall destabilisation, the filters in

the second-stage (§3.1) (≈ 4 K) were changed to include large capacitances. These filters

massively increased the rise-time of the voltage at every electrode. It took approximately

67.7 s for the voltage at the ring electrode to finish changing and approximately 6 s for

each of the other four electrodes. Therefore, the differences in the rise times would have

caused the tuning ratios to no longer be maintained while trying to ramp the voltages.

Although the voltages at the electrodes were measured to rise (with time) in a way

that would be expected from the charging of a capacitor, it was noticed that while the
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voltage changed from the initial voltage until halfway towards the final voltage, the volt-

age rises were reasonably linear. Therefore, a LabVIEW routine was written to maintain

the voltage rises in these linear regions. This LabVIEW routine works when increasing

and decreasing the ring voltage. After some empirical optimisation of the timing with

assistance from Dr Jonathan Pinder, this method allowed the ring voltage to be changed

from any initial voltage to any final voltage in approximately 3 s, while simultaneously

ramping the voltages at the endcap electrodes and correction electrodes while maintain-

ing the tuning ratios.

In order to test this routine, it was inserted into a loop and repeated several times

in order to continuously ramp the voltages, to simulate a trapping attempt. The volt-

ages were measured using an oscilloscope at the voltage screw connections (Figure 3.3)

for the right correction electrode, the left endcap electrode and the right endcap elec-

trode. The tuning ratios were calculated using (3.3) and (3.2) and are shown in Figure

6.5. There is some discrepancy between the target tuning ratios of T(opt)
C = 1.400844 and

TE = 5.7, when compared to the experimentally-determined ones, because of the finite

input impedances of the oscilloscope. It can be identified in Figure 6.5 that each run of

the subroutine took approximately 3.16 s.

6.1.4 Implementation of an EBIS

An introduction to the photocathode

In order to implement an electron beam ion source (EBIS) [30], a photocathode was de-

signed, fabricated and installed by Dr Jonathan Pinder. The photocathode was fabricated

from some printed-circuit-board with a (3 mm)2 gold-plated square surface area and with

a dielectric thickness of 1 mm. Some gold leaf was applied to the gold-plated surface for

use as a target (§4.2). The rear of the photocathode has no conductive surface and is

attached to a DC line, making the board into an electrode that may be biased with a volt-

age, i.e. the target is a photocathode. A hole was drilled through the wall of the chamber

and the DC line was pushed through the hole from inside the chamber by Dr Jonathan

Pinder, in order to fix the photocathode to the chamber while hiding the DC line, so that
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FIGURE 6.5: The measured tuning ratios TE,EL, TE,ER, and TC,CR for the
left endcap electrode, the right endcap electrode and the right correction
electrode respectively. The time taken to change all the voltages using one

run of the subroutine was approximately 3.16 s.

the electrostatic trapping potential (§3.2) inside the chamber is not affected by the DC

line. This setup is a prototype and the cryogenic trapping chamber (§3.4) cannot be her-

metically sealed. Due to the superposition of the finite thicknesses, the gold leaf target is

approximately 0.5 mm away from the chamber wall.

Numerical simulations conducted by Dr José Verdú-Galiana have shown that if a pho-

toelectron reaches the centre of the trapping region x = z = 0 with a height y′ = y0 + ∆y,

then the initial magnetron radius is approximately ∆y (assuming that x = 0). Therefore,

ideally the photoelectrons should be liberated from as close to {x = 0, y = y0} as possi-

ble, in order to minimise the magnetron radius and thus stop the electrons from rapidly

becoming grounded (§6.1.2). The chamber wall (Figure 3.5) is positioned in an ûx − ûy

plane at z = −10 mm (§3.4) and the 1 mm thick photocathode was recessed into the

chamber wall by 0.5 mm, so the target is centred around x = 0, z = −9.5 mm, y = 2 mm

(where y ∼ y0 = 1.45 mm - see Figure 6.3). A photograph of the photocathode is shown

in Figure 6.6.
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FIGURE 6.6: A photograph of the photocathode, taken from outside the
chamber and looking in through the space where the window (§3.4) would
have been, had it not been removed. The original photo was taken by Dr

Jonathan Pinder.

The rise time of the photocathode

The DC bias line between the voltage supply and the photocathode was connected through

two stages of low-pass filters (which were designed and implemented by Dr Jonathan

Pinder), which are similar to the filters on the electrode DC voltage bias lines [146]. The

filters slow the rate of change of voltage at the photocathode. As discussed in (§6.1.3), the

photocathode bias voltage Vcath shifts the axial frequency ωz and broadens the axial sig-

nal and so in order to detect trapped electrons, the photocathode needs to be electrically

grounded as quickly as possible after having ionised the rest gas to produce secondary

electrons (§6.1).

The rise time and the fall time of the voltage at the photocathode were measured to

check that the photocathode bias voltage may be grounded sufficiently quickly, in case

the lifetimes (§3.4) of trapped electrons are short. The voltage rises/falls were measured

for various Vcath. The voltages were measured at the output of the final filter for the

photocathode, using an oscilloscope. The nominal bias voltage was set to some value

on the power supply while its output was off and then a LabVIEW program was used to

turn the output on, then wait 5 seconds and then turn the output off. The currents were

sufficiently high so that the power supply remained in constant voltage mode (with a

floating current). The oscilloscope measurements are shown in Figure 6.7. The measured

voltages did not reach the target voltages, because the oscilloscope has a finite input
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TABLE 6.1: Results of measurements of the voltage rise times ∆trise and
fall times ∆tfall for different Vcath. The final row shows the mean values for

∆trise and ∆tfall, along with their standard deviations.

Vcath (V) ∆trise (s) ∆tfall (s)

-50 1.27 1.47

-60 1.39 1.58

-70 1.34 1.55

-80 1.29 1.49

-90 1.29 1.51

∆̄t± σ 1.32± 0.04 1.52± 0.04

impedance.

The rise-time ∆trise between changing from 0 V to Vcath and the fall-time ∆tfall between

changing from Vcath to 0 V were both estimated by inspection of the plots in Figure 6.7.

The rise/fall times were denoted this way around due to the voltage polarity being nega-

tive. The results are shown in Table 6.1. For all photocathode bias voltages, the change in

voltage from the desired Vcath to ground took no longer than ∆tfall = 1.5 s. The Geonium

Chip Penning trap was not hermetically sealed during the final trapping attempts and

so the pressure was likely somewhere between ∼ 10−8 mBar with an electron lifetime

on the order of seconds [11] and ∼ 10−11 mBar with an electron lifetime on the order of

hours [13]. Therefore, although electrons will not be detectable within the first 1.5 s after

having tried to ground the photocathode, this rise/fall time should still be shorter than

the lifetime of any trapped electrons.

6.1.5 Evidence of ionisation

Introduction

The electron-impact cross-section for an atomic species is a function of the kinetic energy

of the incident photoelectrons [204] (§6.1). This relation gives rise to an ionisation curve.

An ionisation curve may be measured in the Geonium Chip Penning trap, using a tech-

nique similar to that used to measure photocurrents (§4). In (§4), primary electrons were
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FIGURE 6.7: A plot showing the rise and fall of the voltage at the photo-
cathode, for different desired photocathode bias voltages Vcath. The plot-
ted time values have been shifted so that at 0 s time elapsed, all of the

measured voltages start to increase in magnitude.

collected and so the collector required a positive bias voltage Vcol. However, if the collec-

tor is instead biased with a negative bias voltage Vcol, then any ionised rest gas particles

(with a net positive charge) should be collected at the collector. The voltage Vcol is set

and so a recombination current of electrons should flow from the power supply for Vcol in

order to neutralise the collected ions.

This recombination current may be measured by putting an ammeter in series with

the power supply for Vcol and the collector electrode. If it can be assumed that all positive

ions are collected at the collector, then the ionisation cross section is proportional to the

photocurrent. The kinetic energy of the photoelectrons at the position of impact would

also be similar to e ·Vcol (they would only be equal if the electrons would reach a 0 V po-

tential at the position of impact, which is not true as can be seen in Figure 6.4). Therefore,

a plot of the measured recombination current as a function of the photocathode bias volt-

age Vcol should give a similar lineshape to the electron impact ionisation cross-section.

This setup is identical to that used in (§4.7), but with a reversed polarity of Vcol.
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Demonstrating the ionisation of helium

An ionisation curve was obtained using the method and setup described in (§6.1.5). In

particular, the left endcap electrode was used as the collector, which was biased with

-5.000 V (nominal to the power supply). The other four trap electrodes were shorted to-

gether outside the cryostat and collectively electrically grounded. There was no magnetic

field produced by the magnetic field source (§5). A LabVIEW control program was used

to control the measurement. The photocathode bias voltage Vcath was ramped from 0 V

to -320 V in steps of -5 V. The voltages between 0 V and -250 V were supplied by a power

supply with a high precision and with a high temporal stability, whereas the voltages

between -255 V and -320 V were supplied by a power supply with a lower precision and

with a lower temporal stability, hence there being larger error bars for the latter voltage

range. At each photocathode bias voltage, the recombination current was determined

using the photocurrent determination technique (§4.1), which would be described with

Nskip = 5, Nbunch = 20 and Npairs = 5.

The resulting ionisation curve is shown in Figure 6.8. The peak photocurrent suggests

that there is a peak in the ionisation cross-section at approximately |Vcath| = | − 110| V,

which is in good agreement with a known ionisation cross section for helium [204].

The dependence of the ionisation curve on various trap parameters

In order to investigate the validity of the principle of the ionisation curve measurement

using this technique, ionisation curves were obtained with variations of the collector bias

voltage and the magnetic field strength.

The setup which was used in (§6.1.5) was also used to investigate the effect of the

collector voltage Vcol on the measured ionisation curve. Three ionisation curves were ob-

tained with different collector bias voltages of -15 V, -10 V and -5 V. The data are plotted

in Figure 6.9a. At increasing magnitudes of the collector bias voltage Vcol the ionisation

curves have higher amplitudes, which probably results from the collection of positive

ions with increasing energy and/or increasing distance to the location of ionisation from

the collector. Also at increasing magnitudes of the collector bias voltage, the ionisation
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FIGURE 6.8: A plot of the measured recombination current, as a function
of the photocathode bias voltage Vcath (with reversed polarity). A fiducial
marker at 110 V is shown, which is similar to the peak ionisation cross-

section for helium [204].

curve shifts downwards in Vcath (a decrease in the absolute value - which appears as

a shift to the right in the plot), as can be seen by comparing the local minima around

Vcath ≈ −20 V and the peaks. The shift in Vcath is a similar value to the shift in the

collector bias voltage Vcol (≈ 5 V each time). Therefore, this shift could result from the

effect of the collector bias voltage (the collector was the left endcap electrode which is

located between the photocathode and the centre of the trap) reducing the kinetic energy

of the photoelectrons which ionise in the centre of the trap and beyond. The local minima

around Vcath = −20 V have been observed for many different ionisation curve measure-

ments and are suspected to result from the superposition of the electrostatic potentials

produced by the photocathode and the left endcap electrode.

The setup which was used in (§6.1.5) was also used to investigate the effect of a mag-

netic field on the ionisation curve. The ionisation curve data were obtained for Vcath

between 0 V and -250 V, while i) in the presence of an homogeneous Bz,000 = B0 = 5 mT

(2.21) (2.11a) magnetic field and ii) not in the presence of an externally applied magnetic
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field. The 5 mT magnetic field was scaled from the currents Ĩreduced (5.10) which are typi-

cally used to make homogeneous fields during trapping attempts. The data are plotted in

Figure 6.9b. The presence of the magnetic field scales the amplitude of the measured ion-

isation curve, but does not affect the lineshape. For example, in magnetic field strengths

of 0 mT and 5 mT, there exist firstly local minima at Vcath = −15 V and secondly the

peak recombination currents both occur at similar Vcath. It is suspected that the magnetic

field increases the measured recombination current as a result of it focussing the primary

electrons and guiding them towards the centre of the trap.

6.2 A LabVIEW control system

The Geonium Chip Penning trap is controlled by LabVIEW programs. There are two

custom-built high performance computers which have identical hardware that is de-

scribed in (§5.3.1). One computer is solely reserved for the control of the magnetic field

source (§5.3) which includes quench protection with temperature monitoring and the

changing of the source currents. The second computer is used to control all other aspects

of the experiment (§6.2.1), with two main programs. One program is for the attempted

loading of the trap (with electrons) and the second is for the detection of any trapped

electrons (§6.2.2). The aim of the programs is to be able to have complete control of the

experiment from one chair and while this has nearly been accomplished, due to the need

for rapid prototyping of loading procedures, some devices (for example function gen-

erators) still require manual input. Computer control is important for some aspects of

the trap loading procedure (e.g. for the ramping of the ring voltage (§6.1.3)), because it

allows for a level of repeatability with a high degree of precision, which may occur in a

time frame that is practically very nearly impossible to match with manual control.
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6.2.1 Main control program 1: controlling the trap

The first control program controls the attempted loading of electrons and the searching

for electrons. There are two similar versions of the control program, one for each varia-

tion of the loading procedure (§6.1.3), but both programs have the following features.

At the start of the first run of the program, all devices are initialised to the desired pre-

sets, ready for the immediate attempted loading of electrons. If the program has already

been run, only certain devices which require reinitialising are reinitialised. For example,

the voltage outputs from the calibrators for the DC electrode biasing are ramped to their

starting voltages, but the Rohde and Schwarz FSV30 spectrum analyser is not reconfig-

ured. Rather than saving presets on the devices themselves, the preset settings are stored

within the LabVIEW program itself, in order to keep all the information in one location

which is stored reliably. During the loading procedure, the control program controls the

trap electrode voltages, the voltage of the photocathode, the state of the UV shutter and a

function generator for RF sideband cooling [103]. Historically, in previous versions of the

program the states of relay switches have also been controlled. The loading procedure

also features controls for the ramping of the ring voltage as discussed in (§6.1.3). The

loading procedure also features an estimation of the time required for the electron axial

signal to transit the axial resonance (§3.5), using (6.1).

6.2.2 Main control program 2: detection

For many years, trapping attempts were conducted while observing the resonance of

the axial resonator (§3.5) by-eye. The Geonium Chip Penning trap experiment is yet

to successfully trap any electrons and so there are many unknowns which contribute a

lot of uncertainty to what the axial signal might look like. Simulations have been con-

ducted by Dr José Verdú-Galiana in order to predict the axial signals with different trap

imperfections and motional energies, for example [21, 22]. However, the electrical ana-

harmonicites (§2.1.2) and magnetic inhomogeneities (§2.1.2) in the real trap are unknown,

along with the mean motional energies and their distributions. It is likely that during the

first successful trapping attempt, the electrons will be hot and in an imperfect trap and
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therefore they will probably exhibit an axial peak rather than an axial dip. Futhermore,

due to the resistive wall effect, the magnetron radius should be minimised as soon as

possible via magnetron cooling, however this is not possible yet because the axial and

magnetron frequencies are unknown.

Therefore, it is not known what the axial signal might look like and so a second control

program was written to help identify any electron transits of the axial resonator. The

Rohde and Schwarz FSV30 spectrum analyser has an internal function which conducts a

band power measurement. Conducted over a user-specified frequency span and centre in a

finite time, the band power measurement is an integration of the power, which calculates

one value with units of dBm (power). Once every 50 ms, the second control program

continuously queries the band power and frequency spectrum and saves both to a .txt

file along with a time coordinate. The band power is plotted as a function of the time, but

only shows the previous N measurements, which is typically set to N = 200. A similar

technique which used a zero-span measurement demonstrated the trapping of electrons

[13].

This technique has some benefits over observing the resonance by-eye. Firstly, if the

axial signal has a small amplitude which may be unobservable by-eye, it still may appear

somewhat clearly in the band power measurement. Secondly, the band power for the

previous 200 times are also plotted, which may be checked if the user has diverted their

attention elsewhere. Thirdly, the data is recorded and an auxiliary program was written

which plots the measurement data so that trapping attempts may be reviewed. The aux-

iliary program is a while loop, where for each iteration i) all the band power data as a

function of time (until the ith iteration) is plotted and ii) the ith frequency spectrum is

also plotted.
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6.3 A summary of the attempted loading and observation proce-

dures

This chapter discusses the progress that has been made towards the loading of and the

observation of electrons. Trapped electrons have not yet been observed.

This chapter discusses progress which has been made to the loading procedure (§6.1),

which includes the attempted mitigation of the resistive wall effect (§6.1.2). An intro-

duction to the trapping procedures (§6.1.3) is also given, which includes some important

electrostatic potentials (§6.1.3), some procedures which attempt to trap electrons (§6.1.3)

and a description of the procedure which is used to ramp the voltage of the ring electrode

while trying to observe electrons (§6.1.3). Also included is an implementation of an EBIS

(§6.1.4) which discusses the implementation of a photocathode (§6.1.4) and its rise time

(§6.1.4).

There is also evidence of the ionisation (§6.1.5), which includes a demonstration of the

ionisation of helium (§6.1.5) and the effect of trap parameters on the measured ionisation

curves (§6.1.5).

The chapter also discusses two of the main LabVIEW control programs (§6.2), includ-

ing a program which is used to control the trapping procedure (§6.2.1) and another pro-

gram which is used to assist with the observation of any trapped electrons (§6.2.2).
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FIGURE 6.9: Plots of the measured recombination current, as functions of
the photocathode bias voltage Vcath (with reversed polarity).
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Chapter 7

Summary and outlook

7.1 Summary

The first attempts to trap and observe electrons in the Geonium Chip Penning trap were

undertaken prior to the research which is documented in this thesis, by researchers other

than the author of this thesis. The main aim of the research of the author of this thesis

was to trap and observe electrons and this thesis documents progress which has been

made towards this aim. This thesis discusses characterisations of the cryogenic trapping

chamber via the photoelectric effect, the calibration and control of the magnetic field

source and a new trap loading method which utilises electron impact ionisation.

A comprehensive photoelectric characterisation of the cryogenic trapping chamber

has been undertaken. An automated photocurrent determination system has been de-

veloped (§4.1), which can estimate the photocurrent despite the presence of electrical

noise. A measurement of the photocurrent as a function of the bias voltage of the collec-

tor (§4.3.1) helped to verify the electrostatic models which the group uses when trying to

load and trap electrons. The relation between the photocurrent and the pressure has been

investigated (§4.4.1), which may be used for leak detection (§4.5.3), which is useful be-

cause the cryogenic trapping chamber does not feature a conventional pressure gauge. It

was observed (§4.4.2) that in a pinched-off chamber which had not been baked-out, that

the outgassing of water caused the pressure to rise to that of the saturation vapor pressure

of water. This measurement of outgassing lead to a bake-out being undertaken (§4.5),

which increased the photocurrent by a factor of (5.49 ± 0.06) (dimensionless). A new
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fibre-integrated-flange has been introduced (§4.7.1) which increased the photocurrent by

a factor of (21± 1) compared to the previous fibres and flange. Several applications of

photocurrent measurements have been demonstrated, including for the verification of

the alignment of the optical fibre (§4.7.3) and to verify the electrode DC bias connections

(§4.7.4), both of which would not be verifiable by other means in the current setup.

A robust implementation of the planar magnetic field source for the Geonium Chip

Penning trap has been undertaken. Despite being designed for the Geonium Chip Pen-

ning trap, this unique magnetic field source also has applications in other technologies.

The first direct (in-situ) calibration of the source (§5.1.2) while at ≈ 4 K has been under-

taken and the magnetic field has been measured to show a good degree of homogene-

ity with two different homogeneous 300 mT homogeneous fields (§5.1.3). A strong 500

mT field (§5.1.4) has also been demonstrated. A control system for the magnetic field

source has been engineered (§5.3), which provides active quench protection (§5.3.2) and

which may also control the currents (and thus the magnetic field distribution) (§5.3.3).

An application whereby the state of the UV shutter may be determined has also been

demonstrated (§5.3.5).

The change from the loading of primary electrons, to the loading of secondary elec-

trons (via electron impact ionisation which uses an electron beam ion source), has been

introduced (§6.1). An attempted mitigation of the resistive wall effect (§6.1.2) has also

been discussed, which might otherwise severely reduce the lifetimes of any trapped elec-

trons. Some procedures (§6.1.3) have been implemented to try to trap electrons along

with a procedure (§6.1.3) which is used to ramp the voltage of the ring electrode (to ramp

the axial frequency) while trying to observe electrons. The implementation of an EBIS

(§6.1.4) which uses a photocathode (§6.1.4) has been discussed and experimental evi-

dence to show the ionisation of helium (§6.1.5) has been included. Two main LabVIEW

control programs (§6.2) have been implemented, which are used to control the trapping

procedure (§6.2.1) and to assist with the observation of any trapped electrons (§6.2.2).
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7.2 Outlook

Although progress has been made towards the aim of trapping and observing trapped

electrons in the Geonium Chip Penning trap, this aim has not yet been met. Therefore,

further work should be undertaken in order to improve the trap and achieve this aim.

There is no known fundamental issue with the Geonium Chip Penning trap. This out-

look contains a thorough investigation into the Geonium Chip Penning trap in its current

form, including evaluations of the electric field source (§7.2.1), the magnetic field source

(§7.2.2), the stability of the trap (§7.2.3), the detection system (§7.2.4) and the loading

procedure (§7.2.5). This outlook concludes with a summary and recommendations about

how to improve the trap so that electrons may be trapped and subsequently detected

(§7.2.6).

7.2.1 Evaluating the electric field

The electrostatic model

The most important electrostatic potentials φ(x, y, z) (3.1) in the Geonium Chip Penning

trap have been simulated (§6.1.3). For example, the loading trap should be deep enough

at 7.31 eV to provide the axial confinement of secondary electrons, because this is deeper

than the depth of 4.5 eV which has previously demonstrated [13] the trapping of sec-

ondary electrons. The electrostatic models used in these simulations have been verified

in the real trap by using photoelectric characterisation techniques (§4.3.1), which suggests

that if the desired DC electrode voltages were to successfully reach the electrodes, then

the electrostatic potentials in the real trap should be those which have been simulated.

Furthermore, another application of the photoelectric effect verified that DC voltages

were reaching the trap electrodes (§4.7.4). This verification was limited in that the mag-

nitude of the voltages on the electrodes remained unknown, however the magnitudes

of these voltages were likely correct because i) in theory the DC bias lines for the trap

electrodes are open circuits and so there shouldn’t be any voltage drops across any re-

sistances in the DC bias lines and ii) the voltages at the chip were measured to have the
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correct polarities and magnitudes prior to the closing-up of the cryostat. Therefore, it

is likely that the electrostatic potentials φ(x, y, z) (3.1) in the real trap are sufficient for

loading and detecting electrons and so further optimisation is not a priority.

The ellipticity

The ellipticity of the trap should also be considered. An elliptical Penning trap has been

investigated experimentally for argon and fullerene ions [92], where an elliptical term

was introduced into the electrostatic trapping potential of a Penning trap with hyperbolic

electrodes by segmenting the ring electrode. Here [92] the authors report difficulties in

storing ions with electrode voltages defined by Uellipt/U0 ≥ 0.4 [92, pg. 39] and by evalu-

ating [92, Eqn. 12] with a2,0 ' 0.78 [92, pg. 35], c2 ' 1.45 [92, pg. 35] and Uellipt/U0 = 0.4,

it would suggest that there were storage difficulties for ε ≥ 0.905. The electrostatic po-

tential φ(x, y, z) (3.1) in the Geonium Chip Penning trap which should make the axial

frequency ωz resonant with the axial resonator (to make the trapped electrons observ-

able (§2.2)), which may be defined by VR = −0.67937 V, T(opt)
C = 1.400844, TE = 5.7

and Vcath = 0 V (as plotted in Figure 6.2), has an ellipticity ε ≈ (0.0203 − 0.0544)/ −

0.0747 = 0.456 (2.2). Also note that these trap voltages give rise to an axial frequency of

ωz = 2π · 25.7979 MHz. This ellipticity was calculated using the curvatures C200, C020

and C002 (2.2) after evaluating the analytic function [22, App. A] for φ(x, y, z) (3.1), where

the Mathematica functions were provided by Dr José Verdú-Galiana. Therefore, the el-

lipticity of the Geonium Chip Penning trap potentials (e.g. ε = 0.456) are unlikely to be

high enough (e.g. ε = 0.905) to cause difficulties when trying to trap. However, if the

side electrodes (§3.2) were to be implemented, a suitable choice of their voltage bias

VG should allow for the ellipticity ε to be set to zero, as is the case with conventional

traps with circular symmetry (§2.1.1).
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7.2.2 Evaluating the magnetic field

The typical magnetic field

It has been experimentally determined that the magnetic field source can produce a mag-

netic field with sufficient magnitude along ûz and also sufficient homogeneity (small

inhomogeneities (§2.1.2)). For example, two suitable B0 = Bz,000 = 300 mT homoge-

neous fields have been set and measured (§5.1.3), along with one B0 = Bz,000 = 500 mT

homogeneous field (§5.1.4). Typically during trapping attempts, the currents in Ĩreduced

(5.10) for a B0 = Bz,000 = 300 mT field (with a desired Bz,020 = 0) are scaled linearly

to make a B0 = Bz,000 = 100 mT homogeneous field (§5.1.3). This is a linear algebra

system (B̃reduced = Γ(yE,0 = 1.45 mm) · Ĩreduced) (5.10). Firstly, this means that the in-

homogeneities Bz,010, Bz,020 and Bz,030 (§2.1.2) should also scale linearly and so the in-

homogeneities for a B0 = Bz,000 = 100 mT field should also be one-third those of the

B0 = Bz,000 = 300 mT field, so the B0 = Bz,000 = 100 mT field should be homogeneous

enough to contain secondary electrons. Secondly this also means that the alignment of the

B0 = Bz,000 = 100 mT field should also be in the same direction as the B0 = Bz,000 = 300

mT field, which should have the same alignment as the trap (electrostatic potential) axis

ûz and so the magnetic field should still be orientated correctly.

As mentioned above, the currents in Ĩreduced (5.10) (with a desired Bz,020 = 0) are

those which are scaled to make homogeneous fields during trapping attempts, typically

with Bz,000 = 100 mT. Figure 5.4a shows the measured B̃(meas)
reduced as produced by Ĩreduced

(5.10) for a desired 300 mT homogeneous field and this 300 mT field is analysed in Table

5.2. Although no 100 mT field has been measured, the calibration of the magnetic field

source is a linear algebra system (B̃reduced = Γ(yE,0 = 1.45 mm) · Ĩreduced) (5.10) and so in

order to predict the magnetic field distribution Bz(x, y, z) for a 100 mT field, the model

for the 300 mT field has been linearly scaled by a factor of 3. To be more specific, the

measured data of the 300 mT field Bz(y) from the Hall probe array (Figure 5.4a) was

input into the 3D Biot-Savart model (5.5) (§5.1.2) and using this model, the magnetic field

Bz(x, y, z) values for a 300 mT field were multiplied by 1/3 and are shown in Figures 7.1,
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7.2 and 7.3. The Mathematica functions for this model were provided by Dr José Verdú-

Galiana. As discussed (§5.1.1), in theory it is only necessary to compensate for the vertical

inhomogeneities Bz,0j0 (2.21) [97], i.e. it is of most concern that Bz(y) is homogeneous

around the trapping region~r0 = (0, y0, 0) (§2.1.1), which is verified by considering Figure

7.2b. Also, Figures 7.1b and 7.2a show that close to the trapping position, Bz(z) and Bz(x)

are also homogeneous, where it is more important that Bz(x) is homogeneous than Bz(z),

because the reduced/modified cyclotron motion orbits in the ûx − ûy plane (§2.1.1). The

gradient ∂Bz/∂z plotted in Figure 7.1c is relevant during the loading procedure and is

discussed in (§7.2.2). Figure 7.3 shows plots of the magnetic field Bz in three spatial

dimensions.

In the future, the existing magnetic field source prototype will be further optimised

by using trapped electrons as precise magnetic field sensors (§3.3.1). As introduced in

(§3.3) the existing source is continuously driven with current [36], but a source running

in persistent mode would have maximum stability [36]. As discussed in [97], the exist-

ing source will be replaced with a flux pumped source which runs in persistent mode,

which is expected to produce homogeneous fields which are stronger than 1 T. Progress

towards a flux pumped source is discussed in [123, 205]. As discussed in [36], one ad-

vantage of having the magnetic field source bolted to the electric field source (the chip)

as can be seen in Figure 3.6b, is that both sources should move together (relative to any

externally-induced vibration) and so the trap should allow for high precision measure-

ments and possibly improve fundamental measurements (§1.1.3).

The magnetic mirror effect

The effect of a gradient in the magnetic field [92], which is also known as a magnetic mirror

field [206], has also been considered regarding the loading procedure. This is relevant for

considering the change in the kinetic energy of the primary electrons as a result of their

travel from the photocathode to the rest gas in the centre of the trap. While in the presence
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of a magnetic field gradient, a trapped electron would experience a force ~Fmir [92]

~Fmir = ~∇(~µ · ~B), (7.1)

where ~µ is the magnetic moment and ~B is the magnetic field vector [92]. Assuming that

the magnetic moment ~µ is aligned parallel/antiparallel with the axis ûz of the magnetic

field, then this may be simplified to

~Fmir = ±|~µ|
∂Bz

∂z
ûz, (7.2)

where ∂Bz/∂z is the gradient of the ûz component of the magnetic field (Bz) along z. The

direction (governed by ±) is dependant on whether the magnetic moment aligns parallel

or antiparallel with the magnetic field axis ûz. Depending on their initial velocities in

the ûx − ûy plane, some primary electrons undergo cyclotron motions with "clockwise"

directions and some with "anticlockwise" directions and therefore some electrons will

align parallel with ûz and some antiparallel. The change in kinetic energy ∆Emir of a

photoelectron due to the magnetic field gradient between the cathode and the rest gas

can be found by integrating (7.2)

∆Emir =
∫
±|~µ|∂Bz

∂z
ûz · d~z. (7.3)

A robust investigation of the magnetic mirror effect would need to consider the posi-

tion z evolution of the magnitude of the magnetic moment |~µ|(z) of the electron during

its movement along ûz, from the photocathode at z = −9.5 mm to the rest gas at z = 0

mm (§6.1.4). While close to the centre of the trap ~r0 = (0, y0, 0) (§2.1.1), the magnetic

moment ~µ of a primary electron is a combination of the magnetic moments for the spin,

cyclotron and magnetron motions [87], which may be parallel or antiparallel with ûz [87].

However, firstly, when close to the centre of the trap the magnetron magnetic moment

~µ is negligible compared to that of the cyclotron magnetic moment [121] and secondly

when far from the centre of the trap the primary electrons (§6.1) shouldn’t undergo any
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magnetron motion. Also, when close to the centre of the trap the spin magnetic mo-

ment is much smaller than the cyclotron magnetic moment (see the expressions in [121]).

Therefore, for simplicity it can be crudely assumed that the magnetic moment is always

dominated by the cyclotron magnetic moment ~µp, which can be defined as [121]

~µp = −(2np + 1)µB, (7.4)

where np is the reduced cyclotron oscillator number (2.33b) and where µB is the Bohr

magneton.

In order to simplify the integral (7.3) in order to estimate the change in the kinetic

energy ∆Emir, it can be crudely assumed that the gradient is constant for all z and so the

integral may be approximated using

∆Emir ≈ ±
|~µ|︷ ︸︸ ︷

| − (2nc + 1)µB)|
∂Bz

∂z
∆z. (7.5)

Here, ∆z = +9.5 mm is the change in z from z = −9.5 mm at the photocathode to

z = 0 mm in the centre of the trap where the rest gas is located (§6.1.4) (§3.4). The

gradient ∂Bz/∂z is plotted as a function of z in Figure 7.1c and the mean gradient between

z = −9.5 mm and z = 0 mm is -4.20 mT/mm, with a standard deviation of 2.38 mT/mm.

An overestimation of the cyclotron oscillator energy of 1 eV corresponds to np ≈ 86000

in a B0 = 100 mT field ((2.33b) while assuming that ωp ' ωc [37]). Therefore, when ~µ is

parallel with ûz, ∆Emir, ↑↑ ≈ +400 meV (overestimated) and similarly, if ~µ is antiparallel

with ûz, ∆Emir, ↑↓ ≈ −400 meV (magnitude overestimated).

The cathode is normally biased with Vcath = −70 V (§6.1.3) and so ±400 meV is

negligible - the kinetic energies of all the primary electrons, whether their magnetic mo-

ments are parallel or antiparallel with the axis of the magnetic field, should still suffice to

ionise rest gas because the ionisation cross section should not change too much (§6.1.5).

Nonetheless, a new set of magnetic field source currents was determined (by Dr José

Verdú-Galiana) and subsequently driven through the source, where the mean gradient
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∂Bz/∂z and its standard deviation were both close to zero in order to avoid the magnetic

mirror effect, but this still didn’t result in the observation of any trapped electrons.

7.2.3 Evaluating the stability of the trap

The stability criterion

As previously discussed (§2.1.1), there is a stability condition 2ω2
z < ω2

c [23]. While also

considering the dependence of the free cyclotron frequency ωc (2.11a) on the magnetic

field strength B0 = Bz,000, this stability criterion suggests that an electron in a Bz,000 = 100

mT magnetic field (typical) would remain trapped so long as the axial frequency is lower

than 2π · 6.42 × 1018 Hz. This maximum axial frequency is ten orders of magnitude

greater than the highest known expected axial frequency of ωz = 2π · 70.4 MHz (Fig-

ure 6.3) to exist in the Geonium Chip Penning trap. It should also be mentioned that

experimental observations of electrons trapped in a Penning trap with hyperbolic elec-

trodes showed that the trap became unstable with a ring voltage of half that suggested

by the criterion 2ω2
z < ω2

c [207] and so it could be expected that the trap would become

unstable for axial frequencies lower than 2π · 6.42× 1018 Hz. As discussed (§6.1.3), the

axial frequency ωz is proportional to the square-root of the ring voltage VR and so by

using (6.1b) with ∆VR = 1
2 VR it can be calculated that ∆ωz = 1

4 ωz. Therefore, with a

Bz,000 = 100 mT magnetic field (typical), the Geonium Chip Penning trap might become

unstable for axial frequencies of greater than 3
4 · (2π · 6.42× 1018) Hz which is still ten or-

ders of magnitude greater than ωz = 2π · 70.4 MHz which is used in the Geonium Chip

Penning trap at present.

Static resonance

Another set of trap instabilities result from static (non-time-varying) trap imperfections

(electrostatic anharmonicities (§2.1.2) and magnetostatic inhomogeneities (§2.1.2)) when

the trap eigenfrequencies are integer ratios of one another [207, 208]. Furthermore, the

instabilities may result from a misalignment between the axes of the magnetic field and

the electrostatic field [207], which might be the case if the Hall probe array (§5.1.1) was
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misaligned with the ûx, ûy or ûz axes during the calibration of the magnetic field source

(§5.1.2), however visually the Hall probe array appeared to be well aligned. Also, the

instabilities may result from the resulting Coulomb potential from a cloud of trapped

electrons [207], however due to a lack of observation of trapped electrons this Coulomb

potential is unlikely to cause instabilities, but the primary and secondary electrons might

cause space-charge/plasma instabilities (§7.2.3). These instabilities have been observed

experimentally for trapped electrons in a Penning trap [207], which resulted in electrons

being lost from the trap [207].

The static resonance instabilities may occur when integer multiples of the particle

motional frequencies (§2.1.1) sum to zero [207]

n(ins)
z ωz + n(ins)

p ωp + n(ins)
m ωm = 0 (7.6)

where n(ins)
z , n(ins)

p and n(ins)
m are integers [207] (note, these integers are not the quantum

numbers (2.33) of the motional quantum harmonic oscillators). A phenomenological ex-

planation of this static resonance [208] effect is that the static imperfections cause static

perturbations to the motion of the trapped particle [208] and these perturbations add

constructively at certain spatial positions as a result of the synchronisation of motional

time periods [208]. Another phenomenological interpretation [207] considers these insta-

bilities from static perturbations in a Penning trap to be analogous to instabilities from

time-varying perturbations in a Paul trap.

These frequencies will have some amount of broadening due to the existence of trap

imperfections (§2.1.2) and so to reduce the chance of an instability existing (7.6), it is best

to have the motional frequencies as far apart from one another as possible. For example,

using the electrostatic potential defined by VR = −0.67937 V, T(opt)
C = 1.400844, TE = 5.7

and Vcath = 0 V (which should make the electrons observable) and while also in the pres-

ence of a B0 = Bz,000 = 100 mT homogeneous magnetic field, the motional frequencies

(§2.1.1) are ωz = 2π · 25.7979 MHz, ωp = 2π · 2.799 GHz and ωm = 2π · 105.78 kHz.

These motional frequencies are very far apart and so the likelihood of developing a static
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resonance instability is low. The reduced cyclotron frequency ωp is much greater than the

axial frequency because of the high strength of the magnetic field (ωp ≈ ωc(B0) (2.11a)

[37]). When these instabilities were observed experimentally for trapped electrons in a

Penning trap [207], the magnetic field strengths were at most 4.37 mT, which is much less

than the B0 = Bz,000 = 100 mT field in typical use in the Geonium Chip Penning trap.

Resistive-wall destabilisation and space-charge/plasma effects

The theory of the resistive-wall destabilisation effect has been introduced in (§2.3.2) and

the improvements made to the experiment have been discussed in (§6.1.2). The resis-

tive cooling time constants τ(i)(Z(ωm), D(i)
eff) (2.30) of the magnetron motion from the im-

proved low-pass filters of each of the five DC trap electrodes (§3.2) have been calculated

by Dr José Verdú-Galiana for one such deep trap (with VR = −10.85 V which corre-

sponds to ωm = 2π · 1.69 MHz and ωz ≈ 2π · 103) MHz to be on the order of days. Also,

the photocathode bias line has low-pass filters (§6.1.4) which would also induce resistive

cooling, however the effective coupling distance should be high because i) the electrons

are trapped spatially-far (≈ 10 mm) from the photocathode (§6.1.4) and ii) the magnetron

motion only has ûx and ûy components while the photocathode is in the ûx − ûy plane.

Therefore, it is unlikely that the resistive-wall destabilisation effect is causing a trap in-

stability.

Although the aforementioned discussion would suggest that the resistive wall ef-

fect has been avoided, another solution would be to increase the maximum permitted

magnetron radius (2.15) by raising the equilibrium trapping position ~r0 = (0, y0, 0)

(§2.1.1). However, this would require a new set of magnetic field currents (§5.1.1) be-

cause the calibration matrix Γ(y0) (5.1a) or Γ′(y0) (5.2a) is only valid for one trapping

height y0 (§2.1.1). This would also require a new set of trapping voltages VR, VC and VE

(3.1), where simulations have shown that the trapping height is strongly dependent on

the tuning ratio TE (3.3).

In the current setup, the cryogenic trapping chamber (§3.4) is gold plated internally.
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Despite the inside of the chamber having a matt finish, any illumination of the cham-

ber through the window illuminates a significant amount of the chamber as a result of

reflections. Therefore, primary electrons will be continuously liberated from all the cham-

ber walls and the surface of the chip (§3.2). Although electrons shouldn’t build up on the

visible chip substrate (alumina) between the electrode gaps (§3.2), there might be a space-

charge effect [110] which might distort the electrostatic trapping potential (3.1). However,

the magnetic field should cause photoelectrons liberated from the chip surface and the

walls (other than from the wall opposite to the photocathode which is perpendicular to

the magnetic field axis ûz) to be rapidly grounded via a cyclotron motion (§2.1.1). Pho-

toelectrons which are liberated from the wall opposite to the photocathode (§6.1.4) are

not accelerated by the photocathode and so they should not have enough kinetic energy

to enter the centre of the trap. However, if the trapping volume is nonetheless flooded

with electric charge, then this might cause instability, or perhaps undesirable plasma ef-

fects (§2.3.2). Unlike the Geonium Chip Penning trap, other planar Penning traps [11, 13,

16, 18] introduce their beams of primary electrons through apertures and so their beams

are well focussed and therefore secondary electrons are not produced in other locations

within their trapping regions. Therefore, in order to avoid undesired primary and sec-

ondary electrons being in places other than the centre of the trap, it is recommended

that the photocathode should be moved outside the cryogenic trapping chamber (§3.4).

This should be done in such a way that i) no UV light would enter the chamber (to stop

photoelectrons from being liberated from anywhere other than the cathode) and that

ii) primary electrons would enter the chamber through an aperture (e.g. [13]) so that

all primary electrons would enter the trap at the trapping height y0 (to avoid large

magnetron radii (§6.1.2)).

The expected lifetime

The lifetime of the electrons is strongly dependent on the pressure (§3.4). The pressure

in the Geonium Chip Penning trap experiment typically reads ∼ 10−8 mBar at the flange

which is at room temperature (§3.1), while the cryogenic trapping chamber (§3.4) is at
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≈ 4 K. Therefore, even if the cryogenic trapping chamber is not hermetically sealed prior

to its installation in the experiment, a cryovacuum should be reached with pressures

of < 10−8 mBar. Pressures of ∼ 10−8 mBar and ∼ 10−11 mBar gave rise to measured

lifetimes (time constants from exponential fits) of (22 ± 2) seconds [11] and 3.5 hours

[13] respectively for trapped electrons in planar Penning traps. This should give trapped

electrons a lifetime of between seconds and hours in the Geonium Chip Penning trap,

which should be long enough to detect them.

7.2.4 Evaluating the detection system

It is plausible that electrons have been trapped and not subsequently detected. The the-

ory (§2.2) and the experimental realisation (§3.5) of the bolometric electronic detection

method have been introduced, where any trapped electrons will only be visible if their

axial frequencies are resonant with the niobium axial resonator (detection coil). It is

likely that initially multiple electrons (a cloud) will be loaded into the trap. The high

charge-to-mass-ratio of the electron suggests that motion-based gates using trapped elec-

trons should be quick [28], which suggests that electrons in the cloud should undergo

Coulomb interactions with each other rapidly and therefore each of the eigenmotions

should rapidly reach thermal equilibrium across the cloud (§2.3.1), so there should only

be one (albeit perhaps broad-in-frequency) axial signal. The trap has not yet been exper-

imentally optimised and so the initial trap imperfections, that is the electric anharmonic-

ities (§2.1.2) and the magnetic inhomogeneities (§2.1.2), would most likely shift the axial

frequency ωz of a trapped electron (§2.1.2) and also broaden the axial dip (§2.2) for one

trapped electron. Therefore, it is likely that the trap imperfections would spread the com-

bined energy of the cloud over a wider axial frequency bandwidth, however it is likely

that the electrons are loaded with relatively high energies (on the order of 1 eV) and so

their axial signal should still be visible against the noise. An automated band power

measurement has been implemented (§6.2.2) in order to help identify any electron tran-

sits which occur across the axial resonator, similar to the use of a zero-span measurement

which demonstrated the trapping of electrons [13].
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Improvement: widening the detection window

The main disadvantage of the use of one detection coil is that there is a narrow finite

detection window [32] - electrons will only be visible if their axial signal is in resonance

with the detection coil [32]. At present, the centre frequency of the coil is ωz ≈ 2π ·

25.7979 MHz (corresponding to a ring voltage of approximately VR = −0.67937 V).

The full-width-half-maximum ΓFWHM of the niobium coil is approximately 100 kHz

(e.g. see Figure 3.11b). Therefore, the useful detection window of approximately 150 kHz

is between ≈ ωz = 2π · 25.723 MHz and ≈ ωz = 2π · 25.883 MHz. As discussed (§6.1.3),

the electrostatic potential which corresponds to an axial frequency of ωz ≈ 2π · 25.7979

MHz (Figure 6.2) may be too shallow with an axial depth of only 1.29 eV. Alternatively,

electrons may instead be loaded in the deepest possible trap (not a fundamental limit)

which corresponds to VR = −3.85088 V (Figure 6.3) with an axial depth of 7.31 eV (§6.1.3),

which is deeper than the depth of 4.5 eV which has successfully trapped electrons in

another planar Penning trap with circular electrode geometry [13]. However, the axial

frequency corresponding to VR = −3.85088 V is ωz = 2π · 70.4 MHz, which is far from

the detection window of the niobium axial resonator.

As discussed (§6.1.3), there are two alternative but broadly similar procedures for

trapping electrons. The first procedure involves continuously liberating secondary elec-

trons, while slowly ramping down (decreasing) |VR| from ≈ | − 1| V to to ≈ | − 0.4|

V in order to decrease ωz (§6.1.3). The limitation of this method is that the photocath-

ode is continuously biased with a voltage of high magnitude (typically Vcath = −70 V)

and so the electrostatic potential is asymmetric (there is a high degree of anharmonicity

(§2.1.2)) which might make the electrons unobservable. The second procedure involves

initially loading the electrons in the deep trap (with VR = −3.85088 V), before rapidly

grounding the photocathode (to reduce the anharmonicity and make the electrons easier

to observe) and then immediately bringing any trapped electrons into resonance with the

coil at VR = −0.67937 V. The limitation of this method is that trapped electrons might be

lost either as a result of the resulting excitation from a rapid change in the electrostatic

potential, or as a result of their collision with rest gas if the pressure is too high (§7.2.3).
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Both procedures typically end in further ramping of the ring voltage in order to try to

bring any trapped electrons into resonance with the axial resonator (§6.1.3). There is still

uncertainty about the energies (and thus about the axial frequencies) of the trapped elec-

trons and there is also uncertainty about the lifetime of any trapped electrons. Therefore,

it would be helpful if the detection window were not to be so narrow. A second ax-

ial resonator in series with the existing niobium one, with a resonance frequency of

ω0 = 2π · 70.4 MHz, should allow for the detection of electrons in the deep loading

potential (VR = −3.85088 V). Experimental investigations have begun with the imple-

mentation of a second axial resonator, but no trapping attempts have been made yet.

Eventually, the spatially-large axial resonator (§3.5) between the left-correction elec-

trode and ground (Figure 3.8) will be replaced with a spatially-small and low-capacitance

surface-mount resistor between both correction electrodes [32, 33]. This will be a "broad-

band, universal and compact detection system" [32], where the detection will be broad-

band and universal because the parasitic capacitance of the detection circuit is low [32]

and so the high frequency impedance of the detection circuit does not decay to zero until

very high frequencies are reached. In particular, two low measurements of the total par-

asitic capacitance (contributed by a resistor and the chip mutual capacitance) have been

undertaken, measuring (0.17± 0.0002) pF and (0.13± 0.0003) pF (for nominal resistances

of 24.8 kΩ and 50.0 kΩ respectively) [32, 33]. Also, the mutual capacitance between the

correction electrodes has been measured to be very low at 85 fF [33]. This means that

a wide range of axial frequencies should be measurable with the same inter-correction-

electrode resistor, where ωz = ωz(q/m, C002) (2.9c) (Cijk = VR · cijk [21]), so a wide range

of ion species with different charge-to-mass ratios can be detected [33]. A broadband de-

tection circuit would be useful in mass spectrometry [32, 33] (§1.1.3). A simulation of a

dip (§2.2) in the impedance of the resistor due to a trapped electron (which used mea-

sured values of the parasitic capacitance) suggests that this new detection circuit should

allow for the observation of a trapped electron [32]. Instead of amplifying the induced

voltage (Vind(t) (§2.3.2)) between the axial resonator (tank circuit) and ground using

the existing preamplifier (§3.5), the voltage across the resistor will be measured using
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a cryogenic differential amplifier [32, 33].

Improvement: destructive detection using a multichannel plate

Rather than use the non-destructive bolometric electronic detection technique (§2.2)

(§3.5), instead the trapped electrons could be intentionally ejected from the trap and

subsequently collected using a multichannel plate detector (detected destructively).

This would not allow for the detection of single microwave photons (because the Con-

tinuous Stern-Gerlach Effect requires a measurement of the axial frequency) nor for the

undertaking of some fundamental physics experiments (§1.2), however if electrons were

to be detected then it would suggest that there is an issue with the existing detection sys-

tem (§2.2) (§3.5). One particular benefit of using a multichannel plate is that the detection

would be independent of the axial frequency ωz - and the axial frequencies are currently

unknown (§7.2.4). A multichannel plate has previously been used to detect electrons in

a planar Penning trap [11] and also to detect electrons in a Paul trap [28], where both of

these measurements used room-temperature traps. However, the magnetic field source is

constructed using loops of NbTi wire (§3.3) which require a temperature of less than 9-10

K otherwise the source would be in the resistive state (§5.2.1) and the required currents

would not be sustainable. Multichannel plate detectors might not work at a temperature

of ≈ 10 K [209] and so perhaps the use of a multichannel plate detector might not be

possible.

7.2.5 Evaluating the loading procedure

Ionisation

Assuming that the ideal gas law still holds, the number of secondary electrons produced

is also directly proportional to the pressure of the rest gas, because the pressure is di-

rectly proportional to the number of neutral atoms. During trapping attempts, the pho-

tocathode is typically biased with Vcath = −70 V (§6.1.3). The ionisation curve (Figure

6.8) shows that the difference between the recombination current (of collected positively

charged ions) at Vcath = −70 V and the dark current at Vcath = 0 V is approximately
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(60− 20 = 40) pA. Charge must be conserved and so this suggests that approximately

40 pA/(1.60× 10−19) C ≈ 250 million secondary electrons are produced in the cryogenic

trapping chamber (§3.4) per second. Assuming that only electrons ionised in a trapping

volume of (1 mm)3 centred around~r0 = (0, y0, 0) (§2.1.1) may be trapped and that elec-

trons are ionised everywhere in the trapping chamber with even density, out of the total

trapping chamber volume of (20 mm)3, this would suggest that there are approximately

30000 secondary electrons produced every second which may be trapped. The primary

electrons will most likely be guided/focussed towards the centre of the trap as a result of

the magnetic field lines and so 30,000 trappable electrons is an underestimate. Therefore,

it is unlikely that the pressure is much too low (and it is also unlikely that the pressure is

much too high (§7.2.3)).

In order to increase the likelihood of detecting the first electrons, it would be helpful

for the cloud of trapped electrons to contain as much energy as possible (§7.2.4) and so

it would be helpful to load many electrons into the trap (unless the resulting Coulomb

potential becomes an issue (§7.2.3). One planar Penning trap [18] was loaded using a

beam of primary electrons from a field-emission-point of 8 nA (and initially 20-25 nA),

which is much greater than has been measured in the Geonium Chip Penning trap (§4.7.1)

with a peak collected photocurrent of (549± 12) pA. Only secondary electrons which are

liberated close to the centre of the trap~r0 = (0, y0, 0) (§2.1.1) are likely to be trapped (if the

magnetron radius is too large then the electron will probably be lost (§6.1.4)) and so it is

also significant that a focussed 8 nA beam has a much higher density of primary electrons

at the trapping region than in the Geonium Chip Penning trap, where the photocathode

has a surface area of (3 mm)2 (§6.1.4). Therefore, it would also be beneficial to try to

improve the magnitude of the photocurrent (possibly by choosing a different cathode

material [182]) and also to focus the beam of primary electrons (possibly by using focus

electrodes [210] or an inhomogeneous magnetic field to apply Herrmann’s theory [210])

towards the centre of the trap~r0 = (0, y0, 0) (§2.1.1).
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7.2.6 Summary and recommended improvements

The main principles of the Geonium Chip Penning trap have been evaluated, in order

to recommend some improvements to the trap so that electrons may be trapped and

subsequently detected.

Firstly, the electric field source has been evaluated (§7.2.1). The electrostatic potentials

while the trap is loaded should suffice (§7.2.1) and the ellipticity ε (§7.2.1) should not be

an issue. However (§7.2.1), the ellipticity could eventually be eradicated (ε = 0) if side

electrodes were to be implemented into the Geonium Chip. The magnetic field source

has also been evaluated (§7.2.2). The alignment and homogoneity of the typical 100 mT

trapping field should suffice for trapping electrons (§7.2.2). However (§7.2.2), the mag-

netic field source could eventually be replaced with a similar flux pumped source which

runs in persistent mode, in order to make a stronger field and improve the stability. The

magnetic mirror effect has also been considered for the primary electrons as they travel

from the photocathode to the rest gas (§7.2.2), however this should only have a negligible

effect on the ionisation cross section and so this shouldn’t be an issue.

The stability of the trap has also been evaluated (§7.2.3). The stability criterion is met

(§7.2.3) because the magnetic field strength is strong at Bz,000 = 100 mT. Static resonances

(§7.2.3) are unlikely because the motional frequencies are far apart, again partly due to

the strong Bz,000 = 100 mT magnetic field. The resistive-wall effect (§7.2.3) should have

been mitigated, however it may be further mitigated by trapping at a higher height y0

above the surface of the Geonium Chip. The lifetime of trapped electrons should be

long enough (§7.2.3), between seconds and hours for the typically expected pressures of

≤ 10−8 mBar.

It is plausible that electrons are being trapped but not subsequently detected, so the

detection system has also been evaluated (§7.2.4). One solution might be to widen the

detection window (§7.2.4), by introducing a second axial resonator in series with the ex-

isting one, which is currently being investigated. A better way to widen the detection

window (§7.2.4) would be to use a differential amplifier to amplify the voltage induced
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in a low-capacitance resistor between the correction electrodes, for a broadband detec-

tion circuit (an extremely wide detection window). Alternatively, a destructive detection

technique using a multichannel plate (§7.2.4) could be implemented, which should be ef-

fective because it is independent of the axial frequency, however it might not be possible

to implement a multichannel plate at a temperature of ≈ 4 K.

Potential issues have also been highlighted during the evaluation of the loading pro-

cedure (§7.2.5). An evaluation of the ionisation (§7.2.5) suggests that although enough

(250 million) secondary electrons should be generated every second in the chamber such

that they should be detectable, they might not be generated with a low enough energy

or close enough to the centre of the trap, in order to remain trapped. Therefore, (§7.2.5)

it is recommended that the magnitude of the photocurrent should be increased and the

beam of primary electrons should be focussed towards the centre of the trap. It is also

quite possible that space-charge or plasma effects might make the trap unstable (§7.2.3).

Therefore, it is also recommended that (§7.2.3) the photocathode should be moved out-

side the chamber in such a way that i) no UV light would enter the chamber and that

ii) primary electrons would enter the chamber through an aperture so that all primary

electrons would enter the trap at the trapping height y0.

To conclude, it is recommended that in order to increase the likelihood of trapping

and detecting electrons in the Geonium Chip Penning trap (in decreasing order of signif-

icance) that:

• the loading procedure should be improved. The photocathode should be moved

outside the chamber in such a way that (§7.2.3) i) no UV light would enter the

chamber and that ii) primary electrons would enter the chamber through an aper-

ture so that all primary electrons would enter the trap at the trapping height y0.

The magnitude of the photocurrent should be increased and the beam of primary

electrons should be focussed towards the centre of the trap (§7.2.5).

• the detection system should be improved. A broadband detection circuit with a

differential amplifier should be implemented, in order to significantly widen the

detection window (§7.2.4). Alternatively, a destructive detection technique using
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a multichannel plate (§7.2.4) could be implemented as a possible temporary solu-

tion, but this would not allow for single microwave photon detection, nor for some

fundamental physics measurements.
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(A) Plotting the magnetic field strength Bz as
a function of z, in the planes y = y0 and x =

0, for a large range of z.
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(B) Plotting the magnetic field strength Bz as
a function of z, in the planes y = y0 and x =

0, for a small range of z.
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(C) Plotting the gradient ∂Bz/∂z of the mag-
netic field strength Bz as a function of z, in the
planes y = y0 and x = 0. The gradient was
estimated numerically using the data shown
in Figure 7.1b, by calculating (∆Bz/∆z)|z.
The black horizontal dashed line shows the

mean gradient over −9.5 ≤ z (mm) ≤ 0.

FIGURE 7.1: Plots of the predicted B0 = Bz,000 = 100 mT field.
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(A) Plotting the magnetic field strength Bz as a
function of x, in the planes y = y0 and z = 0.
As can be seen in Figure 3.6b, the smallest pair of
concentric coils (the main coils) have a length of
approximately 71 mm along ûx (centred around
z = 0) [36] before they curve by 90◦ and head
along ±ûz. Therefore, it is to be expected that the
field Bz(x) should not exhibit much inhomogene-

ity, which agrees with this plot.
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(B) Plotting the magnetic field strength Bz as a
function of y, in the planes z = 0 and x = 0.
The black vertical dashed line shows the trapping
height yB,0 = 5.25 mm or yE,0 = 1.45 mm (§5.1.1).
The degree of inhomogeneity around y = y0 is
low as expected, because the source was calibrated
(§5.1.1) to make an homogeneous field Bz(y) (5.10)

around y = y0.

FIGURE 7.2: Plots of the predicted B0 = Bz,000 = 100 mT field.
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(A) Plotting the magnetic field strength Bz as a function
of z and y, in the plane x = 0. Cross-sections are shown

in Figures 7.1b and 7.2b.

(B) Plotting the magnetic field strength Bz as a function
of z and x, in the plane y = y0. Cross-sections are shown

in Figures 7.1b and 7.2a.

FIGURE 7.3: Plots of the predicted B0 = Bz,000 = 100 mT field.
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